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Hurricanes reduce training camp roster to 25 and mutually part ways with defenseman 

By Chip Alexander 
Carolina Hurricanes goalie Pyotr Kochetkov deflects a shot 
attempt by Bostons Jake DeBrusk (74) in the third period on 
Wednesday, May 4, 2022 during game two of their Stanley 
Cup first round series at PNC Arena in Raleigh, N.C. 
rwillett@newsobserver.com  
The Carolina Hurricanes, their preseason game schedule 
completed, have reduced their roster to 25 players, the team 
said Wednesday. 
The roster moves include forwards Noel Gunler, Vasily 
Ponomarev, Jamieson Rees, Malte Stromwall and Tuukka 
Tieksola, defenseman Anttoni Honka and goaltenders Pyotr 
Kochetkov and Zach Sawchenko being sent to the Chicago 
Wolves of the American Hockey League.  
Defenseman Griffin Mendel has been released from his 
amateur tryout contract and will return to Chicago, the Canes 
said. 
Forwards Ryan Dzingel, Mackenzie MacEachern, Stelio 
Mattheos and Lane Pederson and defenseman Maxime 

Lajoie all have been placed on waivers for the purpose of 
assigning them to Chicago.  
The Hurricanes agreed to mutually part ways with 
defenseman Grigorii Dronov. That move comes two days 
after Carolina signed Dronov, who has played in Russia’s 
KHL last season, to a one-year, two-way contract. 
In another personnel move, forward Ryan Suzuki and 
defenseman Cavan Fitzgerald have been placed on the 
injured non-roster list.  
The 25-man roster includes forward Max Pacioretty, 
sidelined after Achilles surgery, and forward Derek Stepan, 
who attended camp on a player tryout contract (PTO). 
Forwards Jack Drury and Stefan Noesen and defenseman 
Jalen Chatfield, who helped the Wolves win the 2022 Calder 
Cup championship with the Wolves, remain with the Canes.  
The Hurricanes finished 4-1 in the preseason after a 4-2 loss 
Tuesday at Buffalo. 
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Burnside: 10 Storylines Entering 2022-23 For The Carolina Hurricanes 

Looking at ten of the biggest topics to keep an eye on as the 
Canes gear up for another campaign 
By Scott Burnside 

RALEIGH, NC. - When we set out to outline the top 10 
storylines surrounding the Carolina Hurricanes for the 
coming season, one of the jokes internally was that we better 
wait until the last minute - because with the Hurricanes 
things change pretty quickly. 
It's a fair point, so with that in mind here are the top 10 
narratives of the team's 25th anniversary season in North 
Carolina. But you'd better hurry up and read them because, 
well, things always seem to be a bit fluid around the team. 
Brent Burns, Motor Home And All, Are In The House  
One of GM Don Waddell's top off-season priorities was to 
replace the hole vacated by Tony DeAngelo, a restricted free 
agent who was traded to Philadelphia at the draft. DeAngelo 
was a catalyst to the team's power play success, chipping in 
51 points in 64 games. The production came on top of being 
one of the team's best players in a first-round series win over 
Boston, even if he seemed to struggle with his emotions in 
the second round against his old teammates from New York. 
He finished with 10 points in 14 playoff games. So, big 
skates to fill. 
Safe to say that the addition of veteran Brent Burns more 
than fills that void and stands as one of the team's most 
important off-season moves. Burns has more points than any 
NHL defenseman since 2013-14 and looks to start the 
season paired with Jaccob Slavin, giving the team an 
imposing top pair on the blue line. 
"We're still a pretty young team," Waddell said. "Our best 
players are young players and as you can continue to let 
them grow and supplement them with some key veterans, I 
think that's important for your franchise. The Burns thing, he 
might be 37 by his birth certificate but he doesn't play like it. 
He's one of the top fit guys on our team coming in here." 
Within days of consummating the trade with San Jose Burns 
was in Raleigh, bought a house, returned home to collect his 
family and his motor home and was back on the ice with his 
new teammates. 
"He lived in his motor home for the first month, so that was a 
real commitment from his end to get here, get his family 
situated and start training with our guys," Waddell said. 
Burns, who has played his entire career in Minnesota and 
San Jose, admitted the newness of everything is a bit 
daunting - even for a veteran player. However, that's 
something he's embracing. 
"Yeah, everything's different than what I thought it was going 
to be," he said during a training camp chat. "I know it's not 
easy. I think it really puts into perspective how hard it is for 

guys who get traded during the season. Everything that's 
happened so far has been as smooth and good as possible." 
"Everything's been great, but yeah, I mean it's little things. 
Your typical spots to eat, your drive, activities, house, all 
those things. I think you just get comfortable, you take things 
for granted," he added. "I think that's one of the big things, 
why it's been good for me to have a fresh start and have 
nerves and a little bit of fear for the first time in a long time. I 
think it's part of it. I think it's going to take time, but this is a 
really special group of guys. I could tell that pretty quickly. It's 
a special place and I've been really lucky." 
Max-imizing the scoring and other Pacioretty things 
One of the most disappointing parts of the Hurricanes' 
seven-game, second-round series loss to the New York 
Rangers was the inability to find enough scoring overall, and 
timely scoring in those critical moments after they had taken 
a 2-0 series lead. With the departure of DeAngelo, Vincent 
Trocheck (signed in New York with the Rangers) and Nino 
Niederreiter (signed in Nashville), Waddell made one of the 
off-season's biggest moves acquiring proven sniper Max 
Pacioretty from cap-strapped Vegas for future 
considerations. The fact Pacioretty suffered a torn Achilles 
tendon during pre-camp training was definitely a buzzkill, but 
the team has already pivoted to looking forward to his return 
in February, which makes him a de facto trade deadline 
acquisition months before the zaniness of trade deadline. 
Waddell called Pacioretty, who has five times scored 30 or 
more goals in the NHL, the night before surgery. 
"I said I feel terrible for you, but we can't change it now," 
Waddell said. "We're going to work with you to make sure we 
get you back as quick as possible, as safely as possible and 
get ready for that stretch. I've already said if his timetable is 
what we think it is in February, it's like our trade deadline 
acquisition where you don't have to go out and get 
somebody. You already have somebody you know is going 
to be a top performer for you." 
"The depth is what I'm really kind of keen on," Waddell 
added. "We put ourselves in this position now where you 
lose somebody like Pacioretty for six months it's not like 
you're season's over. We shouldn't miss a beat. We should 
keep on going and when he comes back it's a big plus." 
The Opportunity Wagon Stops Here 
So, one man's mangled Achilles tendon is another man's 
chance to play top-six minutes and skate on the power play. 
The reality of the Pacioretty injury is that it creates all kinds 
of opportunities for youngsters like last year's rookie star 
Seth Jarvis, Jesperi Kotkaniemi, Martin Necas, Jack Drury, 
newcomer Ondrej Kase and perhaps even Ryan Dzingel who 
returned to Carolina looking for a chance to re-establish his 
career. All of those players have high-end skill and all of 
those players feel they have something to prove to establish 
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themselves, or re-establish themselves as bona fide NHL 
offensive players. 
"It's going to give some of the young guys more of a 
chance," Waddell said. "This is where you get these 
opportunities and if you take advantage of it, you don't worry 
anymore and you know you're always going to have a good 
spot in the lineup. I think competition is good." 
"The depth that we have right now is probably the most 
we've ever had at every position. That feels good going in," 
Waddell added. 
Seth Jarvis Act II  
Jarvis was so good last season - his points per game of .59 
was eighth among all NHL rookies who played at least 41 
games - that we felt he deserved a separate category. In 
some ways Jarvis' rookie season was the textbook evolution 
that all teams aspire to with their youngest players. After 
impressing at rookie camp and then making the big club out 
of training camp, Jarvis played a small role, sometimes in 
and out of the lineup, over the course of the first third or so of 
the season. But as time passed he earned more and more 
opportunities from head coach Rod Brind'Amour and the 
coaching staff. He finished with 17 goals, 40 points and by 
the end of the playoffs he was arguably the team's best and 
most consistent forward. So, now what? NHL teams all know 
well the story of rookies who take a step or two backwards in 
their sophomore year as they struggle to maintain 
consistency and meet growing expectations. While there is 
certainly a greater sense of comfort and a sense of place this 
year, Jarvis has made it clear he expects nothing to be given 
to him. 
"It's nice to have a little more sense of comfort. Last year it 
was up until basically Christmas I didn't know where I was 
going to go or what was going to happen," Jarvis told us. 
But he understands the culture in Raleigh does not include 
resting on laurels. 
"Yes, it's nice to come in with a little more sense of comfort 
but my mentality and the way I come in here is the same 
still," Jarvis, 20, said. "I've got to work for everything. I've got 
to make sure I come in here every day and do little extra 
things just to keep progressing forward and keep improving 
my game." 
Jarvis Redux? 
While we're on the subject of Jarvis, who looks to start the 
season playing on what many would regard the team's top 
line with Sebastian Aho and Teuvo Teravainen, there looks 
to be room in the opening night lineup for another youngster 
in Jack Drury, 22, who was the 42nd pick in the 2018 NHL 
Draft. Unlike Jarvis, who made the big club out of junior, 
Drury has proven pretty much all he can at the American 
Hockey League level and was a catalyst to the Chicago 
Wolves' run to a Calder Cup championship last spring. 
During training camp Drury was in the Hurricanes' main 
group, which included pretty much anyone with NHL 
experience and anyone with a legitimate shot at making the 
team. Drury downplayed his place in that group, although he 
did say the experience along with Wolves teammates and 
Canes hopefuls Jalen Chatfield and Stefan Noesen is 
invaluable. 
"I think we all built a lot of confidence off of that run last 
year," said Drury, who had 24 playoff points in 18 post-
season games. "That helps you coming in here. Believe in 
yourself a little bit more and I think on top of that they have a 
great group here, such a good leadership core. The leaders 

on this team do such a good job including everyone. I'm 
grateful for that." 
Drury is a natural center and based on early line options 
during training camp could be the fourth line pivot, although 
his skill set suggests he can move easily up and down the 
lineup. Not that he's looking too far ahead. 
"It's a skill I've kind of learned in the past, how to stay 
present and not to look too far into the future. I'm grateful for 
those experiences because it's helped me out a lot right now 
where I'm not looking too far ahead just really staying day by 
day," he said. 
The Captain And The Captain's Future 
You might have thought the fact Jordan Staal is entering a 
contract year, with all that brings with it, might have meant a 
place higher up in this list. But given how Zen both 
management and the player feel about this dynamic, it 
seems like a footnote more than anything else. Still, at some 
point and likely sooner than later, long-time agent Rick 
Curran and Waddell will hammer out a deal that makes 
sense for both sides. 
"He's our leader on the ice. He's been a great player for us. 
He's a great person and we want him to play for however 
many years he's going to play and finish his career as a 
Hurricane," Waddell said. 
"I think we'd both rather get something done sooner than 
later so it's not a distraction. But it's not like either one of us 
are sitting there, 'oh we've got to get this done today.' I feel 
confident we'll get something done," he added. 
We caught up with Staal to talk about the coming season 
and reminisced about his first camp in Pittsburgh, when he 
was still just 17 and living for weeks at a downtown hotel. 
"Chicken fingers were really good. Clam chowder I 
remember being good. I abused that menu pretty good," 
Staal said with a laugh. "I didn't leave the room a ton. I didn't 
know what was going on really. Walked down to Subway 
now and then." 
Now he's watched Jarvis go through a similar thing last 
season and remains the cornerstone in the locker room 
when it comes to helping head coach Rod Brind'Amour 
implement his plan and that means beyond this coming 
season. 
"I feel comfortable with where I'm at and I understand where 
the team's at. I know I can have a role here for a while and I 
want to be here and it'll work out," Staal, 34, said. "I'm not 
really worried about it whether it happens now or later, 
however it works I believe it's going to get done and I feel 
like I have some more to give in this game." 
Go Time For Martin Necas 
Earlier in this list we referenced the fluidity of the forward 
group with Pacioretty out until February. But herein we look 
at two particularly interesting players, not just for the coming 
season, but beyond. First everyone is aware of the struggles 
for Martin Necas and how there was a lot of talk about what 
his future might look like in Raleigh as he came to the end of 
his entry level deal in the off-season. Trade? Sign? As it 
turned out the Hurricanes signed the 12th overall pick in the 
2017 draft to a two-year deal with a $3-million annual cap hit. 
Now, after scoring 14 goals and collecting 40 points in 78 
games he's looking forward to taking a step up the 
evolutionary ladder this year, which is exactly what the 
organization is hoping from Necas as well. 
"Last season was tough for me," Necas, still just 23, said. "I 
didn't do things that were expected from me and of course I 
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expected way more from me as well. Some seasons are just 
like that. I was kind in a slump especially in the second half 
and it was kind of hard to get out of it. But now I signed here 
for two more years. I'm very excited for this team because it 
looks like we have a great group. It's always nice to play for 
a team that has ambitions to win the Stanley Cup. I feel like 
we have a good chance and I'm really excited." 
Necas is a natural center who expressed his desire to play 
down the middle at the end of the season, but it seems from 
early training camp results that he will begin the season on 
the wing, likely with Jesperi Kotkaniemi in the middle and 
Andrei Svechnikov on the other wing. Regardless of where 
he lines up the expectations are definitely high for the skilled 
forward. 
 Go Time For "KK" 
Which brings us to Kotkaniemi. A year ago the third overall 
pick in the 2018 draft was coming off a whirlwind summer 
that had seen him sign an offer sheet while still a member of 
the Montreal Canadiens. It was an offer sheet the Habs did 
not match. Another natural center, he played up and down 
the lineup and at both center and wing, but Kotkaniemi has 
settled back into what appears to be a natural fit down the 
middle. Having signed an eight-year extension with a $4.82 
million annual cap hit there's little doubt about the team's 
plans for him long-term. But exactly how he fits into the 
lineup, well, that's one of the more interesting and frankly 
pivotal narratives of this coming season as he is going to get 
every opportunity to prove he's a top-two NHL center. 
"I think for sure it was a little easier to come here this year. 
Knew all the systems and all the guys pretty much," 
Kotkaniemi said. "Last year everything happened so fast and 
in such a short time. But you know when I catch up with the 
guys and the systems last year, it was really good. Now 
when I came here I knew everyone so it's obviously I couldn't 
wait to get back here." 
He knows that even though he remains one of the younger 
players on the team at 22, that's not a crutch vis a vis his 
development. "I think I just want to take that next step 
forward," Kotkaniemi said. "Prove to everyone, prove to 
myself, that I'm able to play those bigger minutes, be 
productive, and at the same time get some points, but mostly 
play a good two-way game at the same time." 
Paul Stastny, Swiss Army Knife  
Sometimes the missing piece isn't necessarily a high-profile 
fit but rather the proper fit. Veteran forward Paul Stastny fits 
that mold, and especially when Pacioretty was laid low early 
on Waddell looked for a subtle way to help fill the offensive 
void. Voila, Stastny who, at age 36, is coming off a 21-goal 
campaign with Winnipeg. Before Stastny signed a one-year, 
$1.5 million deal, he and Waddell and Brind'Amour spoke 
candidly about what his role might be in Carolina. Or rather 
his roles, plural. 
"When we were signing him, we were talking to him for a 
long time," Waddell said. "Rod and I were saying he's a utility 
knife as far as he can play pretty much anywhere. I know 
probably his best position is center." 
But he may end up playing the wing, as per some of the 
aforementioned discussions about the fluidity of this lineup. 
Stastny knows that. He doesn't particularly care. And he took 

a good long, measured look at his options before signing 
with the Hurricanes. 
"I've been through it. I know it's a long season," Stastny said 
during a recent interview. "I know there's going to be line 
juggling to see what works. I talked to Rod and at this point 
in my career, if I play wing, you're playing with a good 
centermen. If I'm playing center, you're playing with good 
wingers. If you look at the roster here I think it's not just top-
heavy. I think you have four lines that can all play, all bring 
something different to the table and ice time is spread out 
pretty evenly. That's why I think that's why this team's so 
hard to play against. Everyone comes at you." 
If we had to guess we'd say Stastny ends up playing on a 
line with Jordan Staal and Jesper Fast to start with, but that 
he'll get a chance to work his way up and down the top nine 
and onto one of the two power play units. 
And Finally, The Goaltenders  
Last season, of course, was the ultimate in goaltending yin 
and yang. The Canes went with a completely new 
goaltending duo of Frederik Andersen and Antti Raanta and 
Andersen roared out of the gate after the Canes signed him 
as an unrestricted free agent, winning his first eight starts. 
Raanta played meaningful games, most notably in the 
second half, as the duo won the William M. Jennings Trophy 
for allowing the fewest goals in the NHL. But Andersen 
injured his knee late in the regular season and missed the 
entire playoffs. Raanta, playing the most playoff games in his 
career, delivered yeoman work in relief but was banged up 
by the end of the second round. Our good pal Mike McKenna 
at Daily Faceoff.com has the Hurricanes as the fifth-ranked 
goaltending tandem in the NHL and with good health no 
reason to expect the team shouldn't be in the hunt for 
another Jennings. There's also the presence of uber 
prospect Pyotr Kochetkov, who wowed them at the American 
Hockey League level with the championship Wolves. He also 
performed well in his first NHL competition when pressed 
into service late in the regular season. 
"We're in a different situation now with Kochetkov coming," 
Waddell said. "We think we should be in pretty good shape 
there for a long time, too." 
As for looking ahead to what a healthy Andersen/Raanta 
tandem might provide in the playoffs or conversely 
wondering what might have been had the duo been at full 
health? Woulda, coulda, shoulda. 
"It's always back of your mind about all of your players, 
particularly key positions like that, but again, I can't do 
anything to prevent it," Waddell said of the injuries, 
especially to Andersen. "What's going to happen is going to 
happen. The good thing is Freddie put in a great summer, 
came in here, he's well-healed and very prepared. You hope 
that things that have happened in the past are behind him," 
Waddell said. "You can say the same thing for Raanta 
because he had some history with injuries. He came in here 
and missed a couple of games here and there, but played I 
think the most games in a row at a critical time for us. What's 
happened in the past is the past. I keep saying it. Moving 
forward we just feel like the position we're in gives us the 
best chance right now to take that next step." 
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Super 16: Avalanche enter season No. 1, Lightning No. 2 

Hurricanes, Panthers, Rangers round out top five

The regular season begins Friday and one of the two teams 
in action is ranked in NHL.com's final preseason Super 16. 
The Nashville Predators, who are No. 12, play the San Jose 
Sharks, unranked and without a single voting point from the 
staff members who participated in the weekly Super 16 
power rankings, on Friday and Saturday in the 2022 NHL 
Global Series at O2 Arena in Prague. 
But the Predators are the fourth-ranked team from the 
Central Division behind the Colorado Avalanche (No. 1), St. 
Louis Blues (No. 9) and Minnesota Wild (No. 10). The Dallas 
Stars are also in the Super 16 at No. 14, making the Central 
the only division with five teams ranked. 
The Metropolitan and Atlantic divisions each have four teams 
ranked. The Pacific Division has three. 
The 13 NHL.com and LNH.com staff members who make up 
the panel that ultimately decides which team is ranked where 
will be offering their thoughts on why they ranked a certain 
team where they did. 
Each of the members puts together his or her version of what 
they think the Super 16 should look like. Those are submitted 
and a point total assigned to each. The team that is selected 
first is given 16 points, second gets 15, third 14, and so on 
down to No. 16, who gets one point. 
Here is the Super 16 as the NHL season is about to get 
underway, with thoughts from the staff members whose 
individual rankings are below:  

1. COLORADO AVALANCHE 

Total points: 207 
"The Avalanche are the defending Stanley Cup champions, 
which is why they are No. 1. They return 10 forwards and 
five defensemen who were regulars in the Stanley Cup 
Playoffs last season. They're also getting defenseman 
Samuel Girard back after he missed most off the Stanley 
Cup run with a broken sternum. They have all the ingredients 
to repeat, including a championship pedigree and the 
experience of winning, two things they did not have at this 
point last season. With both, they should be better equipped 
for a championship run. Alexandar Georgiev has to prove he 
can be a No. 1 goalie. He replaces Darcy Kuemper, who was 
10-4 with a 2.57 goals-against average and .902 save 
percentage in the playoffs last season. Georgiev is the 
Avalanche's biggest question mark, but they're not a team 
that relies on getting A-plus goaltending to win. They just 
need Georgiev to be good as Kuemper was, and the talent 
can do the rest." -- Dan Rosen, senior writer 

2. TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING 

Total points: 188 
"The Lightning return most of the core of the team that 
reached the Stanley Cup Final the past three seasons, 
including forwards Steven Stamkos, Brayden Point and 
Nikita Kucherov, defenseman Victor Hedman and goalie 
Andrei Vasilevskiy. Losing defenseman Ryan McDonagh and 
forward Ondrej Palat will hurt, but they'll have full seasons 
with forwards Nicholas Paul and Brandon Hagel, and 
defenseman Philippe Myers has a ton of potential. They now 
have the one thing they lacked the past two seasons: the 
anger that comes with losing. The Lightning came up two 
wins short of something no team had done since the New 
York Islanders won the Cup four straight years (1980-83). 
Now you're taking a talented team and giving them more 
motivation? To me, that's a championship recipe." -- Adam 
Kimelman, deputy managing editor 

3. CAROLINA HURRICANES 

Total points: 176 
"Carolina is a good candidate to win the Stanley Cup 
because it has upgraded around an already strong group of 
forwards in Sebastian Aho and Andrei Svechnikov, and 
defensemen Jaccob Slavin and Brett Pesce. The Hurricanes 
solidified their top six among forwards with the acquisition of 
Max Pacioretty and top four among defensemen with the 
addition of Brent Burns. Pacioretty is recovering from an 
Achilles injury, but he should be back for the playoffs. 
Carolina was without its most consistent regular-season 
goalie during the playoffs last spring when Frederik 
Andersen was out with a knee injury, so his return is a key to 
any success. When healthy, the power play will be bolstered 
by the additions of Pacioretty and Burns. Forward Seth 
Jarvis will be expected to follow up a sensational rookie 
season. Carolina also has one of the most respected 
coaches in the NHL in Rod Brind'Amour. The Hurricanes 
make it happen this season." -- Mike G. Morreale, staff writer 

4. FLORIDA PANTHERS 

Total points: 158 
"The Panthers won the Presidents' Trophy last season and 
are likely to be one of the top teams in the NHL again this 
season. True, they lost forward Jonathan Huberdeau, but 
acquiring forward Matthew Tkachuk, who brings offense as 
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well as physicality, will bring an element that the team was 
missing. Sergei Bobrovsky and Spencer Knight form one of 
the better goalie tandems and most of the defensemen 
return from last season. Combine that with the addition of 
new coach Paul Maurice, who ranks seventh in NHL history 
in wins (775), and the Panthers have all the ingredients 
necessary to rebound with a big playoff run after getting 
swept by the Lightning in the second round. They're good 
enough to win the Stanley Cup." -- David Satriano, staff 
writer 

5. NEW YORK RANGERS 

Total points: 152 
"The Rangers can win the Stanley Cup this season because 
they have elite goaltending with Igor Shesterkin, an 
abundance of skill up front led by Artemi Panarin, Mika 
Zibanejad and Chris Kreider, a top-four on defense with 
Adam Fox, Ryan Lindgren, Jacob Trouba and K'Andre Miller 
that rivals any top four in the NHL, excellent coaching and 
plenty of experience gained from a long run in the playoffs 
last season. Their biggest area of concern is who will play 
the left side opposite Braden Schneider on their third 
defense pair. You know you're entering the season in a good 
place when one spot on your third defense pair is your 
biggest concern. It's why I ranked them third behind 
Colorado and Tampa Bay, and why they're in Stanley Cup-
or-bust mode." -- Rosen 

6. CALGARY FLAMES 

Total points: 136 
"The Flames can win the Stanley Cup this season because 
they have a star goalie who can handle a heavy workload in 
Jacob Markstrom, a fresh look offensively with the additions 
of forwards Huberdeau and Nazem Kadri, a defense that 
now includes MacKenzie Weegar, an outstanding coach in 
Darryl Sutter and an attitude fueled by the loss to the 
Edmonton Oilers in the Western Conference Second Round 
after winning the Pacific Division last season. They have a lot 
to overcome following the departures of their top two scorers 
(forwards Johnny Gaudreau and Tkachuk), but Huberdeau 
and Kadri should ease the blow. It's why I ranked them 
behind Colorado and Edmonton in the West, but I think the 
Flames are driven to prove they have a roster that can be 
tops in the NHL." -- Brian Compton, managing editor 

7. EDMONTON OILERS 

Total points: 132 
"The Oilers can win the Stanley Cup this season because 
they learned from the experience of reaching the Western 
Conference Final last season and are ready to take the next 
step. Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl got a taste of 
success in the playoffs last season and the forwards are 
hungry for more. More consistency in net with the addition of 
goalie Jack Campbell, who signed a five-year contract as an 
unrestricted free agent, will also help. Edmonton was 26-9-3 
in 38 games after Jay Woodcroft replaced Dave Tippett as 
coach last season and will continue to improve over a full 

season with Woodcroft behind the bench. This is why I 
ranked Edmonton sixth in our preseason poll." -- Tom Gulitti, 
staff writer 

8. TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS 

Total points: 120 
"The biggest foe between the Maple Leafs and their first 
Stanley Cup championship since 1967 is the person each 
player sees looking back at them in the mirror every day. In 
other words, the main obstacle the Maple Leafs must 
overcome is themselves. This team has a generational talent 
in center Auston Matthews, legitimate all-star forwards in 
Mitchell Marner and William Nylander, a point-per-game No. 
2 center in John Tavares, a No. 1 defenseman in Morgan 
Rielly, and established NHL goalies in Matt Murray and Ilya 
Samsonov. What it doesn't have is a postseason series win 
since 2004. If the Maple Leafs can get over the mental 
hurdle of winning that first round, they have the talent to go 
all the way. But that's a big if." -- Mike Zeisberger, staff writer 

9. ST. LOUIS BLUES 

Total points: 109 
"The Blues can win the Stanley Cup because many of the 
players who helped them win the first in franchise history in 
2019 are still there. Forward Vladimir Tarasenko went from 
asking a trade to leading the Blues with 82 points last 
season. He and fellow forwards Robert Thomas and Ryan 
O'Reilly should be productive again this season. Forward 
Jordan Kyrou brings excellent skating and production. Goalie 
Jordan Binnington can be hit and miss, but he's buoyed by a 
defense that includes Colton Parayko, Torey Krug, Nick 
Leddy and Justin Faulk. Getting through the Avalanche isn't 
the easiest task, as the Blues know (they lost to them in the 
Western Conference First Round in 2020-21 and the second 
round last season), but if they can top the Avalanche, 
another title could be theirs." -- Tracey Myers, staff writer 

10. MINNESOTA WILD 

Total points: 89 
"The Wild can win the Stanley Cup this season because they 
have one of the best players on the planet in Kirill Kaprizov. 
At 25, the forward will reach new heights in his third NHL 
season. Kevin Fiala is gone, but the Wild have a promising 
crop of young forwards in the likes of Matt Boldy and Marco 
Rossi. Boldy, 21, had a great NHL start with 39 points (14 
goals, 25 assists) in 47 games last season and Rossi will be 
a factor on the power play in his first season after dealing 
with serious health issue in early 2021. On defense, veteran 
goalie Marc-Andre Fleury will be an even better version of 
the 32-year-old goaltender he was in his first season in 
Vegas in 2017-18. He'll have great support by a group of 
solid defensemen like Jonas Brodin, Matt Dumba, Jared 
Spurgeon and Calen Addison." -- Robert Laflamme, 
LNH.com senior writer 

11. Pittsburgh Penguins 
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Total points: 73 
"The Penguins can win the Stanley Cup because, despite 
the fact the core of forwards Sidney Crosby, Evgeni Malkin 
and defenseman Kris Letang are in their mid-30s, they're still 
the straws that stir the drink. Crosby had 84 points, tied for 
the Penguins lead with forward Jake Guentzel. Letang was 
third with 68 points. Malkin missed half the season but still 
had 42 points in 41 games. When there are injuries, coach 
Mike Sullivan has a knack for getting the most out of the 
Penguins; approximately 300-man games lost last season, 
yet Pittsburgh finished third in the Metropolitan Division. And 
goalie Tristan Jarry has been steady. The Penguins aren't as 
strong as those I ranked ahead of them, but come playoff 
time they've got the necessary experience." -- Myers 

12. NASHVILLE PREDATORS 

Total points: 62 
"The No. 1 reason Nashville can win the Cup is that Juuse 
Saros is healthy. The goalie was a finalist for the Vezina 
Trophy last season but missed the Western Conference First 
Round with a lower-body injury, and the Predators were 
swept by the eventual champions, Colorado. But Nashville 
also is a better team with the additions of McDonagh and 
forward Nino Niederreiter. McDonagh is a stout, experienced 
defender who has won the Stanley Cup twice with the 
Tampa Bay Lightning. Niederreiter plays well defensively, 
goes to the hard areas offensively and can add scoring at the 
toughest time of year." -- Nicholas J. Cotsonika, columnist 

13. LOS ANGELES KINGS 

Total points: 34 
"The Kings took the Oilers, the Western Conference finalist, 
to seven games in the first round last season in their first 
postseason appearance in four seasons. Why can't they be 
better this season? They still have forward Anze Kopitar, 
goalie Jonathan Quick and defenseman Drew Doughty as 
key cogs from their not-too-distant championship past. 
Doughty is healthy after being limited to 39 games last 
season because of a wrist injury. Phillip Danault, a free-
agent addition last season, had a career season (27 goals) in 
2021-22 and remains one of the best shutdown centers in 
the League. The biggest issue for the Kings has been an 
inability to score, finishing with 235 goals, which was 20th in 
the League. In the offseason, the Kings traded for Fiala from 
the Wild and the forward should help. He had a career-best 
33 goals last season." -- Shawn P. Roarke, senior director of 
editorial 

14. DALLAS STARS 

Total points: 31 
"The Stars were one goal away from defeating the Flames in 
the playoffs last season and proved they can play with the 
big boys. Jake Oettinger was outstanding in that series and 
is one of the best younger goalies in the League. The issue 
for them has always been offensive depth, but the free agent 
signing of Mason Marchment, who had 47 points (18 goals, 
29 assists) with the Panthers last season, should help. New 

coach Peter DeBoer has had a history of getting the most out 
of his teams. If the Stars can get restricted free agent 
forward Jason Robertson signed soon and he doesn't miss 
too much time, they should be a contender well into spring." -
- Satriano 

15. BOSTON BRUINS 

Total points: 27 
"The Bruins can win the Stanley Cup because, well, it could 
be their last shot for a while. With center Patrice Bergeron 
back and a return to the NHL for center David Krejci, the 
Bruins have likely one more chance to win for their captain 
and the veterans of the 2011 Stanley Cup team. When 
healthy, they have a pretty darn strong top six and an 
excellent defense with a very good tandem in goal in Jeremy 
Swayman and Linus Ullmark. But the issue will be health; not 
only are they without forward Brad Marchand until at least 
late November, No. 1 defenseman Charlie McAvoy until 
December and defenseman Matt Grzelcyk until November, 
but forward Taylor Hall is week to week with an upper-body 
injury. If they can keep pace with the top of the Atlantic 
Division until reinforcements arrive, they can swing into form 
just in time for a lengthy run in the playoffs." -- Amalie 
Benjamin, staff writer 

16. WASHINGTON CAPITALS 

Total points: 22 
"The Capitals can win the Stanley Cup this season because 
their 2018 championship nucleus is still mostly intact and is 
arguably the most experienced leadership group in the NHL. 
Washington will have to start this campaign without two of 
their key forwards, Nicklas Backstrom and Tom Wilson, but it 
still has plenty of firepower in forwards Alex Ovechkin, 
Evgeny Kuznetsov, T.J. Oshie and Anthony Mantha, and 
defenseman John Carlson to make the playoffs, which they 
haven't missed the past eight seasons. Kuemper, a Stanley 
Cup champion goalie, should provide a huge confidence 
boost to the team, which it seemed to lack at times last 
season with Vitek Vanecek and Samsonov splitting the time 
in net. For the 37-year-old Ovechkin, age still hasn't become 
a factor as he had 50 goals last season. The important 
question is whether the Capitals are more focused on 
helping their captain in his historic chase for Wayne 
Gretzky's all-time goal record or on making another run at 
the Cup. Keep in mind that the only championship they ever 
won came in a season when almost no one predicted them 
to do so." -- Paul Strizhevsky, staff writer 
Others receiving points: Columbus Blue Jackets 16, Vegas 
Golden Knights 15, Vancouver Canucks 14, New York 
Islanders 5, New Jersey Devils 1, Ottawa Senators 1 
HERE'S HOW WE RANKED 'EM 
AMALIE BENJAMIN 
1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Tampa 
Bay Lightning; 4. Calgary Flames; 5. Florida Panthers; 6. 
Edmonton Oilers; 7. New York Rangers; 8. Los Angeles 
Kings; 9. St. Louis Blues; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11. Pittsburgh 
Penguins; 12. Toronto Maple Leafs; 13. Dallas Stars; 14. 
Boston Bruins; 15. Nashville Predators; 16. Ottawa Senators 
BRIAN COMPTON 
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1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. New York Rangers; 3. Tampa Bay 
Lightning; 4. Edmonton Oilers; 5. Florida Panthers; 6. 
Carolina Hurricanes; 7. Calgary Flames; 8. Nashville 
Predators; 9. Toronto Maple Leafs; 10. St. Louis Blues; 11. 
Minnesota Wild; 12. Columbus Blue Jackets; 13. Los 
Angeles Kings; 14. Pittsburgh Penguins; 15. Vancouver 
Canucks; 16. New York Islanders 
NICHOLAS J. COTSONIKA 
1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3. Florida 
Panthers; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Carolina Hurricanes; 6. 
Edmonton Oilers; 7. Calgary Flames; 8. New York Rangers; 
9. St. Louis Blues; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11. Pittsburgh 
Penguins; 12. Nashville Predators; 13. Los Angeles Kings; 
14. Dallas Stars; 15. Vegas Golden Knights; 16. Boston 
Bruins 
TOM GULITTI 
1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Tampa 
Bay Lightning; 4. Calgary Flames; 5. Florida Panthers; 6. 
Edmonton Oilers; 7. Toronto Maple Leafs; 8. Minnesota Wild; 
9. New York Rangers; 10. St. Louis Blues; 11. Pittsburgh 
Penguins; 12. Washington Capitals; 13. Nashville Predators; 
14. Los Angeles Kings; 15. Boston Bruins; 16. Dallas Stars 
ADAM KIMELMAN 
1. Tampa Bay Lightning; 2. Colorado Avalanche; 3. New 
York Rangers; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. Calgary Flames; 6. 
Nashville Predators; 7. Minnesota Wild; 8. St. Louis Blues; 9. 
Florida Panthers; 10. Edmonton Oilers; 11. Toronto Maple 
Leafs; 12. Pittsburgh Penguins; 13. Vancouver Canucks; 14. 
Washington Capitals; 15. Vegas Golden Knights; 16. New 
Jersey Devils 
ROBERT LAFLAMME 
1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Tampa 
Bay Lightning; 4. Florida Panthers; 5. New York Rangers; 6. 
Minnesota Wild; 7. Edmonton Oilers; 8. Toronto Maple Leafs; 
9. Calgary Flames; 10. St. Louis Blues; 11. Pittsburgh 
Penguins; 12. Dallas Stars; 13. Los Angeles Kings; 14. 
Washington Capitals; 15. Vancouver Canucks; 16. Columbus 
Blue Jackets 
MIKE G. MORREALE 
1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. New York Rangers; 5. Florida Panthers; 6. 
Calgary Flames; 7. Edmonton Oilers; 8. Toronto Maple 
Leafs; 9. St. Louis Blues; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11. Pittsburgh 
Penguins; 12. Nashville Predators; 13. Columbus Blue 
Jackets; 14. Boston Bruins; 15. Los Angeles Kings; 16. 
Vegas Golden Knights 
TRACEY MYERS 

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3. Florida 
Panthers; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. New York Rangers; 6. 
Carolina Hurricanes; 7. St. Louis Blues; 8. Calgary Flames; 
9. Edmonton Oilers; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11. Pittsburgh 
Penguins; 12. Boston Bruins; 13. Vegas Golden Knights; 14. 
Washington Capitals; 15. Los Angeles Kings; 16. Nashville 
Predators 
SHAWN P. ROARKE 
1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Florida Panthers; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. St. Louis Blues; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 6. 
Calgary Flames; 7. Nashville Predators; 8. Toronto Maple 
Leafs; 9. New York Rangers; 10. Edmonton Oilers; 11. 
Minnesota Wild; 12. Pittsburgh Penguins; 13. Los Angeles 
Kings; 14. Dallas Stars; 15. Columbus Blue Jackets; 16. New 
York Islanders 
DAN ROSEN 
1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3. New 
York Rangers; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. Edmonton Oilers; 
6. Calgary Flames; 7. Florida Panthers; 8. St. Louis Blues; 9. 
Dallas Stars; 10. Toronto Maple Leafs; 11. Nashville 
Predators; 12. Pittsburgh Penguins; 13. Vancouver Canucks; 
14. New York Islanders; 15. Boston Bruins; 16. Los Angeles 
Kings 
DAVID SATRIANO 
1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. New York Rangers; 5. Florida Panthers; 6. 
Calgary Flames; 7. Edmonton Oilers; 8. Toronto Maple 
Leafs; 9. St. Louis Blues; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11. Pittsburgh 
Penguins; 12. Nashville Predators; 13. Boston Bruins; 14. 
Columbus Blue Jackets; 15. Dallas Stars; 16. Vegas Golden 
Knights 
PAUL STRIZHEVSKY 
1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Tampa 
Bay Lightning; 4. New York Rangers; 5. Edmonton Oilers; 6. 
Florida Panthers; 7. Toronto Maple Leafs; 8. Minnesota Wild; 
9. Calgary Flames; 10. St. Louis Blues; 11. Pittsburgh 
Penguins; 12. Vegas Golden Knights; 13. Nashville 
Predators; 14. Boston Bruins; 15. Washington Capitals; 16. 
Los Angeles Kings 
MIKE ZEISBERGER 
1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. Florida Panthers; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 6. 
New York Rangers; 7. Edmonton Oilers; 8. Calgary Flames; 
9. St. Louis Blues; 10. Pittsburgh Penguins; 11. Washington 
Capitals; 12. Dallas Stars; 13. Boston Bruins; 14. Minnesota 
Wild; 15. Vancouver Canucks; 16. Columbus Blue Jackets 
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Hurricanes host the Blue Jackets for season opener

Columbus Blue Jackets vs. Carolina Hurricanes 
Raleigh, North Carolina; Wednesday, 7 p.m. EDT 
FANDUEL SPORTSBOOK LINE: Hurricanes -221, Blue 
Jackets +180; over/under is 6 
BOTTOM LINE: The Carolina Hurricanes start the season at 
home against the Columbus Blue Jackets. 
Carolina went 20-12-1 in Metropolitan Division play and had 
a 54-20-8 record overall last season. The Hurricanes scored 

277 total goals a season ago, averaging 3.4 per game on 
34.1 shots per game. 
Columbus went 9-17-0 in Metropolitan Division play and had 
a 37-38-7 record overall last season. The Blue Jackets gave 
up 3.6 goals per game while scoring 3.2 last season. 
INJURIES: Hurricanes: Frederik Andersen: out (lower body), 
Max Pacioretty: out (achilles). 
Blue Jackets: Joonas Korpisalo: out (hip). 
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NHL Eastern Conference season preview: Is the Lightning’s time finally up?

The Eastern Conference is as deep as it has ever been 
By Chris Bengel 

The 2022-23 NHL season will get underway in a few days, 
and it comes a ton of intrigue.  
For the first time in three seasons, the Tampa Bay Lightning 
aren't the reigning Stanley Cup champions. The Eastern 
Conference juggernauts were dethroned by the Colorado 
Avalanche this past June. The Lightning certainly are still 
one of the top teams that the East has to offer, but the 
conference may be deeper than it's been in quite some time 
with several teams making key improvements. 
Here's a breakdown of the eastern divisions as we enter the 
2022-23 campaign. 

Atlantic Division 

Lightning's path to Final is harder  

The Lightning have been the standard bearer in the Eastern 
Conference for the past three seasons. But it's quite possible 
that Tampa Bay takes a step back during the 2022-23 
season. 
First of all, the Lightning will enter the upcoming season as 
the third-oldest team in all of the NHL. This is a franchise that 
has relied on its veterans time and time again, but could age 
finally catch up with them? It's entirely within the realm of 
possiblities. Over the summer, the Lightning were up against 
the salary cap, so the team was forced to make some 
extremely tough decisions. One of which was let winger 
Ondrej Palat walk in free agency and cash in on a big pay 
day with the New Jersey Devils. Palat has been one of the 
more steady secondary offensive producers for the Lightning 
throughout their dynamic three-year Cup runs. 
The Lightning also were forced to trade veteran defenseman 
Ryan McDonagh to the Nashville Predators in order to shed 
salary. Now, Tampa Bay does have the likes of Ian Cole, 
Haydn Fleury and Phillippe Myers on its roster to replace 
McDonagh, but it's hard to imagine any of those three having 
the impact that McDonagh did on the blue line. 
Obviously, this is still a team that features star forwards like 
Steven Stamkos and Nikita Kucherov, a 2022 Norris Trophy 
finalist in Victor Hedman, and one of the sport's top 
goaltenders in Andrei Vasilevskiy. With that in mind, a 
Stanley Cup run is never out of the question. It just may be a 
little bit more difficult than it has been in previous years. 

Did the Panthers improve enough? 

The Florida Panthers dominated the NHL landscape during 
the 2021-22 regular season as they captured the Presidents' 
trophy with a league-best 122 points. But even with that kind 
of success, the season could be classified as somewhat of a 

failure considering that Florida was swept by the Lightning in 
the second round. 
Following the early exit, the Panthers made a blockbuster 
trade by acquiring star winger Matthew Tkachuk from the 
Calgary Flames in exchange for winger Jonathan 
Huberdeau, defenseman MacKenzie Weegar, center Cole 
Schwindt and a first round pick. Tkachuk quickly signed an 
eight-year, $76 million contract extension with the franchise.  
The biggest question has to be: did the Panthers actually 
improve their roster by replacing Huberdeau with Tkachuk? 
Time will tell, but Tkachuk will have lofty expectations placed 
on his shoulders, especially after Huberdeau produced a 
115-point campaign a season ago. 

Big question mark in net for the Maple Leafs 

It remained the same song and dance last season for the 
Maple Leafs. They were eliminated in the opening round of 
the playoffs for the sixth consecutive season. And that 
happened after star center Auston Matthews put together a 
regular season for the ages in which he tallied 60 goals and 
showed that he's one of the league's premier players. 
One of Toronto's main issues was its goaltending play. In the 
offseason, Jack Campbell left town to sign with the 
Edmonton Oilers. Following Campbell's departure, the team 
signed Ilya Samsonov and acquired Matt Murray from the 
Ottawa Senators to help fill the void in net. At one time, 
Samsonov was believed to be the goaltender of the future for 
the Washington Capitals while Matt Murray was thought to 
be the franchise netminder for the Pittsburgh Penguins. Both 
are now looking for a fresh start and the Maple Leafs are 
hoping to capture lightning in a bottle with at least one of 
them. 
Samsonov had a 23-12-5 record paired with a 3.02 goals-
against-average and a .896 save percentage during the 
2021-22 season. Meanwhile, Murray also wasn't spectacular 
as he put together a 5-12-2 record to go along with a 3.05 
goals-against-average and a .906 save percentage with the 
Ottawa Senators.  
Maybe one of these two options end up shining bright for the 
Maple Leafs this season, but right now, it's a huge question 
mark for a franchise that has Stanley Cup aspirations. 

Senators poised to make noise 

It's fair to say that there was no team more active than the 
Senators -- who have missed the Stanley Cup Playoffs in five 
consecutive seasons -- over the summer. Leading up to the 
2022 NHL Draft, Ottawa acquired star winger Alex DeBrincat 
from the Chicago Blackhawks in exchange for the No. 7 and 
No. 39 picks in the 2022 Draft in addition to a 2023 third 
round pick.  
Ottawa followed the acquisition of DeBrincat up by signing 
veteran winger Claude Giroux to a three-year, $19.5 million 
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contract in free agency. Giroux had split time between the 
Philadelphia Flyers and Florida Panthers last season after 
being traded to the Panthers at the trade deadline.  
The additions of DeBrincat and Giroux should provide a 
much-needed scoring punch for a Senators that ranked 26th 
in the league last year with just 2.7 goals-per-game. 
DeBrincat and Giroux will likely skate on the team's second 
line with 2020 first round pick Tim Stutzle centering them. 
It'll be a tough road to get back to the postseason for the 
Senators considering how deep the East is. However, 
Ottawa is well-equipped for the task with the offensive 
firepower that they've added into the fold. 

Metropolitan Division 

Do the Hurricanes have enough pieces? 

The Carolina Hurricanes were expected to make a deep 
Stanley Cup playoff run during the 2021-22 campaign, but an 
injury to goaltender Frederik Andersen leading up to the 
postseason derailed those hopes. Following a second round 
elimination at the hands of the New York Rangers, the 
Hurricanes pushed their chips to the center of the table. The 
franchise went out and added a pair of veteran pieces in the 
form of star winger Max Pacioretty and star defenseman 
Brent Burns. 
While that sounds great on paper, Pacioretty suffered a torn 
Achilles just weeks after joining the Hurricanes and will miss 
the majority of the 2022-23 season. On top of that, the 
Hurricanes also lost second-line center Vincent Trocheck to 
the Rangers in free agency. That second line is currently 
where Carolina has the biggest hole to fill when it comes to 
scoring depth. It's possible that it comes in the form of 
Jesperi Kotkaniemi or Martin Necas, but the duo combined 
for just 26 goals last season. 
The addition of Burns is a huge upgrade over Tony 
DeAngelo, who was traded to the Philadelphia Flyers. Burns 
gives the Hurricanes the right-handed shot that they need in 
their top pairing and he should slot in nicely next to Jacob 
Slavin. As one of the top puck-moving defensemen in the 
sport, Burns could pay huge dividends for Carolina even if he 
isn't quite the player that he used to be. 

Rangers look to build off ECF appearance 

The Rangers placed themselves among the elite teams in 
the NHL as they reached the Eastern Conference Final last 
season. This was a group that defeated the likes of the 
Pittsburgh Penguins and Hurricanes before being eliminated 
by the Lightning in a very entertaining six-game series. 
Arguably the biggest takeaway from the 2021-22 season was 
seeing Igor Shesterkin develop into an elite goaltender 
before our very eyes. The 26-year-old star won the Vezina 
Trophy as the NHL's top goalie as he posted a 36-13-4 
record in addition to a league-best 2.07 goals-against-
average and .935 save percentage. 
The Rangers also saw Chris Kreider have a 52-goal season, 
which included a superhuman 26 power-play tallies. While 
it's not likely that Kreider will find the back of the net quite 

that many times, he is playing on a line with Mika Zibanejad, 
so anything is possible.  
New York's forward group is a lot deeper after signing former 
Hurricanes center Vincent Trocheck to a seven-year, 
$39.375 million contract in free agency. Trocheck will serve 
as the team's second-line center and likely skate with Artemi 
Panarin and 2018 first round pick Vitali Kravtsov. 

Do Penguins have another run left in them? 

Over the last 15 years, the Penguins have counted on a core 
that consisted of Sidney Crosby, Evgeni Malkin and Kris 
Letang. It appeared as though that group may be splitting up 
with Malkin and Letang slated to be unrestricted free agents 
this past summer. 
However, Penguins general manager Ron Hextall was able 
to re-sign both franchise cornerstones. Malkin signed a four-
year, $24.4 million contract while Letang signed a six-year, 
$36.6 million deal. The Penguins also re-signed Rickard 
Rakell to a six-year, $30 million extension after acquiring 
Rakell at the trade deadline last season. 
In addition, Pittsburgh beefed up their blue line by adding 
Jeff Petry and Jan Rutta. The Penguins allowed the fifth-
fewest goals in the league during the 2021-22 season, so 
making their defense even stronger is a big deal. Letang's 
contract is certainly a risk given its length, but he is coming 
off of one of the best seasons of his entire career. 
While sometimes it's harmful for a franchise to be nostalgic, 
these Penguins are still performing at a very high level and 
managed to stay fairly healthy a season ago. If that 
continues, another run at the Stanley Cup certainly isn't out 
of the question. 

Gaudreau looks to lead Blue Jackets back to postseason 

It wasn't shocking that superstar winger Johnny Gaudreau 
wanted to test free agency this summer. What was shocking 
was the fact that he landed with the Columbus Blue Jackets. 
It wasn't a destination that many even considered for the six-
time All-Star before he signed a seven-year, $68.25 million 
contract to join the Blue Jackets after spending the first nine 
seasons of his career with the Calgary Flames. During that 
time, Gaudreau scored 210 goals and recorded 399 assists 
in 602 career games. Gaudreau also finished fourth in the 
Hart Trophy voting in two of the past four seasons, which is 
awarded to the league MVP. 
Considering all that he's accomplished up to this point, the 
29-year-old star definitely has the potential to lead the Blue 
Jackets back to the Stanley Cup Playoffs for the first time in 
three seasons in this new chapter. 
Gaudreau gets the opportunity to play alongside Patrik 
Laine, who signed a four-year, $34.8 million contract 
extension to remain in Columbus this summer. Laine is 
arguably the most gifted scorer Gaudreau has ever played 
with. Laine has a lethal shot and can score from just about 
anywhere on the ice. With a terrific passer like Gaudreau 
playing on the same line, getting back to scoring 30-40 goals 
is definitely a possibility for Laine and playing together 
should benefit both Gaudreau and Laine. 
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Hurricanes wrap up preseason, look to promising months ahead

By Sam Overton 
The Carolina Hurricanes wrapped up their preseason 
schedule on Oct. 4 with a 4-2 loss in Buffalo, but that’s not to 
say they didn’t see a successful slate of games. Posting a 4-
1 preseason record, Carolina made some cuts on 
Wednesday morning to solidify its training camp roster 
heading into the regular season opener on Oct. 12. Here are 
a few takeaways to make note of after the Canes’ preseason 
performances. 
All in all, a successful preseason 
The Hurricanes’ first slew of games saw plenty of talent from 
seasoned veterans and newcomers alike. Carolina scored a 
whopping 24 goals over five matches, and it wasn’t from old 
stars alone — center Jesperi Kotkaniemi, for example, 
posted four points in four preseason appearances. 
We won’t know for sure how Carolina’s offensive line will 
play out against more solidified rosters until the season 
begins, but the preseason certainly hasn't hurt the 
Hurricanes’ chances. It’s likely we’ll be seeing more of these 
newer players on the up-and-up with offensive standouts like 
center Sebastian Aho or right wing Andrei Svechnikov. 
Slavin/Burns duo set to tear things up 
If there’s one player who’s managed to exceed even 
formidable expectations, it’s defenseman Brent Burns. The 
37-year-old veteran absolutely crushed the preseason, 
especially alongside defenseman Jaccob Slavin. In Burns’ 
two games this preseason, he lent a heavy hand in Carolina 
outshooting its opponents nearly threefold. 

As one of Carolina’s most anticipated newcomers, it’s no 
surprise that Burns has been performing the way he has. 
And beyond his defensive prowess, Burns posted three 
goals and two assists across his back-to-back appearances 
at PNC Arena. 
Noesen, Stepan survive roster cuts 
Hurricanes general manager Don Waddell made plenty of 
cuts after Tuesday night’s loss to the Buffalo Sabres, but a 
couple of newcomers slipped through the cracks — and for 
good reason. Forward Malte Stromwall and goaltender Pytor 
Kochetkov have been assigned to the Chicago Wolves even 
following some NHL-worthy preseason performances, but 
center Derek Stepan and right wing Stefan Noesen are 
slated to join Carolina this regular season. 
It’s no surprise, really. Noesen scored one of Carolina’s eight 
goals in Monday evening’s match against the Columbus Blue 
Jackets, and he was the first to score in Florida on Sept. 29. 
Stefan proved himself this preseason after signing to a PTO 
with the Canes in August, notching three goals across three 
games over the past few weeks. 
Expect to see more of Kotkaniemi and Necas going forward 
Although they aren’t strict newcomers, Kotkaniemi and 
center Martin Necas played well during their preseason 
matches. Kotkaniemi in particular cracked open the 
preseason with one goal and three assists. Despite 
struggling to find his footing last year, Necas looked as 
smooth on the ice as ever and enters year six with a lot of 
promise.
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Hurricanes Assign 8 Players to Wolves 

GLENVIEW, Ill. — The Carolina Hurricanes on Wednesday 
announced they have assigned eight players to the Chicago 
Wolves of the American Hockey League. 
The following players are expected to join the Wolves’ 
training camp in preparation for the 2022-23 AHL season: 
Forwards Noel Gunler, Vasiliy Ponomarev, Jamieson Rees, 
Malte Stromwall and Tuukka Tieksola, defenseman Anttoni 
Honka and goaltenders Pyotr Kochetkov and Zach 
Sawchenko. 
In addition, defenseman Griffin Mendel has been released 
from his amateur tryout contract and will return to the 
Wolves. 

The Wolves will play a pair of exhibition games in advance of 
the ’22-23 regular-season opener. Chicago will host the 
Milwaukee Admirals at 7 p.m. on Friday, Oct. 7 at its training 
facility, the Triphahn Center in Hoffman Estates, before 
traveling to Panther Arena in Milwaukee for a 6 p.m. game 
on Saturday, Oct. 8. 
The Wolves open defense of their AHL championship on 
Saturday, Oct. 15 when they host the Admirals in their 29th 
season opener. Prior to the game, the Wolves will raise a 
2022 Calder Cup championship banner to the Allstate Arena 
rafters. 
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Inside the NHL’s secret arms race for competitive advantage 
By Emily Kaplan 
If there's one thing the NHL league office is obsessed with, 
it's competitive balance. Parity rules in hockey, and the 
league often emphasizes that it treats its 32 teams equally. 
That's fostered by a hard salary cap. There's a fixed amount 
teams can spend on players -- and as the league recovers 
from revenues lost in the pandemic, that salary cap remains 
largely stagnant, jumping to $82.5 million this season after 
three straight seasons of $81.5 million. 
However there's an unspoken secret in the NHL: There's no 
salary cap on hockey operations. And behind the scenes, 
there's an arms race between teams, navigating where to 
spend extra cash -- and how much of it needs to be spent -- 
to find a competitive advantage. 
"Nobody will say it out loud," one NHL assistant general 
manager said. "But the divide between the haves and the 
have nots in the league is quite big. Not everyone is playing 
with the same deck of cards. If you think teams like Arizona, 
Carolina or Ottawa are operating on a budget that looks like 
what Toronto is spending, then you're fooling yourself." 
What does that gap look like? Two dozen front office 
executives, coaches, agents, players and people closest to 
the game shared their insights to offer a picture of what type 
of spending goes on behind the scenes. They help explain 
where money is spent (and saved). Staff size is the easiest 
place to start. 
NHL teams are not required to register hires with the league 
-- and it's not something the league tracks, nor has 
guidelines for. There's not even a rule for how many coaches 
a team can employ. The Colorado Avalanche just won the 
Stanley Cup with the smallest coaching staff in the league; 
Jared Bednar has two assistants plus a goaltending coach, 
video coach and skills coach. 
The Philadelphia Flyers' new hire, John Tortorella, is tied for 
having the largest coaching staff (eight). Some teams are 
figuring out how to surround their players with even more 
resources. The Flyers are one of four teams in the league to 
have their skills coach travel on the road, along with the Los 
Angeles Kings, Pittsburgh Penguins and New York Rangers. 
But when it comes to the number of people employed in 
hockey ops, everyone surveyed for this story pointed to one 
team spending far more than the rest: the Maple Leafs. 
"If the salary cap was $140 million, Toronto would have a 
$140 million payroll," one agent said. "They are the Yankees 
or the Dodgers of our league. [GM] Kyle [Dubas] seemingly 
gets a blank check from ownership." Toronto players 
sometimes joke that they could spend each day introducing 
themself to a different team staffer. Rival front office 
members joke that Dubas has more assistant general 
managers than they have ties; the Leafs technically have five 
AGMs, plus eight people in hockey ops with a director title. 
On the low end of the spectrum is Carolina, which has the 
leanest front office in the league. GM Don Waddell has a 
small circle around him, and they are all tasked with doing 
multiple jobs. Waddell also holds the title of team president. 
Multitasking runs throughout the organization; in the playoffs, 

public relations manager Mike Brown was assisting on video 
goal reviews. 
Canes owner Tom Dundon said his philosophy is to spend 
on players -- find the best players, and pay and treat them 
well. But on hockey ops, he has less people with a bigger 
voice. "I like to run it lean, and hungry," Dundon said. 
"There's a limit to how many people you need, in my opinion. 
I don't pay attention to what other people are doing. But I 
know that when you have too many people around, not just 
for hockey but in general, it creates layers and people don't 
know whose job is what. I want to make it clear: If someone 
is there, they matter." 

Compensation for staff 

Compensation varies across the league. Depends on the 
team and market -- and how much an owner is willing to 
spend. General manager's salaries have slowly risen over 
the past several years. Coaches' salaries are all over the 
map. Assistant coaches in the NHL make between $200,000 
and $750,000 -- largely dependent on experience level. 
Head coaches are paid between $1 million and $5.5 million -- 
more contingent on market dynamics. 
Not everyone is on the same page with treatment. "We all 
talk, and we know what goes on in other organizations," one 
assistant coach said. "The teams with the best culture value 
their employees." 
Some teams happily cover costs for coaches' families to visit 
if they relocate for the job. Teams cited as having a good 
staff culture do things like pick up the tab on postgame meals 
and cover for things like cars, parking, work visas. The high-
end teams fly their top scouts in business class; but for most 
teams, even the director of amateur scouting is relying on 
their airline status to get bumped up. 
The low-end teams try to save costs on things like health 
benefits, offering younger coaches and staff members the 
same plan as part-time employees. "And that's despite 
coaches working 100-plus hours a week and spending 
weeks on end without their families," one executive 
remarked. 

Analytics departments 

The fastest growing area in NHL front offices is analytics. It's 
tough to track as many teams employ consultants or have 
staffers with split roles. The Flyers and the Maple Leafs are 
routinely cited as having the largest analytics departments in 
the NHL. The Seattle Kraken, already with a strong analytics 
staff, are expected to make even more hires this season. 
"When I started [in the NHL in 2015], it was, 'Oh, if they have 
one person in analytics, they're so innovative.'" Kraken 
assistant general manager Alexandra Mandrycky said. "Now 
if you don't have more than one person, you're behind." 
Consider: When Pat Verbeek was named GM of the 
Anaheim Ducks last season, he took stock of the staff he 
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inherited and realized it needed to be restructured to align 
more with his previous stops, in Detroit and Tampa Bay. The 
Ducks had just one full-time analytics staffer last season. 
This offseason, Verbeek quadrupled the department. 

Scouting departments 

Scouting staffs across the league fluctuate in size and 
assignments. Prior to COVID, some teams were already 
shifting to a more video-scouting focused strategy. That 
saves costs as they're not flying scouts around the country. 
However, most of the best scouts still believe scouting live 
from arenas is optimal. You can notice things that don't 
appear on video, like a players' body language between 
shifts. Plus, video feeds for junior leagues can be wildly 
inconsistent in quality. 
"For years, the two teams that would save the most money 
on scouting was Buffalo and Ottawa," one director of 
amateur scouting said. "They'd have small staffs and really 
believed in video scouting. That was a few GM's ago. 
They're now more on par with everyone else. Toronto 
spends stupid money. A team like Arizona, you'd think they 
wouldn't because of their reputation but they actually have a 
good department. It's a priority for them right now, in a 
rebuild." 
Teams prioritize where they want to look for talent, and how 
much money they're willing to spend looking for it. The teams 
with the biggest presences in Europe are the Chicago 
Blackhawks, Tampa Bay Lightning, Rangers and Detroit Red 
Wings. 
"I think that's the one area where you need to cover your 
areas but you don't necessarily need the most people, you 
just need the best people," one GM said. "To me, that's 
where Tampa is top of class. [Assistant GM and director of 
amateur scouting] Al Murray runs a great program; just look 
at their track record." 
The Lightning would not have had their recent success if not 
uncovering draft gems like Nikita Kucherov (second round 
pick), Brayden Point (third round), Anthony Cirelli (third 
round) or recent cap casualty Ondrej Palat (seventh round). 

Player development 

All teams have the ability to draft highly touted prospects 
every year. But once they are in their system, the approach 
varies greatly. "The Kings are great at being super involved 
with their prospects," one agent said. "While some teams still 
aren't quite there. I don't want to name the team, but I have 
one player who was a second-round pick in 2020. He went 
the entire summer without hearing from his team once. Not 
even a text to check in." 
The Kings, Rangers and Maple Leafs were all consistently 
mentioned for putting the most resources into player 
development, with the Montreal Canadiens and Red Wings 
cited as teams "trending up" in that area. 
Los Angeles GM Rob Blake said he inherited a large player 
development staff from his predecessor, Dean Lombardi, 
who was inspired by models in MLB. Today, the Kings have 
a seven-person player development staff, and over the 
season they are dispatched across the world to check in on 
prospects. 

"We're very structured in our visits and communication with 
prospects," Blake said. "Our player development staff is 
never teaching them any structure or system -- we leave that 
to the coaching staff. It's all about cultivating the relationship 
and building trust, with the No. 1 goal of making them a 
better hockey player." 

Goaltending resources 

A few teams are trying to find an edge with goaltending. "I'm 
honestly surprised more teams aren't focusing on that area 
considering the outsized importance a goaltender can have 
on a teams' success," one NHL team analytics staffer said. 
According to several people interviewed, goalie coaches 
around the league are consistently underpaid compared to 
their peers -- and many goalie coaches are tasked with 
overseeing the NHL and AHL staffs. 
A few teams have honed in here. The Florida Panthers, 
Calgary Flames and Vegas Golden Knights have established 
"goaltending departments" while the Rangers, New York 
Islanders and Kings have unofficial goaltending departments, 
as they also pour a lot of resources into the position. 
Panthers GM Bill Zito said the formation of their "goaltending 
excellence department" was "serendipitous," by having 
Roberto Luongo and his brother, Leo, in the organization to 
support goaltending coach Robb Talas, then finding out 
longtime goaltending coach Francois Allaire was living 
nearby in Florida. But with a $10 million cap hit goaltender in 
Sergei Bobrovsky and a 21-year-old in Spencer Knight, the 
organization views as a future No. 1, Zito said the holistic 
approach for individualized attention on and off the ice has 
been "fantastic" and helps get the most out of the position. 

'The extra amenities' 

And then there are budgets for the "extra amenities" that 
create positive environments -- and are used as part of 
college free agent and veteran free agent pitches. "I'm not 
sure if that's ever the sole reason someone is going to sign, 
there's so many factors that go into guys' decisions," a 
veteran player said. "But it might be what puts a team over 
the edge. And in general, guys talk around the league." 
A few years ago, players complained that the towels weren't 
big enough in Carolina and Arizona locker rooms, and some 
amenities weren't up to snuff. Those issues have been 
amended, and largely the standards are solid across the 
league. 
Some teams go above and beyond. It's not stipulated in the 
CBA that teams must offer breakfast, but the high-end teams 
have omelet and smoothie stations as soon as players 
arrive. The Rangers have always taken pride in how they 
treat players. For example, New York organized a bonding 
retreat for players in Rhode Island during training camp; at 
events like the All-Star weekend, where the league has a bus 
for all players and their plus-ones, the Rangers have 
arranged separate accommodations for their players. 
Toronto hires a babysitter for its family room, so wives and 
girlfriends can watch games from the stands. 
Said a veteran player who has played for multiple teams, 
including the Maple Leafs: "Everything Toronto does is class. 
Sure, there's a lot more pressure to win there, but you hear 
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stories of the way guys are treated there and the resources 
they have there -- then you get there, and it's unreal. Even 
better than they say." 

What's next 

Perhaps the biggest arms race is just beginning now. Teams 
who have built new arenas or training facilities over the past 
decade have begun offering players amenities like 
underwater treadmills and cryogenic chambers. And with 
access to the facility year-round, teams can sell players on 
the convenience of sticking around in the offseason. While 
they're not allowed to be coached, players can have access 
to the team trainers and equipment staffs, and can organize 
informal group skates. 
"It's been ever evolving to watch, and it's not cheap, with the 
good [practice facilities] costing close to $100 million," said 
Tim Leiweke, the longtime NHL executive and current CEO 
of Oak View Group. "But economically it's a great 
investment. Almost everyone has one now, with the Golden 
Knights and the Kraken taking it to the next level." 
Leiweke has been heavily involved in the Kraken's AHL 
affiliate, the Coachella Valley Firebirds, who he believes will 
be revolutionary for the sport. 
Between buying an expansion team, building the arena, the 
training center and infrastructure (parking and road and 

utilities), the pre-operating cost of the Firebirds is just short of 
$500 million. 
"They have their own permanent training center, a locker 
room they get to themselves, equipment and physical 
therapy resources - you're spending money to create your 
culture and create the right environment for players," 
Leiweke said. "This will change the way NHL GM's and 
coaches and team presidents look at developing their talent, 
and reimagine how to not just get value out of their assets, 
but take that value to the next level. This is the next arms 
race, the resources put into AHL franchises. Two or three 
years from now, I think everyone will be saying the Firebirds 
reinvented the business." 
Everyone's chasing the same goal -- the Stanley Cup. 
There's no magic formula to tell teams how to get there, but 
teams will always try to look for an edge. The irony is not lost 
on anyone that the team that routinely tops the board in 
terms of spending is the Maple Leafs -- the team that can't 
get out of the first round of the playoffs. 
"People will make fun of how much Toronto spends," one 
front office executive said. "But that's just because they're 
jealous. Too often in this league we cater to the lowest 
common denominator. Sure it hasn't led to playoff success 
for them yet, but it will -- because they've created a forward-
thinking culture. We should be celebrating that, and hope 
they're raising the bar for the rest of the league to follow." 

 

 

 

 
TODAY’S LINKS 

https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article266859876.html 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/burnside-ten-storylines-entering-2022-23-for-the-carolina-hurricanes/c-335905676 

https://www.nhl.com/news/super-16-nhl-power-rankings-october-6/c-336083050 
https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-north-carolina-hurricanes-columbus-blue-jackets-c8e0042142454947b2313348bf4a1b49 

https://www.cbssports.com/nhl/news/nhl-season-preview-which-teams-could-dethrone-avalanche-in-2022-23/ 
https://www.technicianonline.com/sports/hurricanes-wrap-up-preseason-look-to-promising-months-ahead/article_fecd1e40-450f-

11ed-ae64-eb6f6fc87ee0.html 
https://thehockeynews.com/tag/carolina-hurricanes 

https://www.chicagowolves.com/2022/10/05/hurricanes-assign-8-players-to-wolves/ 
https://www.espn.com/nhl/story/_/id/34710295/nhl-secret-race-competitive-advantage 
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1253805 Carolina Hurricanes 

 

Hurricanes reduce training camp roster to 25 and mutually part ways with 
defenseman 

 

Chip Alexander 

 

The Carolina Hurricanes, their preseason game schedule completed, 
have reduced their roster to 25 players, the team said Wednesday. 

The roster moves include forwards Noel Gunler, Vasily Ponomarev, 
Jamieson Rees, Malte Stromwall and Tuukka Tieksola, defenseman 
Anttoni Honka and goaltenders Pyotr Kochetkov and Zach Sawchenko 
being sent to the Chicago Wolves of the American Hockey League. 

Defenseman Griffin Mendel has been released from his amateur tryout 
contract and will return to Chicago, the Canes said. 

Forwards Ryan Dzingel, Mackenzie MacEachern, Stelio Mattheos and 
Lane Pederson and defenseman Maxime Lajoie all have been placed on 
waivers for the purpose of assigning them to Chicago. 

The Hurricanes agreed to mutually part ways with defenseman Grigorii 
Dronov. That move comes two days after Carolina signed Dronov, who 
has played in Russia’s KHL last season, to a one-year, two-way contract. 

In another personnel move, forward Ryan Suzuki and defenseman 
Cavan Fitzgerald have been placed on the injured non-roster list. 

The 25-man roster includes forward Max Pacioretty, sidelined after 
Achilles surgery, and forward Derek Stepan, who attended camp on a 
player tryout contract (PTO). Forwards Jack Drury and Stefan Noesen 
and defenseman Jalen Chatfield, who helped the Wolves win the 2022 
Calder Cup championship with the Wolves, remain with the Canes. 

The Hurricanes finished 4-1 in the preseason after a 4-2 loss Tuesday at 
Buffalo. 

1253816 Columbus Blue Jackets 

 

Michael Bublé roasts Columbus Blue Jackets winger Johnny Gaudreau 
in Calgary tour stop 

 

Colin Gay 

 

During the latest stop on his latest world tour in Calgary, singer Michael 
Bublé didn't hold back on his feelings toward the Columbus Blue Jackets' 
recent signee Johnny Gaudreau. 

The former Calgary Flames winger signed a seven-year contract and will 
make $9.75 million per year compared the $10.5 million over eight years 
the Flames reportedly offered Gaudreau. 

Bublé made sure to let Flames fans know that he was on their side. 

"I don't want to play where it's hard," Bublé said, roasting Gaudreau. "I 
don't want to win the Stanley Cup." 

Blue Jackets have uncertainty at goal:Blue Jackets have uncertainty with 
Korpisalo, Tarasov in backup goalie role 

In nine seasons with the Flames, Gaudreau scored 210 goals and 399 
assists in 602 games and led the NHL with a plus/minus of 62 last 
season. 

Gaudreau wasn't the only former Flames player the Blue Jackets picked 
up this offseason, signing defenseman Erik Gudbranson to a four-year, 
$16 million contract this offseason. 

While the Flames finished first in the NHL Pacific Division, Gaudreau 
finished the 2021-22 season in the second round of the playoffs against 
the Edmonton Oilers. 

Sep 25, 2022; Columbus, Ohio, USA;  Columbus Blue Jackets left wing 
Johnny Gaudreau (13) looks up ice during the preseason NHL hockey 
game against the Pittsburgh Penguins at Nationwide Arena. Mandatory 
Credit: Adam Cairns-The Columbus Dispatch 

In Gaudreau's nine seasons, the Calgary Flames had advanced past the 
first round of the playoffs twice and has not advanced to the NHL 
Conference Quarterfinals since 2008-09. 

Blue Jackets fans react to Michael Bublé's Johnny Gaudreau roast 

In response to Bublé's comments, numerous Columbus Blue Jackets 
fans reminded him of the Flames' lack of playoff success. 

A few fans attacked Michael Bublé directly 
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1253817 Columbus Blue Jackets 

 

There’s a week left before the games count, which makes the Blue 
Jackets’ goaltending situation a tad unsettling.  

 

Staff 

 

Elvis Merzlikins is having a good camp, despite needing a “maintenance 
day,” Tuesday to recover from a 2-1 preseason victory Saturday, but the 
backup role is clouded with uncertainty. The top options, Joonas 
Korpisalo and Daniil Tarasov, are coming back from hip surgeries and 
neither is ready to handle a full game yet, and the season-opener is 
Wednesday at the Carolina.  

“It’s not something I can worry about,” coach Brad Larsen said. “That’s 
the situation we’re in, so it’s not about being nervous. It will sort itself out 
here in about (a week) and we’ll see where we’re at.”  

Tarasov sustained a season-ending injury Jan. 1. He underwent surgery 
Feb. 23 to repair his torn right hip labrum. Korpisalo had the same 
surgery six weeks later.  
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Both began training camp working in drills, but Tarasov returned to full 
practices before Korpisalo and got into his first preseason game Monday 
in Raleigh. He was pulled about six minutes into the second period 
during another heavy workload against the Hurricanes and Larsen said 
the team wanted to be “overly cautious,” to avoid setbacks.  

“I think he’s going to be OK,” Larsen said. “There’s stiffness and 
soreness from camp and then there’s, like, ‘OK, let’s be smart here.’ No 
need to push it to a point where we could do some damage.” 

Korpisalo is also pushing to do more while trying to avoid complications. 
He went through a full practice session for the first time Tuesday, but it’s 
unclear whether he’ll play in a preseason game. The Blue Jackets' final 
exhibition games are Thursday against the St. Louis Blues and Saturday 
at the Washington Capitals. 

“There’s a couple things I want to get (feeling) natural out there on the 
ice, so when I get those, I think I’m ready,” said Korpisalo, who hasn’t set 
a timeline for returning. “We’re pushing every day, doing more every day. 
The most important thing is to just not push too much and have setbacks. 
So, we haven’t had any. That’s good, so we’ll keep working.”  

If Korpisalo and Tarasov aren’t ready, the Blue Jackets will need to look 
elsewhere for a short-term NHL backup. The options include signing 
somebody outside the organization or turning to rookie Jet Greaves while 
adding a short-term AHL goalie to fill his spot with the Cleveland 
Monsters.  

“I don’t think we need to (add a goaltender) right now,” Larsen said. “I 
think we’ll just wait and see.”  

New dad Johnny Gaudreau ready for Blue Jackets' season to start 

Less than a week into fatherhood, Johnny Gaudreau is ready to get his 
first season with the Blue Jackets going.  

His wife, Meredith, delivered their daughter, Noa, on Friday and the 
family is settled into a new house, new town and new team for Gaudreau, 
who has played in only one of the Blue Jackets’ six preseason games.  

“I think this is the least preseason games I’ve played in my career,” 
Gaudreau said. “We’ve been skating really hard and sometimes practices 
are even better than playing games, especially this time of the year and 
being a new guy, learning from the coaches and getting the systems.” 

He said celebrating his daughter’s birth with visiting family was worth any 
delay to his on-ice transition from the Calgary Flames to the Blue 
Jackets.  

"I cut the umbilical cord and everything, so it was a really cool 
experience," Gaudreau said. "It definitely changes your life and it’s been 
for the better. The sleep hasn’t been there quite as much, but a lot of 
family is in town right now helping us out and it’s been great.”  

Gaudreau’s father, Guy, already has plans for the newest family member.  

“We didn’t know if it was a boy or a girl, and right when I told my dad it 
was a girl, he was like, ‘Girls play hockey, too,' ” Gaudreau said. “He was 
excited. He said, ‘We can put a hockey stick in her hands, too.’ ” 

Blue Jackets forward Jakub Voracek trying new power-play role 

Adding Gaudreau and re-signing Patrik Laine changed Jakub Voracek’s 
role with the Blue Jackets’ top power-play unit.   

Rather than playing in the right circle, Voracek is standing in front of the 
net while Gaudreau is stationed on the right wing. Laine is on the left. 
The net-front role is not for the weak of heart. The main job requirement 
is standing in front of goalies as the puck whizzes past at high rates of 
speed, especially those shot by Laine.  

“I played it a few times (with the Flyers) in Philly,” Voracek said. “It’s a 
completely different position than you’re used to, but if you have ‘Patty’ 
and Johnny on those walls, I think it’s a pretty easy decision to move 
out.” 
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Should the Blue Jackets be worried about their goaltending? 

 

Aaron Portzline 

 

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Is it time for the Blue Jackets to start worrying 
about their goaltending? Blue Jackets general manager Jarmo 
Kekalainen and coach Brad Larsen say no, but the next couple of weeks 
seem pivotal. 

Let’s start with the good news: Elvis Merzlikins, the Blue Jackets’ No. 1 
goaltender, is healthy and having a magnificent training camp. He missed 
Tuesday’s practice, but Kekalainen said “there are just some 
maintenance issues, that’s all.” 

After Merzlikins, though, it gets murky, with opening night looming one 
week from Wednesday when the Blue Jackets visit Carolina. 

The Blue Jackets’ No. 2 goaltender is Joonas Korpisalo, who had hip 
surgery in early April and just had his first full practice with teammates 
Tuesday. In that respect, it was a triumphant day for Korpisalo, and 
Larsen thumped him twice on the chest, an “atta boy,” at the end of 
practice. 

Larsen has said he was hopeful Korpisalo would play a preseason game 
— and he still might — but Korpisalo signaled Tuesday he’s not ready for 
that yet. 

“There’s a couple of things that I want to get natural out on the ice,” 
Korpisalo said. “We’re pushing more every day, harder every day, and 
(there have been) no setbacks, so that’s good.” 

Columbus hosts St. Louis in a preseason game Thursday, then wraps up 
the exhibition season Saturday in Washington. 

Asked whether playing in a game was dramatically different than 
practice, Korpisalo said: “Huge difference. In practice, you kind of know 
what the (shooters are) doing. A game situation is completely different 
and less predictable. It’s not just reading plays but going a full 60 
minutes. 

“I can’t say any timetable. There’s still some stuff I need to work on.” 

Korpisalo needing extra time wouldn’t normally be an issue for the Blue 
Jackets because they have confidence in No. 3 goaltender Daniil 
Tarasov, but Tarasov is coming back from the same hip surgery 
Korpisalo had, only one month earlier. 

In Monday’s preseason loss in Carolina, Tarasov left the game early in 
the second period as a precaution. 

“He felt something during the game, and we felt like we didn’t want to 
take a chance,” Kekalainen said. “He seems to be fine. The first tests 
after surgery can be scary, and you have to battle through it. 

“It wasn’t sore (Tuesday) after what happened (in Monday’s game).” 

But Tarasov did not skate Tuesday. The only two goaltenders were 
Korpisalo and Jet Greaves, scheduled to be Tarasov’s backup with AHL 
Cleveland. 

The Blue Jackets have one week to go before the games start counting, 
but Kekalainen said they’ll lean on Merzlikins early in the regular season 
if Tarasov or Korpisalo needs more time to work his way back. 

“Korpi hasn’t played yet, and we need him to get playing,” Kekalainen 
said. “There are some question marks there. 
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“We have our No. 1 goalie healthy, which is great. And we’ve got three 
games in four nights (to open the regular season), which Elvis can 
handle. Lots of goaltenders play three-in-fours, just like the position 
players do.” 

The Blue Jackets could always add a veteran goaltender off the waiver 
wire, although several organizational No. 3s have already cleared in 
recent days. 

If the Jackets make a claim, it would likely be for a player on an NHL/AHL 
contract that expires after this season. Several players fit that bill and are 
expected to hit the waiver wire before NHL rosters are set Monday. 

They include Cory Schneider of the New York Islanders, Keith Kinkaid of 
Boston and Alex Lyon of Florida. 

The problem with claiming a player, Kekalainen noted, is that you could 
be stuck with their contract after Korpisalo and Tarasov return to health, 
and then the Blue Jackets would have a glut of goaltenders and not 
enough playing time to go around with AHL Cleveland. 

That’s a heavy price to pay — not just financially but in the playing time 
that goalie would cost Tarasov and Greaves in Cleveland — for a player 
you’d only need for a couple of weeks of service. 

“It’s not like sticking a winger into another organization, either,” 
Kekalainen said. “If we had a long-term injury and knew somebody was 
out, we’d probably make a move like that. But there’s nothing of that 
concern yet.” 

That last word is crucial. The Blue Jackets need Korpisalo and Tarasov 
to be their old selves pretty quickly, and yet they’re coming back from 
major surgeries, with recoveries that simply cannot be rushed. 
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Preseason offers clues to how Sharks could preserve Karlsson 

 

Sheng Peng 

 

BERLIN – David Quinn doesn’t give up a lot – unless he’s talking about 
how handsome Derek Lalonde is, or isn’t. 

The new San Jose Sharks head coach doesn’t even appear to show 
lines at morning skate. Usually, coaches do that. And hey, it’s his team, 
more power to him. All that means is we have to watch what Quinn does 
in games a lot more closely. 

Instead of rolling his four lines, Quinn has opted to spend more time on 
the power play during morning skate. As a result, we usually know who’s 
going to be on the power play in a game, at least. 

Now it’s just preseason, and it’s possible that Quinn is just putting a little 
more emphasis on the power play in reaction to a compressed 
preseason schedule. So maybe we’ll see those ever-helpful morning 
skate lines soon. 

Or maybe this trend will continue into the regular season? 

So here’s one thing that I saw, or didn’t see, last night in the Sharks’ 3-1 
victory over Eisbaren Berlin at Mercedes-Benz Arena: Not a lot of Erik 
Karlsson on the penalty kill. 
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Barabanov, Nutivaara to miss Sharks-Predators Prague games 

 

Sheng Peng 

 

BERLIN – “I don’t think so.” 

That was David Quinn’s answer when asked if Alexander Barabanov or 
Markus Nutivaara could join the San Jose Sharks in Prague. 

That’s two line-up regulars already out for the season-opener, and I 
hadn’t had my first beer in Germany yet. In fact, for the Sharks, that’s a 
first-line winger and Erik Karlsson’s prospective top-pairing partner. 

It’s not just about Barabanov (lower-body) and Nutivaara (lower-body), 
but the domino effect on the line-up. These were Quinn’s lines today: 

#SJSharks practice lines today: 

Meier-Hertl-Kunin 

Lindblom-Couture-Labanc 

Gregor-Bonino-Nieto 

Gadjovich-Lorentz- Svechnikov 

Eklund-Sturm-Bordeleau-Viel 

Harrington-Karlsson 

Vlasic-Ferraro 

Simek-Benning 

Megna-Cicek 

— Sheng Peng (@Sheng_Peng) October 3, 2022 

Suddenly, prospective third-liner Luke Kunin is with Tomas Hertl and 
Timo Meier, fourth-liner Matt Nieto is playing up, and PTO tryout Scott 
Harrington is paired with Karlsson. 
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Why NHL Needs to Keep Going Back to Europe 

 

Sheng Peng 

 

BERLIN – I couldn’t find a German at the NHL Global Fan Tour in Berlin. 

I found Inga Gozalves-Guillem, from Scotland, who brought her son 
Liam. Gozalves-Guillem was actually part of a group of seven parents 
who brought their hockey-playing kids from Scotland to Berlin. Their boys 
were dashing from the Hardest Shot, the Hat Trick Challenge, the Long 
Shot Competition, and more, as we talked outside Mercedes-Benz 
Arena. 

“It’s for the boys. They’ve had an amazing time. They’ve been talking 
about this for ages,” Gozalves-Guillem told San Jose Hockey Now. “It’s a 
really big thing because the NHL is a bit unachievable sometimes to 
travel and go see. They’ve been excited for the whole summer [for this].” 

I found Pelle Rehm, from Sweden, who brought his son Max. Max was 
wearing a Djurgardens t-shirt, and I had to break it to Pelle that the SHL 
side’s prodigal son William Eklund wasn’t playing for the San Jose 
Sharks that night against Eisbaren Berlin. Hey, at least Erik Karlsson 
played. 

“We haven’t seen the NHL since they were in Stockholm maybe 10 years 
ago,” Rehm recalled. “That’s the last time I saw an NHL game live.” 
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And then it dawned on my short-sighted American brain. 

The NHL playing in Europe isn’t only for the host country. It’s just as 
much for the NHL’s many fans in Europe, from unlikely hockey refuges 
like Scotland to hockey-mad Sweden, for those who can’t easily afford a 
trip to North America to see the San Jose Sharks or Nashville Predators 
but can take a relatively inexpensive train or flight within Europe, to 
witness Roman Josi or Tomas Hertl or Timo Meier in the flesh. 

“It’s a good experience for [the boys] to see an NHL team,” John Cowan, 
one of the Scottish contingent, said. “It’s not something we get to see in 
Scotland or in the UK.” 

And the players felt that too, including Swiss star Meier. 

“It’s definitely special,” the San Jose Sharks winger said, after defeating 
Eisbaren 3-1 in front of 12,061 rabid fans. “We knew there’s a lot of 
people from Europe that [came to] support us and that’s awesome to 
see.” 

Of course, there were German families and kids at the NHL Global Fan 
Tour in Berlin. But I didn’t need to talk to them as much anymore. 

German hockey is fine: Between Leon Draisaitl and Moritz Seider and 
Tim Stutzle, the local kids have a lot to look up to in the coming years. 
Reminiscent of Slovakia in the 2000’s, when the likes of Pavol Demitra, 
Ziggy Palffy, Marian Hossa, Marian Gaborik, and Zdeno Chara skated 
together, Germany has the makings to emerge as a true international 
hockey power, sooner than later. 

But now, despite the distance, I get why the NHL needs to keep coming 
back to Europe. You can’t stoke a fire from 4,000 miles away. 
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Bold Sharks Predictions: 90-Point Timo Meier Season & More 

 

JD Young 

 

The San Jose Sharks won their exhibition game over Eisbaren Berlin 3-1, 
we discuss the takeaways from the game and the atmosphere that 
European hockey has, and how the NHL needs to bring over the same 
type of fan interactions. Then we get into bold predictions for the Sharks, 
including players who could be traded in-season (7:00) and why Timo 
Meier is scoring 90 points this season (10:30). We finish by predicting the 
return of an old friend (20:00) and if the Barracuda will finish the season 
with more points than the San Jose Sharks (22:00). 

Check out the podcast on Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, and YouTube. 
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Shane Wright likely spending season with Kraken, GM Ron Francis says 

 

The Athletic Staff, Pierre LeBrun 

 

Shane Wright is likely spending his entire rookie season in the NHL with 
the Seattle Kraken, according to general manager Ron Francis. 

“I don’t want to draw a line in the sand, but I would think he’s with us for 
the year,” Francis told The Athletic’s Pierre LeBrun. “It’s just a matter of 
how things go and managing it. … But I think he’ll be fine. He’s fit right in. 
He does a lot of good things.” 

Wright, 18, was the No. 4 pick in the 2022 NHL Draft. Prior to getting 
drafted, Wright earned exceptional status to play for the Kingston 
Frontenacs in the OHL. Playing 63 games last season, Wright recorded 
32 goals and 62 assists. 

Francis thinks that Seattle is a fantastic fit for Wright. 

“Him coming to us in Seattle is going to be good for him,” Francis said. “It 
will give him time to develop and mature as a player. Get stronger. He’s 
still only 18 years old. There’s a lot of progression in front of him.” 

LeBrun: Why Kraken GM Ron Francis thinks his team can contend in 
Year 2 

The 2022-23 campaign is the second season in Kraken franchise history. 
Seattle opens the season on Oct. 12 against the Anaheim Ducks. 
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LeBrun: Shane Wright, Matty Beniers, and the Kraken’s formula to 
contend for the playoffs in Year 2 

 

Pierre LeBrun 

 

There was a time when finishing third from the bottom in the NHL 
standings would have been acceptable for an expansion team. 

That was pre-Vegas. 

Instead, in 2021-22, the Seattle Kraken’s 30th-place finish in their 
inaugural year was absolutely disappointing, not just because of what 
their expansion cousin Golden Knights improbably achieved in their first 
season out of the gates — you know, going to the Stanley Cup Final and 
all — but because of expectations within the Kraken organization. 

Not to duplicate what Vegas had done. Of course not. But there was the 
hope of being more competitive. 

The Kraken took a different route in building their expansion roster. They 
also certainly had to deal with NHL front offices growing wiser in their 
second time through the expansion-draft process after a few rather 
memorable missteps in trying to navigate the Vegas front office’s well-
prepared and clever approach. 

And I mean, Vegas didn’t have to deal with coming out of the gates in a 
pandemic, either. The Kraken aren’t looking to use excuses, but the 
timing absolutely did wreak havoc early last season, including preventing 
the organization from holding a number of preseason events that would 
have helped in team building. 

Still, no matter how you spin it, an inaugural roster assembled by an 
analytics-heavy front office with some pretty smart people in it fell flat on 
its face. The team couldn’t score (28th in goals per game) and couldn’t 
keep the puck out of its own net (31st in save percentage). 

You can look under the hood all you want for other factors, but those two 
things paint a quick picture of a 30th-place record. 

Year 1 was a pain. 

Year 2? Chance for redemption. 

“We’ve made some changes,” Kraken general manager Ron Francis said 
when we chatted this week. “I think adding guys like (Andre) Burakovsky 
and (Oliver) Bjorkstrand to the mix, we’ll have Matty (Beniers) here full-
time this year, Shane (Wright), and we missed (Jaden) Schwartz for a 
significant portion of last year. Those are five guys who, in my estimation, 
will play in our top nine. 
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“So a little change from last year. We think with that skill set, we should 
be able to possess (the puck) a little bit more — hopefully create a little 
more offense, which is something we struggled with last year.” 

Forget this season for a moment and just look bigger picture: It’s easy to 
understand Seattle’s excitement when looking down the middle and 
seeing its future in the 19-year-old Beniers (drafted No. 2 in 2021) and 
18-year-old Wright (drafted No. 4 in July). And perhaps that’s where the 
paths truly diverge between the expansion cousins. After reaching the 
Cup Final, it’s been understandable to see Vegas go all-in and chase 
roster moves to remain a contender. (Although how good would Nick 
Suzuki look in Vegas right now?) But the Kraken, even with the hope of 
being much more competitive this season, can build around those two 
young centers longer-term. 

Beniers got a 10-game taste of the NHL late last season and put up three 
goals and nine points. So there’s that. 

“He came in for that 10-game stint at the end of last year, and he was 
better than I was expecting,” Francis said. “You kind of think it’s going to 
take a little while and adjust and stuff. He stepped right in and looked like 
he belonged. And he’s picked up where he left off in training camp. He’s 
competitive and works hard and has been arguably our best every day. 
That’s exciting. 

“We still have to remember he’s young and it’s going to take him some 
time to continue to develop and get stronger. The player we see today 
won’t be the player we see in two, three years. But, his progression looks 
real solid and he’s going to be an exciting player for the franchise for a 
long time.” 

That Wright is even wearing a Kraken uniform remains one of the biggest 
stories of 2022. I won’t soon forget the reaction of the Bell Centre crowd 
in Montreal as the forever-top-ranked 2022 draft prospect slid down to 
No. 4. Right into the welcoming arms of the Kraken. 

The Seattle front office had prepared for it, just in case. 

“We talked about that, and about three days before the draft, we kind of 
thought there was a chance we get him at four,” Francis said. “You look 
at where things were — Montreal looking for the winger, it seemed like; 
New Jersey needing a D — and we felt that we could get one of the two 
centermen at four. 

“And we were pretty excited when Shane was still sitting there.” 

I bet. 

Wright begins his NHL career with a chip on his shoulder, no doubt. I 
know I would. And it’s interesting to hear what some of Francis’ 
messaging to him has been. 

“My message has been simple: ‘Play hockey and have some fun.’ This 
kid’s been under a microscope for three years,” Francis said. “The draft 
maybe didn’t go the way he was expecting, other people were expecting. 
I talked about the story, even though it was a long, long time ago, but if 
you remember my draft (in 1981), I was supposed to go No. 5 to 
Washington and they made a trade to go in front of Hartford so they 
could take (Bobby) Carpenter (at No. 3). It was almost like they didn’t 
want me. And I ended up in Hartford (at No. 4). I never really used that 
as a chip, per se. It just happened. 

“And you land in a spot and (it) turns out hopefully to be better for you 
than where you thought you were going.” 

It may turn out that Seattle, where there’s a patient GM who knows a 
thing or two about being a top center in this league, was indeed a 
fortunate place for Wright to land. 

“Him coming to us in Seattle is going to be good for him,” Francis said. “It 
will give him time to develop and mature as a player. Get stronger. He’s 
still only 18 years old. There’s a lot of progression in front of him. But I’m 
really pleased with what we see. He thinks the game well. He sees the 
game at a high level. His hands are extremely quick. He sees the right 
play. 

“It’s just going to take some time to understand the pace of the game and 
the flow of the (NHL) game as he matures.” 

And in case it was in doubt, I did make sure to ask whether Wright would 
be starting the year in Seattle. 

“I would believe he’s starting the season in Seattle,” Francis said. 

For the whole season, for sure, I asked? 

“I don’t want to draw a line in the sand, but I would think he’s with us for 
the year,” Francis said. “It’s just a matter of how things go and managing 
it. … But I think he’ll be fine. He’s fit right in. He does a lot of good 
things.” 

Burakosvky, meanwhile, was the club’s Free Agent Frenzy splash, 
signing a five-year deal carrying a $5.5 million average annual value. The 
front office believes with a bigger opportunity in Seattle, the 27-year-old 
winger can build on the career-high 22 goals and 61 points he put up with 
the Stanley Cup champion Avalanche last year. 

“We wanted to add some speed, size and skill, and he’s got all of those,” 
Francis said. “He’s a big boy, and he’s got really good hands. He can 
skate. In today’s game, those things are important. In our lineup, we 
struggled to score last year. We’re hoping with more opportunity for him, 
a little more ice time and special teams, it’ll help him take that next step, 
which he wants, too — to be an elite player.” 

OK, but who’s kidding who? So much of Year 2 for the Kraken depends 
on the simplest truism in hockey: needing to get more saves. That was 
an obvious focus in The Athletic’s season preview for Seattle. 

Philipp Grubauer is two years removed from being nominated for the 
Vezina Trophy after putting up a 1.95 goals-against average and .922 
save percentage. Yes, that was behind a powerhouse Avalanche lineup, 
but to drop to 3.16 and .889 in 12 months’ time is still rather staggering, 
even considering the expansion circumstances. 

Backup Chris Driedger, out until February or March as he recovers from 
a torn ACL suffered at the IIHF World Championship, also struggled last 
season (2.96 GAA, .899 save percentage). 

“It wasn’t a secret our goaltending wasn’t what we were hoping for,” 
Francis said. “I don’t make excuses for that. But we were learning a new 
system. The players are learning each other. With COVID, there were 
guys in and out of the lineup. There was a lot of things happening. A lot 
of nights, we’d play 58 good minutes and then we’d give up a breakaway 
or a two-on-one — sort of a high chance against. 

“But overall, as the season went along — I think we had the 14th or so 
save percentage from the trade deadline on, so it seemed to get better. 
We made some changes in that regard, bringing in Steve Briere.” 

Briere was hired after being let go in Toronto, the goalie coach’s seven 
seasons with the Maple Leafs producing solid results with the likes of 
Frederik Andersen and Jack Campbell. 

Now comes the task of rebuilding Grubauer. 

“Look back at a lot of great goaltenders in the game — I’m sure you can 
find a year or two where they struggled or had an off year,” Francis said. 
“We’re hoping that’s what happened with Grubby last year, and he’s 
looked solid in net so far this year.” 

Finally, there’s head coach Dave Hakstol. For whatever reason, there 
were some people in and around the game who wondered if a change 
could be coming there after just one season — which, well, seems a little 
extreme for an expansion team. 

Regardless, the GM clearly remains on board with his coach. 

“I’ve been pleased with Dave,” Francis said. “You take the situation we 
were in last year, and trying to get everybody together, trying to learn a 
new system, dealing with COVID issues — it’s not an excuse for us 
because everybody had it — but we didn’t have the depth last year, for 
sure, with only another eight, 10 players sitting in (AHL) Charlotte, that 
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other organizations had. We just had to piece it all together. It’s tough to 
do in a short time in a regular, normal environment; but with what we 
were dealing with last year, it was kind of crazy. 

“I thought Dave and his staff kept working at it. Our team, in my opinion, 
worked hard every night and never quit. As the season went along, we 
got better and better, especially towards the end of the year.” 

The Kraken did add a member to the staff, in bringing in Dave Lowry, 
who was interim head coach in Winnipeg last season. 

“We wanted to add another member to the staff last year but couldn’t find 
the right piece,” Francis said. “We were able to do that this summer with 
Dave Lowry. He brings a lot of experience both as a player and as a 
coach to the mix. We think that’s going to help our staff.” 

New assistant coach, new goalie coach, some offseason player 
additions, and the excitement of Beniers and Wright. 

And, well, a more normal training camp one year later. 

The path suggests obvious improvement. But to what degree? 

“Like every year, I want to get into the playoffs and have a chance, right? 
That’s what our goal is,” Francis said. “No doubt we’re in a tough division. 
There’s some teams that are further down the road. 

“But I think we can be a competitive team, and hopefully we’re in that mix 
down the stretch when it counts.” 
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Red Wings, Senators, Devils among top NHL breakout candidates for 
2022-23 

 

Murat Ates20-25 minutes 06/10/2022 

 

Every couple of years, an NHL team stuns our best models and our most 
zealous fans by wildly outperforming offseason expectations. 

Last season’s Calgary Flames were the poster child of that stunning 
success, skyrocketing from the 81-point pace of their pandemic-
shortened 2020-21 season all the way to a 111-point season. They went 
from missing the playoffs to first in the Pacific Division and sixth in the 
league without making a major offseason splash. They simply put their 
trust in Darryl Sutter and a group of stars who’d had disappointing years 
and won 50 games. 

Their offense improved, both in terms of how many goals they scored 
and what kinds of scoring chances they created. Their defense improved 
by preventing scoring chances of the same quality. 

Who could have predicted it? 

To that end, we at The Athletic decided to study a group of the NHL’s 15 
biggest year-over-year improvements in the salary cap era, looking for 
clues about what each team had in common. 

The goal? To predict the most obvious teams who might take a 
surprising, enormous leap forward this season. 

We waded through coaching changes, roster transformations, No. 1 
overall draft picks, and goaltending acrobatics. We sifted through some 
truly awful teams and some great ones that played poorly in search of the 
conditions whereby any team is most likely to get a whole lot better in 
short order. 

Coaching changes featured heavily, just as with Calgary’s massive 
turnaround via Sutter. This included coaches in their second seasons 
with a club, too, like Jon Cooper’s 2013-14 Lightning or Jared Bednar’s 

2017-18 Avalanche. Massive roster turnover played a role for the 2007-
08 Flyers, while the right depth adds worked for the 2012-13 Ducks. 
Finally, sometimes young teams simply get better, whether by adding 
Evgeni Malkin to Sidney Crosby or watching as Nathan MacKinnon 
becomes the Nathan MacKinnon. And yes, it helps if you can add 
Roberto Luongo in his prime to a group of budding stars like the Panthers 
did at the tail end of 2013-14. 

But not every team makes a superstar addition. Some, like Calgary last 
year, simply stay the course. And usually, it’s a combination of a lot of 
factors working together to push a team into that next tier. It makes 
sense that the truly special turnarounds involve a lot of items working out 
just right. 

The checklist 

Our study of the teams who made the biggest year-over-year 
improvements found that they typically had (at least some of) these 
factors in common: 

• New coaching staffs, whether immediately prior to the season or within 
a year 

• Improved goaltending, whether from bad to great or even just from 
horrible to average 

• Top-end talent entering their prime offensive years 

• Meaningful roster movement, whether for key depth or top-end talent 

• A little bit of luck 

And it certainly didn’t hurt if the team’s previous year was particularly 
bad. It’s easier for a team to improve by 20 points if they’re starting from 
60 points than if they just won the Presidents’ Trophy. This is especially 
true if key players were missing due to injury or a great player had an 
unusually poor season. Also, if you’re a fan of a bubble team, don’t fear: 
There were plenty of examples of teams from Crosby’s 2006-07 
Penguins to the 2016-17 Jets who missed the playoffs and then posted 
100-plus point seasons the following year. 

One thing that never seems to work? Throwing a No. 1 overall pick to the 
wolves like Edmonton did for so many years. The biggest leaps were all 
made by teams adding quality to some level of quality, not starting from 
scorched earth. 

So who are the best candidates to take an enormous step forward this 
season? We’re glad you asked. 

New Jersey Devils 

2021-22 record: 32-40-10, 74 points 

The best case for major improvements: Seven goaltenders got into game 
action for the Devils last season and only one managed to keep his save 
percentage above .900. 

Jonathan Bernier gets that honor, leading the way with a .902 save 
percentage in 10 games, while MacKenzie Blackwood, Nico Daws, Jon 
Gillies, Andrew Hammond, Akira Schmid, and Scott Wedgewood split the 
rest of the action while posting the worst five-on-five save percentage in 
the league. 

New Jersey’s goaltending doesn’t even need to get good to get worlds 
better than it was. Enter Vitek Vanecek, whose 79-game NHL career 
shows an .908 save percentage and slightly below-average goals saved 
above expected, as per Evolving Hockey. If Vanecek and Blackwood can 
be anywhere near average, the Devils would prevent nearly 56 goals 
compared to last season. If they’re any good, then Jack Hughes, Nico 
Hischier, and Jesper Bratt should be able to handle the rest. 

Hughes dominated large portions of the 49 games he played last season, 
scoring 26 goals and 30 assists for 56 points. He’s already capable of 
taking over games and a healthy season combined with normal year-
over-year improvements for a 21-year-old could cement Hughes as a 
leaguewide star. Hischier, 23, and Bratt, 24, are also entering the primes 
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of their offensive careers, although Bratt already delivered a breakout 
season, with 73 points in 76 games last year. The biggest area for 
offensive growth? The power play, which ranked 28th last year and didn’t 
represent the dominant first season from Dougie Hamilton that Devils 
fans imagined when he signed his seven-year contract in 2021. The good 
news on that front is that New Jersey has a new power play coach — 
Andrew Brunette, whose star-studded Panthers’ power play finished fifth 
in the NHL last year. 

In some ways, the Devils’ roster makeup reminds me of the 2014-15 
Panthers, whose 25-point improvement was built partially on the 
emergence of Jonathan Huberdeau, Aaron Ekblad, and Aleksander 
Barkov as impact players. Huberdeau led that Florida team in scoring 
with “just” 54 points in 79 games but it was the beginning of a new level 
of play. 

Of course, those Panthers also got their first-ever full season of Roberto 
Luongo and he was excellent, posting a .921 save percentage in 61 
games after being acquired late in the previous season. The Devils won’t 
get Luongo-esque goaltending this year no matter who is in net. 

Still, the Devils coming from far enough back, have emerging top-end 
talent, and supplemented it with John Marino, Ondrej Palat, and Erik 
Haula. That’s more than enough reasons to believe they’re on the way 
up. 

Ottawa Senators 

2021-22 record: 33-42-7, 73 points 

The best case for major improvements: Ottawa is one of the most fun 
teams on this list. They finished 26th in the league last season, meaning 
they’re starting from far enough back to leave room for major 
improvement. They also went out and made two big acquisitions in Alex 
DeBrincat and Claude Giroux to dramatically improve their team on 
paper. 

To that end, we do have good examples of teams who managed a 
dramatic turnaround by virtue of roster upgrades. Philadelphia’s 39-point 
improvement from 2006-07 to 2007-08 showed that transformation is 
possible if you’re willing to move out the right players and then bring in 
Daniel Briere, Kimmo Timonen, Scott Hartnell, and Jason Smith. And you 
upgrade Antero Niittymaki’s 52 games of .894 save percentage to Martin 
Biron’s .918 in 62 games played. 

D.J. Smith isn’t entering his first full season with the Senators the same 
way John Stevens was for the 2007-08 Flyers. Still, there are a few 
similarities between this Senators team and that Flyers group, along with 
plenty to like about Ottawa’s odds of improvement. 

DeBrincat scored 41 goals and 78 points in Chicago last season. Giroux 
was a point-per-game Panther and a key cog in Philadelphia. Ottawa 
added them to a core that features Josh Norris, Brady Tkachuk, Tim 
Stutzle, and Drake Batherson. That core is worth highlighting here 
because most of it is at precisely the right age to enjoy a rebuild-
accelerating breakout season. Norris (23) and Stutzle (20) are entering 
their third seasons, just as 22-year-olds Mike Richards and Jeff Carter 
were when they took big steps forward for the Flyers in 2007-08. 
Tkachuk just turned 23, which is when most aging curves predict a spike 
in points toward a player’s prime years. Batherson just turned 24 and is 
coming off of a 42-point, 44-game season that was built off of play-
driving, not a shooting percentage spike. 

The conditions are right for Ottawa’s young stars to take some of the 
biggest leaps of their careers, whether this season or next. 

Cam Talbot’s injury puts a damper on things for the moment, as does 
Anton Forsberg’s highly respectable .917 save percentage last season. It 
would be easy to project an even bigger improvement had last season’s 
goaltending been horrible or this season’s starter been named Dominik 
Hasek. 

Still, the Senators are on their way up. It’s not a matter of if they improve 
but by how much. 

Edmonton Oilers 

2021-22 record: 49-27-6, 104 points 

The best case for major improvements: Edmonton is the best team on 
this list and the truth is that a 30-point, Flames-style improvement is out 
of reach. Their mid-season turnaround upon Jay Woodcroft’s hiring, the 
Evander Kane signing, and Mike Smith’s late hot streak removes a lot of 
runway for a massive leap forward. 

There are still signs of life that give Edmonton a fighting chance to 
outperform expectations and surprise with a truly sensational season. 

It’s not as simple as prorating Woodcroft’s 26-9-3 record (a 72.4 points 
percentage), projecting 119 points, and calling it a day. Smith’s hot streak 
helped put points in the bank, so Jack Campbell will have to play well just 
to keep pace with existing expectations. For all of the ups and downs to 
Edmonton’s goaltending in the past several seasons, Smith, Stuart 
Skinner, and Mikko Koskinen delivered 82 games of above-average 
performance last season. Thus, the low-hanging fruit of “goaltender goes 
on a hot streak” isn’t available; Campbell and Skinner could be lights out 
this season and only push a small portion of goal differential in the right 
direction. 

The upgrade over Koskinen’s team-leading 45 games played in goal 
does help, though. 

One other area where other teams — say, the 2017-18 Avalanche — 
benefited that Edmonton doesn’t is that their superstars went supernova 
for the first time. Connor McDavid bends space and time on a nightly 
basis but he already did that to the tune of 123 points in 80 games last 
season. Leon Draisaitl wasn’t far off, scoring 110 points in 80 games, and 
with respect to Dylan Holloway, there’s no one on the team who might 
echo MacKinnon, Rantanen, and Landeskog all going off for the very first 
time. 

So why include the Oilers at all? 

The first reason is that, whether due to a shallow crop of forwards or 
inefficient decision-making, the Oilers wasted some of McDavid and 
Draisaitl’s excellence by overloading one line so frequently for so many 
seasons. It wasn’t until Woodcroft arrived that McDavid, Draisaitl, and 
Ryan Nugent-Hopkins were given their own lines to anchor. In defense of 
previous coaching staffs, they didn’t have Kane scoring at a 40-goal pace 
to work with in terms of depth but these Oilers do — and, if they get the 
best of Kane, they’ll have that goal scoring for a full season this time. 

Combine Edmonton’s suddenly overpowered top-nine with the fact that 
their possession and scoring chance metrics spiked under Woodcroft — 
that is, it wasn’t all bounces, goaltending, and finishing — and you can 
start to see a little more room to grow. Had Woodcroft been an offseason 
hire and arrived with the same impact on Edmonton’s quality of play, 
we’d be talking about a massive leap. 

More realistically, a very good team is very good again and any 
improvement is marginal. But Campbell arrives at his average numbers 
via significant up and down seasons. If Edmonton gets him at his best, 
Woodcroft runs McDavid and Draisaitl on their own lines, and Kane, 
Holloway, Nugent-Hopkins, Kailer Yamamoto, Evan Bouchard, and 
others play to their strengths, Edmonton has a shot at a 10-point 
improvement. 

Winnipeg Jets 

2021-22 record: 39-32-11, 89 points 

The best case for major improvements: Connor Hellebuyck is the single 
biggest reason the Jets have stayed in the playoff hunt through most of 
the post-Dustin Byfuglien era. Even then, a qualification round loss to 
Calgary in 2020 and last season’s playoff miss mean the Jets have been 
to the postseason proper just once in three seasons without their top 
defender. Winnipeg’s forwards were expected to outscore some of the 
Jets problems but a lack of attention to defense just made Hellebuyck’s 
job harder and harder until he fell from the league’s elite and played an 
average season in 2021-22. 
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If Hellebuyck stops shots at a rate more typical of his career average, 
Winnipeg will enjoy a 13 to 14 goal swing in goal differential. If he 
matches his career-best .924, set back in 2017-18 — the last time 
Winnipeg was an above-average defensive team as per most publicly 
available measures of shot quality — then the swing could grow as big as 
30 goals. We can’t snap our fingers and fix Winnipeg’s lack of 200-foot 
play, nor can we will Hellebuyck to Vezina-winning levels just by 
including the Jets in this list. 

But Hellebuyck has played that well multiple times before. And measures 
of shot quality like goals saved above expected still point to him as one of 
the NHL’s best goaltenders. On the other hand, David Rittich will be in 
tough to match Eric Comrie’s suddenly spectacular performance in 2021-
22 and Hellebuyck already started 66 games last season. There’s not a 
lot of room left to play him more if Rittich doesn’t work out. 

Where else could the Jets improve? 

It’s about that 200-foot play. The organization is betting on a new 
coaching staff, led by 67-year-old head coach Rick Bowness, associate 
coach Scott Arniel, and up-and-comers Brad Lauer (formerly of the WHL 
Oil Kings) and Marty Johnston (formerly of the Manitoba Moose) to 
create the rising tide that floats all defensive boats. Winnipeg boasts elite 
offensive players like Kyle Connor and Mark Scheifele but cannot boast 
about their defensive impact. Both spent a lot of time above their men in 
the defensive zone and Winnipeg frequently paid the price for it. 

This is where Paul Maurice’s abrupt exit and Dave Lowry’s inability to 
turn things around work in favor of this year’s team. Bowness has been 
lauded by many of his players throughout training camp for his teaching 
and attention to detail. Improved systems teaching has been evident, too. 

Winnipeg probably doesn’t have the star power on both sides of the puck 
to pull off Calgary’s year-over-year brilliance. But it does have two of the 
most important boxes checked. A new coaching staff with demonstrably 
better organization than the last one and a goaltender who has frequently 
been among the world’s best give the Jets their shot. 

Seattle Kraken 

2021-22 record: 27-49-6, 60 points 

The best case for major improvements: Seattle is worth mentioning here 
if only because it struggled so much in its inaugural season. 

Philipp Grubauer and Chris Driedger did not live up to their billing as 1A 
and 1B goaltenders, while the eye test showed Seattle didn’t necessarily 
give up a ton of chances but managed to give up a lot of quality. Seattle’s 
defensive structure was sound until it wasn’t, often overloading the puck 
while leaving soft ice behind the Kraken swarm. Sometimes it worked, 
creating stretches of play where Seattle’s defense looked great and the 
goals against could be blamed on goaltending. Other times, the Kraken 
beat themselves, giving other teams so much time and space in 
dangerous areas that even great goaltending could have done nothing 
about. 

The good news is Grubauer and his new partner, Martin Jones, have 
nowhere to go but up. Even a modest regression from Grubauer’s .889 
save percentage toward his career average of .914 would be a dramatic 
improvement in goal differential. Combine that with the influx of 
secondary scoring via Andre Burakovsky and Oliver Bjorkstrand, plus the 
possibility that Matty Beniers is as uniquely good as his 10-game debut 
teased? Suddenly it’s easy to find a little bit of room for optimism, even if 
Shane Wright takes a little while to get going. Full health from Brandon 
Tanev and Jaden Schwartz could also provide a boost to a club that 
struggled with injuries last season. 

Ideally, Seattle’s depth and often solid systems play prevail and Dave 
Hakstol’s second year teaching his systems leads to consistency and 
wins. 

The Kraken have a long way to go to be a playoff contender. Thanks to 
the low bar they set with 60 points, they don’t have to go nearly that far to 
make a massive improvement. Still, with more depth than top-end talent 

and Beniers and Wright so young, it’s easier to project their biggest leap 
coming at least a year in the future. 

Detroit Red Wings 

2021-22 record: 32-40-10, 74 points 

The best case for major improvements: Detroit checks off most of the key 
boxes to have an ascendant season. 

New head coach? Check. Derek Lalonde is in from Tampa Bay, where 
he was a two-time Stanley Cup champion on Jon Cooper’s staff. Lalonde 
won coach of the year honors in the ECHL and USHL prior to his time in 
Tampa Bay and is regarded as one of the top emerging coaches in the 
NHL. 

Put a checkmark next to “goaltender who can dramatically improve on 
last year’s results” too. Alex Nedeljkovic started hot but faded in his first 
season away from Carolina’s suffocating defense, playing to a 20-24-9 
record with a .901 save percentage. Detroit acquired Ville Husso to help 
Nedeljkovic out, adding competition while easing the pressure to be the 
answer every single night. Neither is a superstar but each should be able 
to perform with less fear of Nedeljkovic’s late-season burnout. 

Of course, goaltending depends in part on what happens elsewhere on 
the ice. There’s a reason teams like Carolina or the Islanders under Barry 
Trotz always seemed to boost goaltending stats. 

To that end, Detroit also earns a checkmark for legitimate offseason 
improvement. Andrew Copp is a viable second-line center behind Dylan 
Larkin, providing a positive impact in all three zones. He’s shown a knack 
for playing to his linemates’ strengths throughout his career, whether it 
was in a shutdown capacity with Adam Lowry and Brandon Tanev in 
Winnipeg or in his short, point-per-game stint with the Rangers at the end 
of last season. Combine Copp’s impact with that of David Perron, who is 
still an impact two-way winger at 34 years old, and suddenly Detroit’s 
rising stars have the insulation they need to develop into their best 
selves. 

If Copp, Perron, Husso, and other newcomers like Ben Chiarot and Olli 
Määttä were closer to elite, you could think of Detroit as likely to push for 
a playoff spot. Instead, it’s about fleshing out the roster with NHL 
veterans and two-way players to help reduce goals against, while 
Detroit’s homegrown talent like Larkin, Tyler Bertuzzi, Moritz Seider, 
Lucas Raymond, and Filip Hronek continue to push forward. 

Detroit has given itself the opportunity to have a major improvement. 

Vegas Golden Knights 

2021-22 record: 43-31-8, 94 points 

The best case for major improvements: Love them or loathe them, the 
Golden Knights always find a way to swing for the fences. It’s how they 
landed Mark Stone and Jack Eichel, their two biggest chances at elite 
performers next season, and it’s a big part of what makes Vegas an 
exciting hockey market in a lot of ways. 

The problem is that excitement and winning aren’t always the same 
thing. A big splash to land Eichel was followed by injury trouble for 
Vegas’ other key players and an overreliance on a guy who probably 
didn’t need to be the single biggest focus of attention after neck surgery. 
Thus the Golden Knights used $19.5 million worth of cap hit for 71 
combined games of Eichel and Stone, who had back surgery in May. 
Nolan Patrick wasn’t able to revive his career. Robin Lehner had a down 
year. And when it was all over, Max Pacioretty had to be shipped out for 
future considerations to ensure cap compliance. 

How does this team get better? 

There are too many ifs to bet on. The Golden Knights must stay healthy. 
Logan Thompson must emerge as a top-tier NHL starter. Eichel must 
become the franchise cornerstone that Buffalo thought they had drafted 
in 2015. 
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And new head coach Bruce Cassidy must have the transformative impact 
on Vegas’ veteran stars that he did on Brad Marchand, Patrice Bergeron, 
and David Pastrnak in Boston. Six-plus seasons of grueling excellence 
took their toll and ultimately led to Cassidy’s dismissal from a 107-point 
Bruins team and, for Vegas to become such a 107-point team, already-
impactful players like Jonathan Marchessault, Reilly Smith, William 
Karlsson, Stone, and Eichel must be made to deliver their best work. 

The foundations of excellence remain in Las Vegas. The odds seem 
stacked against them and a 94-point team isn’t a good bet to make a 15 
to 20 point surge. The only reason to include them here is that the best-
case scenario of Thompson, Eichel, good health, and good coaching all 
hitting has the power to yield transformative results. These are the vital 
elements of the game. 

Based on our criteria, it looks as though Ottawa, Detroit, and New Jersey 
are among the top breakout candidates, with Winnipeg and Edmonton as 
decent sleepers if coaching can continue to have an outsized impact. 
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Finding hope for NHL’s 10 most hopeless teams: Do you believe in 
miracles? 

 

Sean McIndoe19-24 minutes 06/10/2022 

 

Every year, at the very start of a season, I like to take the 10 most 
hopeless teams in the NHL and try to figure out if there’s any chance we 
could all be wrong and they’ll actually be good. That’s “good,” as 
opposed to just “not terrible,” because even an awful team can have a 
goalie go on a heater for a few months and drag them into the fringe of 
the playoff race. I wanted to figure out which team is going to be the 
2018-19 Islanders or 2017-18 Golden Knights, the underdog expected to 
finish dead last who instead becomes a Cup contender. 

It’s kind of a weird season to be doing this, for two reasons. 

First, it’s been a while since we’ve really seen one of these hopeless 
teams break through. That Islanders turnaround was four years ago now, 
but you could argue it’s still the most recent example. The Habs’ run in 
the 2021 playoffs was unexpected, and last year’s collapse made it feel 
miraculous, but they went into that season with decent expectations. 
We’re looking for teams that are already being written off before they’ve 
even played a game, but could be legitimate contenders. Last year’s list 
did have two playoff teams, the Predators and Kings, but neither won a 
round, so your contender mileage may vary. 

That leads us to our second problem: With the top of the 2023 draft 
looming, a lot of teams sure seem to want to be hopeless this year. The 
whole point here is to offer some optimism to hopeless fan bases, but 
right now Connor Bedard is the optimism for more than a few teams. Am 
I even helping here? I’m not sure I am. 

I’ll still try my best, unlike some teams we could mention. As always, 
we’re taking the 10 worst teams for this season, based on the season 
previews from Dom’s model. We’ll start with the 10th most hopeless team 
and work our way to the very depths of despair. 

Four teams — Vancouver, Nashville, Los Angeles and Ottawa — have 
graduated from last year’s list and into the NHL’s middle class. Let’s try 
to figure out who might join them, and maybe go even further than that. 
Hopefully. 

Seattle Kraken 

The projections say: 87 points and a 27 percent chance of making the 
playoffs 

Why they’re probably right: The Kraken were bad last year, which we 
probably should have expected. The Golden Knights were Cup 
contenders right from the start, which shocked everyone and messed up 
our ability to project the Kraken, but the roster never looked especially 
strong. In addition to the expected lack of offense, the goaltending was a 
weakness, and all that’s changed there since is the addition of Martin 
Jones. I’m guessing that’s not going to solve anything. 

But hear me out: Jones isn’t likely to be the answer, but regression might 
be. There’s a reason nobody saw Philipp Grubauer’s season coming: 
he’d been a consistently good goaltender for his entire career before 
arriving in Seattle. Maybe he’s bad now — you never know with goalies, 
which will be a theme of this piece — but it seems more likely that we 
can bet on him being better, and maybe even significantly closer to the 
.920 guy he’d always been. 

The roster is already improved with the additions of Andre Burakovsky, 
Justin Schultz, Oliver Bjorkstrand and (maybe) Shane Wright, and Matty 
Beniers is a legitimate Calder favorite. If Grubauer is better, there’s a 
very clear path to the playoffs here. And with cap room and at least a 
little local pressure on Ron Francis to deliver a better season, who knows 
where that could lead. Remember, the history of NHL expansion teams 
that aren’t the Golden Knights is filled with awful first seasons, but teams 
like the Panthers, Wild and Sharks were all winning playoff rounds pretty 
quickly after that. It could absolutely happen in Seattle, too. 

Convincing, right? I hope so, because the numbers say that was the easy 
one. Those playoff odds take a big dip as we move to our next team. 

Seattle Kraken season preview 

with @seangentille and @hayyyshayyy 

Seattle's supporting cast is one of the league's strongest. Will it be 
enough to push one of the league's worst cores into the playoff 
race?https://t.co/K9XPnrLsvE pic.twitter.com/oWUTCqE6HC 

— dom (@domluszczyszyn) September 23, 2022 

Detroit Red Wings 

The projections say: 82 points and an 11 percent chance of making the 
playoffs 

Why they’re probably right: The Red Wings spent big in the offseason, 
finally signaling that Steve Yzerman’s rebuild was shifting out of the 
patient tear-down phase. In fact, nobody improved more than the Red 
Wings did this summer, according to Dom. But even a big improvement 
doesn’t get this team into the playoff mix, especially in the Atlantic. It will 
happen eventually, but they’re not there yet. 

But hear me out: Or are they? The nice thing about adding so many 
players is that you have to figure that at least a few of them will 
overachieve. If it’s more than a few and Wings start stacking an extra win 
here and there, it adds up. 

Would that be enough in the Atlantic? It could be, since it’s not 
impossible to imagine things going off the rails in Florida or Toronto, and 
we don’t know what those early injuries will do to the Bruins. And 
remember, even if the division’s big four all stay strong, there’s still the 
other wild card. 

Even more encouragingly, almost every team that makes a big, 
unexpected leap does it with a new coach or a new goalie, and the 
Wings go into this season with both. Again, it’s all about the volume of 
change. It’s very possible that it goes the other way and there are more 
disappointments and overpays and it adds up to another lost season, or 
even a step back. But if the coin keeps landing on the right side, this 
team could be good. And if Moritz Seider has his Cale Makar-style 
second-year breakout, they could be even more than that. 

Anaheim Ducks 

The projections say: 80 points and an 8 percent chance at the playoffs 
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Why they’re probably right: The Ducks are a young team that’s been 
rebuilding for a few years now, and new GM Pat Verbeek doesn’t seem 
to be in much hurry to take shortcuts. They’ve got some great young 
players, including 2022 Calder runner-up Trevor Zegras and 2023 
favorite Mason McTavish. The focus is on developing those guys for the 
future. If that means playing meaningful games down the stretch, cool. 
But it doesn’t seem to be a must-have for Verbeek. 

But hear me out: This one isn’t all that tough, because we don’t have to 
conjure up a bunch of hypotheticals. Instead, we can just point to last 
season, when this Ducks team was in first place in the Pacific all the way 
into the start of February. They fell apart down the stretch, but those first 
50 games make for a pretty convincing proof of concept. This team has it 
in them. 

And that’s before we pencil in a major leap for Zegras and a big impact 
for McTavish, neither of which feels unrealistic. Jamie Drysdale is a year 
older and John Klingberg is here for a good time, not for a long time, so 
the blue line will improve. And while it’s starting to feel silly to keep 
thinking John Gibson is going to return to the Vezina mix after three 
straight shaky seasons, this is the optimistic outlook, and Gibson has 
done it before. 

Add it all up, and mix in some question marks in the Pacific, and there’s 
no reason to think that the Ducks can’t be this year’s Kings, if not a whole 
lot more. 

San Jose Sharks 

The projections say: 77 points and a 4 percent chance of making the 
playoffs 

Why they’re probably right: Remember when the Sharks traded for Erik 
Karlsson, then made the conference finals that year, including playoff 
series wins over the Knights and Avalanche? Want to feel old? Here’s 
what they look like now. 

If you do feel old, you’re in good company, because the Sharks do too. 
They haven’t made the playoffs or come even close in the three years 
since that 2019 run, and now they have a new GM who’s actively trying 
to make them worse by offloading guys like Brent Burns. Mike Grier is 
absolutely doing the right thing by recognizing reality, but that reality is 
that the Sharks are going to be bad again. 

But hear me out: For a lot of bad teams, a casual fan might look at the 
roster and say “Who are these guys?” With the Sharks, you look at it and 
sometimes wonder how this many big names can add up to so little. 

The answer is that time comes for us all, and guys like Karlsson, Logan 
Couture and Marc-Edouard Vlasic just aren’t what they once were. 
They’ve all clearly lost a step or two (or in Vlasic’s case, dozens), and it’s 
rare to see a former star bounce back. It does happen, though, and a guy 
like Karlsson could make an enormous difference if he got back to full 
health and something approaching full power. Mix in Timo Meier still 
being on an upward trajectory, Tomas Hertl still close to his prime, and a 
new voice behind the bench, and you can imagine things starting to click. 

There’s also some potential for a decent start, as the Sharks open with 
two against the Predators in Prague, then get a few days off before 
facing a six-game stretch that includes the Hawks, Islanders, Devils and 
Flyers. It’s not that hard to imagine us getting to the last week of October 
with the Sharks being something like 6-2-0 and people like me writing “Is 
Karlsson back?” and “Quinn for Jack Adams?” takes. If so, well, 
momentum can be a hell of a thing … 

Columbus Blue Jackets 

The projections say: 77 points and just a 3 percent chance at the playoffs 

Why they’re probably right: It’s the Blue Jackets, why would anything 
good ever happen? 

But hear me out: You never want to second-guess the numbers, but 
come on, the model is clearly wrong on this one. They signed Johnny 
Gaudreau, they’re not going to somehow be worse. 

The goaltending was bad last year, but we know how that goes. If that 
sorts itself out, then adding a legitimate MVP candidate to an improving 
Cole Sillinger, an intriguing rookie in Kent Johnson, another year of 
experience for Brad Larsen and the possibility that Patrik Laine might 
remember he’s supposed to be an elite sniper, and this is clearly going to 
be a better team. 

But yes, by all means, keep saying they won’t be — there’s no more 
powerful motivator for a team than the old “nobody believes in us” cliché. 
That’s the sort of thing that a team can rally around all season long. And 
once they do sneak into the playoffs, ask the 2019 Lightning about 
counting the Blue Jackets out. 

Man, these are almost getting easier as we go. Can’t wait to see who’s 
next! 

Philadelphia Flyers 

The projections say: 76 points and a 3 percent chance of making the 
playoffs 

Why they’re probably right: Honestly, 3 percent seems high. 

This team was bad in 2020-21, they were far worse last year, they didn’t 
really do much to improve the roster over the summer, everyone is 
already hurt, and it’s all being coached by John Tortorella, a notoriously 
chill dude who’ll probably have a million laughs with this bunch. And the 
worst part is that they’re the classic team that’s stuck in the middle — 
nowhere near good enough and with no path to get there, but with 
ownership that thinks they’re still contending and won’t greenlight a true 
rebuild. They have no chance at the playoffs, but Tortorella will grind out 
enough loser points to keep them out of the Bedard chase, too. 

In related news, the vibe in Philadelphia is not great. 

But hear me out: Pass. 

(Note to editors: If “pass” isn’t an option, then just put some stuff about 
how they were really good as recently as 2019-20, Carter Hart might 
rediscover the game that made him look like a Vezina favorite in the 
making, and Tortorella is pretty good at this coaching thing, especially 
when he first arrives and players haven’t learned how to tune him out yet. 
I’d come up with something more convincing but that would be difficult, 
and apparently that’s a valid excuse for not even trying.) 

No. 28: Philadelphia Flyers 

Things were bad. Then they got worse. Now they're … worser? This 
team has so, so many problems. Let's go through 
them.@domluszczyszyn @hayyyshayyy https://t.co/1TXzae1BPM 

 

— Sean Gentille (@seangentille) September 21, 2022 

Buffalo Sabres 

The projections say: 76 points and a 3 percent chance of the playoffs 

Why they’re probably right: It’s the Sabres. They haven’t made the 
playoffs in 11 years and counting, the longest streak in NHL history. 
They’re not making it this year either. 

Which is fine, by the way, because Kevyn Adams has a plan and he’s 
executing it. That plan isn’t quite a rebuild, since you have to have built 
something first, but the Jack Eichel trade signalled yet another reset in 
Buffalo. Since then, there have been more than a few positive signs, and 
maybe this is the time they get it right and it all clicks into something 
meaningful. But that’s for down the line, and this year will be another 
season all about development, draft position and games that stop 
mattering by December. 

But hear me out: We’re getting into some really tough territory here, but 
let’s give it a shot. We can start on the blue line, where Owen Power is 
coming into his first full-time season with a ton of hype. It’s rare for a 
defenseman to have any kind of significant impact as a rookie, especially 
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one who’ll be just 19 on opening night, but let’s say Power does it. And 
let’s say that happens at the same time Rasmus Dahlin finally breaks 
through and re-establishes himself in that Makar/Adam Fox/Seider tier of 
young defensemen. Now the Sabres have their Chris Pronger/Scott 
Niedermayer pairing for the next decade, and they’re off to a great start. 

Pencil in Tage Thompson for another big year, percentages be damned. 
Jeff Skinner, too. Alex Tuch posts big numbers in his first full season in 
Buffalo, and Peyton Krebs breaks through. Eichel stinks in Vegas, which 
doesn’t actually help the Sabres but makes their fans happy. Dylan 
Cozens breaks out, and Casey Mittelstadt at least looks like he wasn’t a 
wasted pick. And with all that going on, the goaltending is (checks who 
the Sabres have in net this year) uh … not completely terrible. 

Add it all up and the Sabres are suddenly right in the mix for an Atlantic 
playoff berth. They’re everyone’s favorite underdogs. The vibes in Buffalo 
are off the chart after the Bills’ Super Bowl win. And with all that 
momentum, Adams uses his cap space and plentiful prospect pipeline to 
become the league’s most dangerous deadline shopper, landing a top 
veteran goalie and some supporting pieces that make his team 
legitimately dangerous in the playoffs. 

From there, the hockey gods have some debts to pay to Sabres fans. It 
could happen. 

Chicago Blackhawks 

The projections say: 74 points and a 2 percent chance of making the 
playoffs 

Why they’re probably right: Because Kyle Davidson sure wants them to 
be. 

But hear me out: The Blackhawks can’t have nice things. That’s not 
defeatism, it’s wishful thinking, because this franchise deserves some 
misery after three Cups, one of the worst scandals in NHL history, and 
now a blatant tank job that’s not even trying to be subtle. Whatever you 
believe in — karma, the hockey gods, some sort of universal justice — it 
all points in the same direction, and that means something bad 
happening to the Hawks. 

And there’s not much that would be worse for this team right now than a 
surprise playoff run. 

Think about it. They want to finish last and draft Bedard, preferably while 
trading Patrick Kane and Jonathan Toews along the way. It’s all probably 
for the best. But that only happens if they stink, and what if they don’t? 
They fluke their way into the playoff race, meaning Kane and Toews 
won’t waive their NTCs and they don’t get those precious lottery odds. 
Then they make it, and fluke out a round or two, and everyone decides 
they’re contenders again. Davidson makes a few more Seth Jones-style 
trades, extends Kane and Toews, and then it all really falls apart next 
year, after Bedard is already somewhere else. 

That’s the true worst-case scenario. Could it happen? Put it this way: 
Davidson screwed up royally by handing his goaltending job to a guy the 
Maple Leafs just gave up on. Enjoy your Jennings Trophy, Hawks fans. 

Montreal Canadiens 

The projections say: 74 points and a 2 percent chance at the playoffs 

Why they’re probably right: The Habs were absolutely horrific last year, 
and didn’t exactly get better in the offseason. And while we all love Martin 
St. Louis, the big turnaround once he arrived saw them play at a .432 
clip, which is still pretty awful. 

But hear me out: First, let’s state the obvious: A big chunk of this team 
was here for their 2021 run to the Final, so we’re not in completely 
hypothetical territory here. 

The key will be the young guys, and any path to a sudden turnaround 
involves big leaps forward by Nick Suzuki and Cole Caufield, plus a 
redemption arc for Kirby Dach, and probably also a rookie impact from 

Juraj Slafkovsky. Jake Allen will need to have the best season of his life, 
then be Carey Price-esque in the playoffs. It’s a lot, but it’s plausible. 

But “they need great goaltending and all their young guys to hit” could be 
the answer for any team on this list, so let me throw one more name at 
you: Jared Bednar. No, they didn’t hire him and you missed it. But let’s 
remember Bednar’s debut season in Colorado, when he replaced Patrick 
Roy late in the offseason and didn’t really have time to get his system in 
place. He ended up guiding the Avalanche to one of the worst seasons of 
the cap era, one of the few that was even worse than what the Habs did 
last year. But then Bednar got an actual offseason to prepare, the Avs 
shot up the standings, and he’s been one of the most successful coaches 
in the league ever since. 

Maybe St. Louis follows that model. Maybe last year’s record didn’t tell us 
what he could do, and this is the year he fully reveals himself as a 
coaching prodigy who can work miracles. 

Even miracles might not be enough for this roster, but we’ve seen them 
do it before. 

Arizona Coyotes 

The projections say: 62 points and a 0 percent chance at the playoffs. 
Yes, a zero. The model thinks the Coyotes have the same chance at 
making the Stanley Cup playoffs as your beer league team does. 

Why they’re probably right: Look at the roster. It’s almost impossibly bad. 
And like the Hawks, the Coyotes are pretty clearly not even trying to be 
competitive. 

But hear me out: You know the checklist by now. The goaltending has to 
be amazing, with Karel Vejmelka basically springing a “Dominik Hasek in 
’93-94” reveal on us. André Tourigny would need to turn out to be a 
genius who just decided not to show it in Year 1. All the established stars 
have to be great, which is to say Jakob Chychrun because they don’t 
have anyone else. Clayton Keller has to finally look like a stud. And every 
young player has to smash through the ceiling of their expectations. 

If every single one of those things happens, that maybe gets them to 85 
points. It’s still not enough. So, what now? 

I’ve got a theory. Call it the Mullett Effect. 

Yes, the Coyotes are playing in a rink called Mullett Arena. Yes, it’s tiny 
by NHL standards. Yes, they’re not even the main tenant of their own 
building. The whole thing is pretty pathetic, and you’ve absolutely made 
your share of cheap jokes at the Coyotes’ expense. Too many, if we’re 
being honest. We all did. 

But now the season is here, and it’s time for the backlash to the 
backlash. Get ready to hear about how Mullett Arena is just fine. In fact, 
it’s great. In fact, the atmosphere is amazing. Pretty soon, you’ll be 
seeing dispatches from the press box (is there a press box?) swearing 
that those 5,000 fans are actually louder than most buildings. Somebody 
will eventually call it the best arena in the NHL, just wait. 

It will basically be a repeat of the 2017 Vegas script, only with fewer 
seats and less of a grip on reality. But it will be a fun narrative, and if 
everyone jumps on board, maybe it turns self-fulfilling. Combining a 
college atmosphere with a they-all-laughed-at-us motivation isn’t the 
worst way to churn up some good vibes, and suddenly the Mullett takes 
on a life of its own as the toughest ticket in pro sports. 

Once the Mullett Effect kicks in, and all that other good stuff the Coyotes 
need miraculously happens … I mean, if they’re anywhere close in the 
second half, you’d absolutely jump on this bandwagon, right? You’re 
already getting just a little bit hyped. And that’s not bad for a 0 percent. 
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Ranking every NHL team’s top-six center duo: Who leads the list after 
McDavid, Draisaitl? 

 

Harman Dayal30-38 minutes 06/10/2022 

 

Finding a dominant one-two punch at center is arguably the most critical 
box to check off when it comes to building a Stanley Cup contender. A 
quick glance at the last decade’s Stanley Cup champions, and the 
imposing duo that most had down the middle, supports this theory. 

2022 Colorado Avalanche: Nathan MacKinnon, Nazem Kadri 

2020, Tampa Bay Lightning: Brayden Point, Anthony Cirelli 

2020, Tampa Bay Lightning: Brayden Point, Anthony Cirelli 

2019, St. Louis Blues: Ryan O’Reilly, Brayden Schenn 

2018, Washington Capitals: Nicklas Backstrom, Evgeny Kuznetsov 

2017, Pittsburgh Penguins: Sidney Crosby, Evgeni Malkin 

2016, Pittsburgh Penguins: Sidney Crosby, Evgeni Malkin 

2015, Chicago Blackhawks: Jonathan Toews, Brad Richards 

2014, Los Angeles Kings: Anze Kopitar, Jeff Carter 

2013, Chicago Blackhawks: Jonathan Toews, Michal Handzus 

These winners were led by some of the generation’s most revered 
players at the center-ice position — future Hall of Famers, legendary 
captains and two-way studs littered throughout the group. 

What’s the state of every NHL team’s top-six centers going into this 
season? 

A clearcut, black and white ranking from No.1 to No.32 is a futile exercise 
because the margin separating a team with say the 10th and 16th best 
center duo is razor thin. That’s why it probably makes the most sense to 
sort the center duos into tiers where the stratification is a bit more 
distinct. 

To actually sort duos into tiers, we need to start with some type of 
objective measure — there needs to be substance beyond name 
recognition and gut feeling. For that, we’ll use colleague Dom 
Luszczyszyn’s GSVA model as a starting point. GSVA relies on a wide 
range of statistical inputs such as point production, two-way impact, 
penalty differential, and an adjustment for deployment/usage, with a 
player’s stats from the last three years accounted and the last season by 
far the most heavily weighted. An aging curve is applied so that it can be 
more useful as a forward-looking tool and the end result is an all-in-one 
projected win output for every player. 

Every model has its flaws or blindspots — and there were many 
projected outputs I disagreed with — but GSVA gives us a sophisticated, 
objective baseline to start a discussion. From there, I manually made 
tweaks based on my perception of the model’s shortcomings (eg: young 
players’ breakout potential not being accurately reflected, last season’s 
results being a bit too heavily weighted in some places) and sorted the 
duos into tiers. Any time there was a notable divergence between the 
model and my subjective view on a team’s duo, I made sure to note it. 

There’s no “perfect” or “right” ranking for an exercise like this. The aim of 
this article is to simply provide as much information as possible, using 
both data and subjective, contextual insight. 

Before getting into the tiers, let’s present the statistical baseline. Here are 
each team’s top-six centers and their combined projected win output for 
this season. 

Top-Six Center Duos' Projected GSVA 

Team 

 

Top-Six Centre Duo 

Projected wins 

Edmonton Oilers 

McDavid, Draisaitl 

10.1 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

Matthews, Tavares 

9.0 

Pittsburgh Penguins 

Crosby, Malkin 

6.0 

Colorado Avalanche 

MacKinnon, Newhook 

5.8 

Calgary Flames 

Lindholm, Kadri 

5.8 

Florida Panthers 

Barkov, Bennett 

5.4 

Boston Bruins 

Bergeron, Krejci 

5.2 

Vancouver Canucks 

Miller, Pettersson 

5.0 

New York Rangers 

Zibanejad, Trocheck 

4.6 

St. Louis Blues 

Thomas, O'Reilly 

4.5 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

Point, Cirelli 

4.4 

Dallas Stars 

Hintz, Seguin 

4.4 

New Jersey Devils 

Hughes, Hischier 

4.1 

San Jose Sharks 
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Hertl, Couture 

3.8 

Minnesota Wild 

Hartman, Eriksson-Ek 

3.8 

Winnipeg Jets 

Scheifele, Dubois 

3.7 

Anaheim Ducks 

Zegras, Strome 

3.7 

Carolina Hurricanes 

Aho, Kotkaniemi 

3.7 

Nashville Predators 

Duchene, Johansen 

3.7 

Ottawa Senators 

Norris, Stützle 

3.6 

Vegas Golden Knights 

Eichel, Stephenson 

3.6 

New York Islanders 

Barzal, Nelson 

3.6 

Washington Capitals 

Kuznetsov, Strome 

3.4 

Los Angeles Kings 

Kopitar, Danault 

3.3 

Seattle Kraken 

Beniers, Gourde 

3.2 

Detroit Red Wings 

Larkin, Copp 

2.8 

Philadelphia Flyers 

Couturier, Hayes 

2.8 

Chicago Blackhawks 

Toews, Domi 

2.2 

Buffalo Sabres 

Thompson, Mittelstadt 

1.8 

Montreal Canadiens 

Suzuki, Dvorak 

1.7 

Columbus Blue Jackets 

Jenner, Roslovic 

1.0 

Arizona Coyotes 

Boyd, Hayton 

0.6 

With the model’s starting point out of the way, let’s actually sort these 
duos. Not all duos in the same tier are equal, but they’re generally in the 
same range, in my view. 

Tier 1: Generational 

Edmonton Oilers: Connor McDavid, Leon Draisaitl 

Contracts: McDavid $12.5 million AAV, four years left. Draisaitl $8.5 
million AAV, three years left. 

Edmonton’s one-two punch down the middle deserves its very own tier. 
Boasting the league’s best player and another Hart Trophy winner — 
both of them in their primes — at the same time is a generational 
occurrence. McDavid and Draisaitl as a duo is the sequel to Crosby and 
Malkin at the height of their powers. 

Together, McDavid and Draisatil are projected to be worth 10.1 wins on 
their own next season. The gap between them and the rest of the field is 
enormous — the No.3-ranked center duo by GSVA, for example, is worth 
six wins, which is four fewer than McDavid and Draisaitl. 

Long-term outlook: The next three to four years are Edmonton’s best cap 
years before these stars’ contracts expire. Edmonton needs to take 
advantage of this unique cap advantage and aim to win a Stanley Cup 
with Draisaitl’s $8.5 million AAV sweetheart deal, the same way Colorado 
capitalized on Nathan MacKinnon’s bargain contract. 

Tier 2: Elite 

Toronto Maple Leafs: Auston Matthews, John Tavares 

Contracts: Matthews $11.6 million AAV, two years left. Tavares $11 
million AAV, three years left 

Toronto has the league’s most expensive center duo, with Matthews and 
Tavares collectively eating up around 27 percent of the Leafs’ salary-cap 
space. The good news is that they’ve delivered full value, in large part 
due to Matthews’ monster progression. Matthews scored at a 67-goal 
pace, in addition to driving excellent defensive results last season — he’s 
a unicorn in a league chock full of impressive centers. 

Tavares’ declining foot speed poses legitimate concerns about his five-
on-five effectiveness, but he still produced at a near point-per-game clip 
last season. 

Long-term outlook: The 2024-25 season will pose an interesting one-year 
salary-cap scenario for the Leafs. Matthews and Nylander will both need 
significant raises to be retained as pending UFAs. Those lifts will happen 
at the same time that Tavares will be 34, with one final campaign left at 
his $11-million cap hit. 

Pittsburgh Penguins: Sidney Crosby, Evgeni Malkin 
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Contracts: Crosby $8.7 million AAV, three years left. Malkin $6.1 million 
AAV, four years left 

Sidney Crosby’s no longer the focal point when discussing the NHL’s 
best players but he’s aging like fine wine. The 35-year-old scored at a 
100-point pace last season, in addition to his usually strong two-way 
game. 

The question for Pittsburgh is whether Malkin, 36, can stay healthy. He 
produced at a point-per-game clip but only played 41 games last season, 
33 in the 2020-21 shortened campaign and 55 games in 2019-20. 

Long-term outlook: Malkin’s showing signs of slowing down so the 
Penguins might only have one or two years left to win another Stanley 
Cup with this core. 

Colorado Avalanche: Nathan MacKinnon, Alex Newhook 

Contracts: MacKinnon $6.3 million AAV, one year left. Newhook 
$908,333 AAV, one year left 

Alex Newhook, who scored 33 points in 71 games last season as a 
rookie, is the frontrunner to assume the 2C role following Nazem Kadri’s 
departure. Newhook has the high-end speed and skill blend to excel 
there, but Colorado also has a secondary option in Evan Rodrigues — 
one of them should be capable behind MacKinnon’s dominance. 

Colorado will accrue daily cap space as they’re not projected to dip into 
LTIR this season, so they should have the flexibility to enhance their 
center depth, if necessary, at the trade deadline. 

Long-term outlook: MacKinnon’s $12.6 million cap hit will kick in 2023-24. 
A Newhook breakout would be huge because it’d give the club a cost-
controllable young pivot who can outperform his contract, which is 
exactly what contenders with expensive stars need. 

Florida Panthers: Aleksander Barkov, Sam Bennett 

Contracts: Barkov $10 million AAV, eight years left. Bennett $4.425 
million AAV, three years left 

Sam Bennett profiles as a regression candidate following the departure 
of Jonathan Huberdeau. The two had really unique chemistry, with 
Bennett’s scoring rate cratering in minutes away from the elite 
playmaking winger. That creates a bit of uncertainty, but the Panthers 
also have Anton Lundell, who scored 44 points in 65 games as a rookie, 
down the middle. 

More importantly, Aleksander Barkov is one of the most unique franchise 
centers in the sport, scoring at a 108-point pace on top of his elite 
defensive chops last season. Barkov’s one of the five or six best centers 
in the entire sport, which gives the Panthers a big edge. 

Long-term outlook: Lundell could leap Bennett on the depth chart in the 
near future. He has two years left on his ELC, so that’s a critical 
advantage that the Panthers need to capitalize on. 

Tier 3: High-end 

New Jersey Devils: Jack Hughes, Nico Hischier 

Contracts: Hughes $8 million AAV, eight years left. Hischier $7.25 million 
AAV, six years left 

This duo only ranked 13th by GSVA, but I don’t think the model fairly 
captures their upside. 

Hughes was electric last season, scoring 56 points in 49 games, a 94-
point pace. He looked like a true gamebreaker with an unguardable 
speed and hands combination and now that he’s 21, he should be sturdy 
enough physically to take another substantial step. Despite that, he’s 
only projected to be the 27th-best center next season by GSVA, when in 
reality he could establish himself as a top-10 pivot by the end of the 
season. 

New Jersey’s edge is that they also have one of the best 2C’s in Nico 
Hischier. Hischier, 23, scored 60 points in 70 games last season and has 
continued to improve his two-way craft. 

The biggest question regarding this duo isn’t talent, it’s durability — can 
they both play 82 games without getting hurt? 

Long-term outlook: Having Hughes locked up for the next eight years at 
just an $8 million cap hit already looks like an absolute steal. 

Tampa Bay Lightning: Brayden Point, Anthony Cirelli 

Contracts: Point $9.5 million AAV, eight years left. Cirelli $6.25 million 
AAV, six years left 

Part of me considered elevating Tampa Bay into the “elite” center duos 
tier, especially considering Point’s monstrous playoff scoring history. But 
he hasn’t hit the point-per-game mark since 2018-19, so even though 
Point’s a franchise center, he hasn’t quite sustained an MVP contender-
type performance level. 

Cirelli bounced back in a huge way last season after a so-so 2020-21 
campaign relative to his lofty standards. He won’t put up huge point totals 
but is distinguished as one of the NHL’s marquee shutdown centers and 
should challenge for a Selke Trophy nomination this season. 

Long-term outlook: Tampa Bay established long-term cost certainty down 
the middle as Point, Cirelli and third-line center Nick Paul are all locked 
up for the next six-plus years. 

St. Louis Blues: Robert Thomas, Ryan O’Reilly 

Contracts: Thomas $2.8 million AAV, one year left. O’Reilly $7.5 million 
AAV, one year left 

St. Louis has one of the league’s most underrated center groups with 
Thomas, O’Reilly and Brayden Schenn down the middle. 

Thomas has taken the baton as the Blues’ best center, scoring 77 points 
in 72 games last season. The 23-year-old is one of the league’s most 
gifted playmakers and offers a well-rounded two-way skill set to boot. 

O’Reilly isn’t quite as dominant as he was in his prime, but his excellent 
playoffs were a reminder of how he can take over in the postseason. 

Long-term outlook: Thomas’ and Jordan Kyrou’s massive, matching 
$8.125 million AAV extensions both kick in next offseason. Will that mean 
the Blues can only re-sign one of O’Reilly or Vladimir Tarasenko, both of 
whom are UFAs at the end of this season? 

Vancouver Canucks: J.T. Miller, Elias Pettersson 

Contracts: Miller $5.25 million AAV, one year left. Pettersson $7.35 
million AAV, two years left 

Vancouver’s loaded down the middle with Miller, Elias Pettersson and Bo 
Horvat. Miller almost certainly won’t repeat his 99-point campaign, and 
there are defensive warts in his game, but he’s been right around the 
point-per-game mark for three years in Vancouver now. 

Behind him, Pettersson could be poised for a breakout. He had a 
miserable start to the year after missing camp and shaking off the rust 
from a wrist injury, but came alive in the second half with 26 goals and 51 
points in his final 43 games. 

Long-term outlook: Miller’s signed until the end of this decade at $8 
million annually and Pettersson will be an RFA in two years, presumably 
in need of a raise as well. Management loves Horvat, who’s a pending 
UFA at the end of the season, but can they afford to re-sign him long 
term given how expensive Miller and Pettersson will soon be as well? 

Boston Bruins: Patrice Bergeron, David Krejci 

Contracts: Bergerson $5 million AAV, one year left. Krejci $3 million AAV, 
one year left 
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Patrice Bergeron has been a top-3 finalist for the Selke Trophy for 11 
straight years. Let that sink in. 

Bergeron’s point totals might never jump off the page compared to elite 
centers, but that’s in large part because of how conservatively the Bruins 
have managed his minutes to increase his longevity — he hasn’t 
averaged 19 minutes or more per game since the 2017-18 campaign. 
He’s still an elite point producer in terms of efficiency, it just doesn’t show 
because he doesn’t play as many minutes. 

David Krejci’s a wild card. He’s 36 now and spent last season in the 
Czech league. Krejci was outstanding for the Bruins in 2020-21 with 44 
points in 51 games on top of strong two-way results, though, so he 
should still fare well in the 2C position. 

Long-term outlook: Boston’s screwed the moment Bergeron and Krejci 
retire. 

New York Rangers: Mika Zibanejad, Vincent Trocheck 

Contracts: Zibanejad $8.5 million AAV, eight years left. Trocheck $5.625 
million AAV, seven years left 

Zibanejad is one of the best pure goal scorers in this group, ranking fifth 
among all NHL centers with 94 goals since the 2019-20 campaign. He 
gets dinged a little bit for not quite being an elite play driver like some of 
his peers, but that doesn’t matter as much when you can change a game 
with one wicked release. There’s a case for him as a fringe top-10 center 
in the league. 

New York swapped Ryan Strome out for Vincent Trocheck, the latter 
profiling as an above-average second-line pivot. The fit in New York is 
fantastic as he plays a direct north-south game and has a good history 
with Gerard Gallant. 

Long-term outlook: The final couple years of Zibanejad and Trocheck’s 
contracts probably won’t be pretty, but that’s fine because the Rangers 
are in win-now mode and both provide solid value relative to their cap 
hits today. 

Calgary Flames: Elias Lindholm, Nazem Kadri 

Contracts: Lindholm $4.85 million AAV, two years left. Kadri $7 million 
AAV, seven years left 

Lindholm and Kadri actually ranked higher by GSVA as a duo than 
Florida, who slotted in the “elite” tier, but the numbers are likely 
overrating their potential impact this season. 

Lindholm and Kadri are fantastic, but they’re projected as the 10th and 
15th most valuable centers in the league next season which feels 
generous. Kadri’s at risk of regressing as he scored at closer to a 45 to 
60 points-per-82-games clip before last season’s offensive explosion, not 
to mention the impact of leaving Colorado’s elite offensive environment. 
We also need to see how capably Lindholm can drive a line without 
Johnny Gaudreau and Matthew Tkachuk, although Jonathan Huberdeau 
should be an excellent running mate. 

Lindholm and Kadri might not sustain huge point totals but they’re savvy, 
competitive and high-end defensive players. Add Mikael Backlund to the 
equation as the third-line center and the Flames will be a matchup 
nightmare at center with three outstanding defensive pivots stacked on 
top of an elite blue line and strong goaltending. 

Long-term outlook: Calgary’s core isn’t young so the two years they have 
left with Lindholm at under $5 million annually are really high leverage. 

Tier 4: Middle of the pack 

New York Islanders: Mathew Barzal, Brock Nelson 

Contracts: Barzal $7 million AAV, one year left. Nelson $6 million AAV, 
three years left 

How much more would Barzal’s production pop in a favourable offensive 
environment? On Long Island, he’s played in a tight-checking, defence-

first system and hasn’t had enough high-end wingers to play with. It’s 
baffling that the Islanders couldn’t find a new winger in the summer for 
him to play with. 

Nelson quietly ripped 37 goals in 72 games last season, although he did 
so on the back of an inflated 21.6 percent shooting clip. 

Together, Barzal and Nelson are an above-average center duo, they just 
don’t have the help around them to lead a potent offensive attack. 

Long-term outlook: Extending Barzal long term is a massive win for the 
Islanders. 

“I think if we didn’t get it done before the season it would have lingered. It 
becomes a distraction. I don’t like distractions."https://t.co/4ZZIm46M1x 

— Kevin Kurz (@KKurzNHL) October 5, 2022 

Vegas Golden Knights: Jack Eichel, Chandler Stephenson 

Contracts: Eichel $10 million AAV, four years left. Stephenson $2.75 
million AAV, two years left 

Vegas’ duo is a wild card in this exercise because of Eichel. He could 
find his stride and re-emerge as one of the NHL’s best players regardless 
of position or maybe he just performs like an average 1C — either 
scenario is plausible. 

Stephenson’s a great breakout story, notching 64 points in 79 games last 
season. He might not repeat that type of production, but he still profiles 
as an excellent fit to anchor Vegas’ second line. It’s a great luxury 
knowing you’ve got William Karlsson right behind him, too. 

Long-term outlook: Will Vegas be able to afford to retain Stephenson in 
two years with Karlsson also on the books long term? 

Winnipeg Jets: Mark Scheifele, Pierre-Luc Dubois 

Contracts: Scheifele $6.125 million AAV, two years left. Dubois $6 million 
AAV, one year left 

Scheifele has consistently been a top offensive producer, scoring at a 
point-per-game or better clip for the last six years. He unfortunately gives 
so much of that value back with his defensive flaws. Over the last four 
seasons, Schfeiele’s line has only outscored opponents by two goals at 
five-on-five — the Jets essentially break even with him on the ice despite 
his impressive point totals. 

Dubois bounced back admirably after disappointing in his first year with 
the Jets — he’s a high-end second-line pivot with an attractive size, 
speed, skill and two-way ability combination. 

Long-term outlook: Is either player committed to staying in Winnipeg 
long-term? If not, the club could be in trouble. 

Carolina Hurricanes: Sebastian Aho, Jesperi Kotkaniemi 

Contracts: Aho $8.46 million AAV, two years left. Kotkaniemi $4.82 
million AAV, eight years left 

Aho’s been a remarkably consistent producer the last few years, 
hovering right around the point-per-game mark. That’s worthy of 
recognition since the Hurricanes play a rudimentary, defence-first style. 
Aho combines that production with high-end defensive results, which is 
probably enough for him to slot as a fringe top-10 centre in the league. 

The uncertainty for Carolina is the 2C hole following Trocheck’s 
departure. Is Jesperi Kotkaniemi ready to embrace a bigger opportunity? 

Long-term outlook: The Canes also have Martin Necas, who was drafted 
as a natural center. He’s played at the wing at the NHL level, but could 
he be an option to transition to center if Kotkaniemi falters? 

Ottawa Senators: Josh Norris, Tim Stützle 

Contracts: Norris 7.95 million AAV, eight years left. Stützle $925,000 
AAV, one year left 
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Ottawa has a bright future down the middle with youngsters Norris, 
Stützle and Shane Pinto. GSVA rates Norris and Stützle as the 20th-best 
center duo, but that underrates their upside in my opinion. 

The question is whether one of Stützle or Norris can evolve from a good 
player to a franchise one. Stützle, in particular, is a breakout candidate 
given the 34 points in 33 games run he went on down the stretch and the 
massive upgrade he’ll now have on his flanks with Alex DeBrincat and 
Claude Giroux. If something like that comes to fruition, the Senators will 
climb up these tiers in the years to come. 

Long-term outlook: It’s nice seeing the Senators commit to retaining their 
top talent long term, with both Norris and Stützle signing eight-year 
extensions. 

Anaheim Ducks: Trevor Zegras, Ryan Strome 

Contracts: Zegras $925,000 AAV, one year left. Strome $5 million AAV, 
five years left 

Zegras is one of the most creative playmakers in the entire sport. He’s 
must-watch TV and as he levels up, he’ll singlehandedly carry the Ducks 
as a franchise with him. Like most young forwards with only one year of 
NHL experience, there’s work for him to do in rounding out his game and 
becoming a more assertive two-way play driver. But he’ll get there and 
has all the signs of a budding superstar, it’s simply a matter of how 
quickly he can ascend there. 

Anaheim’s Strome signing was a reasonable bet. It’ll be interesting how 
much point totals potentially decline away from Artemi Panarin, but the 
$5 million cap hit attached to his deal leaves room for a correction in his 
production. 

Long-term outlook: Mason McTavish is likely going to start his NHL 
career on the wing but could he eventually move to the middle? It’d give 
the Ducks one heck of a group once he and Zegras reach their potential. 

Los Angeles Kings: Anze Kopitar, Philip Danault 

Contracts: Kopitar, $10 million AAV, two years left. Danault $5.5 million 
AAV, five years left 

What could Kopitar’s offensive totals look like now that he has a dynamic 
weapon like Kevin Fiala on his wing? Seventy-plus points on top of his 
usually stellar two-way impact seems like a realistic possibility. 

Danault, meanwhile, proved to be one of the 2021 offseason’s smartest 
additions. He bounced back offensively, elevated his linemates and was 
a shutdown ace in the Kings’ valiant first-round series effort against the 
Oilers. 

Long-term outlook: Can any one of Quinton Byfield, Rasmus Kupari or 
Alex Turcotte break out? Byfield, in particular, has the potential to 
eventually succeed Kopitar as the 1C down the line if he can hit his 
ceiling. 

Dallas Stars: Roope Hintz, Tyler Seguin 

Contracts: Hintz $3.15 million AAV, one year left. Seguin $9.85 million 
AAV, three years left 

Isolating Hintz’s exact value isn’t easy — who’s the true driver between 
him, Jason Robertson and Joe Pavelski on the top line? It’s a fair 
question to ask because GSVA rates Hintz as the eighth-best center in 
hockey which definitely seems a bit too high. Regardless, Hintz is an elite 
skater and as long as the Stars continue having an imposing top line, the 
distinction of who’s most impactful doesn’t really matter. 

Dallas’ concern is getting Tyler Seguin back on track. The problem isn’t 
Seguin’s production relative to most second-line centers, it’s that he’s just 
shy of being a $10-million per year player. In fairness, last season was 
Seguin’s first since coming back from a major hip operation. He was 
clearly shaking off some rust and there’s optimism he can produce more 
than the 49 points he scored last season. A Seguin bounceback would 
go a long way toward ensuring Dallas becomes more than just a one-line 
team offensively. 

Long-term outlook: Hintz will be a stud for years to come but Dallas also 
has some intriguing center prospects in Wyatt Johnson, Logan 
Stankoven and Mavrik Bourque to keep an eye on. 

San Jose Sharks: Tomas Hertl, Logan Couture 

Contracts: Hertl $8.1375 million AAV, eight years left. Couture $8 million 
AAV, five years left 

Hertl is one of the league’s underrated 1Cs — his point totals don’t pop 
off the page, but he’s an excellent offensive driver who’d produce more 
with additional help around him plus an extremely well-rounded defensive 
contributor. 

Couture’s scored at a 50-60 points-per-82-games pace the last three 
years, which is solid considering the revolving door of wingers around 
him. He just, unfortunately, doesn’t provide good value for his luxurious 
$8 million cap hit. 

Long-term outlook: Hertl and Couture are quality players now, but their 
contracts could quickly become an issue within the next few years, which 
is concerning because the Sharks aren’t close to having the talent 
necessary to capitalize on their best years. 

Tier 5: Below-average 

Washington Capitals: Evgeny Kuznetsov, Dylan Strome 

Contracts: Kuznetsov $7.8 million AAV, three years left. Strome $3.5 
million AAV, one year left 

Nicklas Backstrom’s uncertain health status hurts, there’s just no getting 
around it. Backstrom’s optimistic he can return at some point this season 
after major hip surgery, but he’s a long way from that and there’s no 
guarantee he’ll be the same player if he returns. 

Evgeny Kuznetsov bounced back offensively last season with 78 points 
in 79 games but he gets dinged for not being a complete two-way play 
driver. It’s a similar story for Dylan Strome — there’s high-end offensive 
potential, but he’s defensively lacking and probably better served as a 
contender’s third-line pivot rather than a 2C. 

Long-term outlook: Connor McMichael and Hendrix Lapierre are exciting 
center prospects to monitor. 

Nashville Predators: Matt Duchene, Ryan Johansen 

Contracts: Duchene $8 million AAV, four years left. Johansen $8 million 
AAV, three years left 

This duo would have ranked higher based on last season’s performance, 
the problem is they’ll be hard-pressed to replicate it. Duchene exploded 
for 43 goals last season but he’s been very streaky on a year-to-year 
basis in his career. Johansen’s a strong regression candidate after 
shooting at a 22 percent clip last season. 

Long-term outlook: Both contracts (Johansen’s in particular) are 
troublesome given the term left. 

Philadelphia Flyers: Sean Couturier, Kevin Hayes 

Contracts: Couturier $7.75 million AAV, eight years left. Hayes $7.142 
million AAV, four years left 

When Couturier’s healthy and at his best, he’s a Selke-quality center with 
75 point upside, which is extremely valuable. But can Couturier reliably 
be that player this season? He missed most of 2021-22 with a back 
injury, which required surgery in February and isn’t expected to be ready 
for the start of this season due to a herniated disc. Back injuries can 
linger and it’s no guarantee that Couturier will immediately hit his peak 
performance when returning. 

Hayes is a serviceable second-line pivot but overpaid at north of $7 
million annually. 

Long-term outlook: Couturier’s long-term health status looms large in 
determining how the Flyers will look at center ice. 
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Detroit Red Wings: Dylan Larkin, Andrew Copp 

Contracts: Larkin $6.1 million AAV, one year left. Copp $5.625 million 
AAV, five years left. 

Larkin’s offensive production could climb as the team around him 
improves and we saw shades of that last season with 69 points in 71 
games. He’s underrated by GSVA, but it’s hard to grade him as anything 
more than a low-end first-line center, at least for now, considering he’s 
scored at a 64-point pace per 82 games over the last three years. 

Copp’s an intriguing wild card. He’s embraced a larger role in the last 
couple of years, but on a true contender, would he be a bonafide second-
line center or more of a luxury third-line one? 

Long-term outlook: If Marco Kasper can hit as a quality top-six center, it’ll 
be a massive boon for the Red Wings. 

Mat Barzal has a big new contract — and it could be the best new 
comparable for the Red Wings and Dylan Larkin, with the cap reportedly 
set to rise significantly in the coming years. Laying it all out: 
https://t.co/cLVeLK2Dzz 

— Max Bultman (@m_bultman) October 5, 2022 

Montreal Canadiens: Nick Suzuki, Christian Dvorak 

Contracts: Suzuki $7.875 million AAV, eight years left. Dvorak $4.45 
million AAV, three years left 

Suzuki’s extremely advanced as a two-way center, but does he have the 
offensive upside of a true star? He might, especially if Cole Caufield finds 
success on his line, but for now, his career high is just 61 points. For 
now, he’s criminally underrated by GSVA which ranks him just outside 
the top-50 centers — that’s why I bumped Montreal up into this tier. 

The bigger concern is that Dvorak is probably closer to being a third-line 
center than he is a bonafide second-line one. 

Long-term outlook: Could Kirby Dach break out with a change of 
scenery? That’d certainly be a big boost. 

Minnesota Wild: Ryan Hartman, Joel Eriksson-Ek 

Contracts: Hartman $1.7 million AAV, two years left. Eriksson-Ek $5.25 
million AAV, seven years left 

The Wild are missing a high-end No.1 center but Ryan Hartman’s an 
effective stop-gap on one of the best value contracts in the league. He fit 
in seamlessly with Kirill Kaprizov and Mats Zuccarello last season, 
scoring 34 goals and playing a scrappy, sandpaper-type game. Hartman 
ranked higher by GSVA than players like Larkin, Danault and Suzuki 
though, which isn’t right, so that’s a sign that the model can’t quite 
distinguish just how much Kaprizov and Zuccarello are driving that top 
line. That’s why I’ve bumped them down into this tier rather than “middle 
of the pack.” 

Eriksson-Ek, meanwhile, continues improving offensively which is a really 
nice bonus considering his elite defensive impact. He’s rangy, disruptive 
and centers a line that consistently dominates the possession battle and 
decisively puts the Wild ahead on the scoreboard by virtue of how difficult 
they are to score on. 

Long-term outlook: It’ll be really fascinating to see how Marco Rossi fares 
in the NHL after a strong American League campaign last season. Rossi 
offers legitimate first-line center potential down the road. 

Buffalo Sabres: Tage Thompson, Casey Mittelstadt 

Contracts: Thompson $1.4 million AAV, one year left. Mittelstadt $2.5 
million AAV, two years left 

Buffalo’s center group is young and on the rise. The odds are stacked 
against Thompson repeating his 38-goal campaign, but he’s enormously 
talented and should be a consistent 30-goal scorer, already locked up 
through the end of this decade. 

Mittelstadt, 23, and Cozens, 21, are both breakout candidates and should 
take big strides over the next couple of seasons. 

Long-term outlook: Much better than one might have expected after 
losing a franchise center like Eichel. 

Tier 6: Needs improvement 

Seattle Kraken: Matty Beniers, Yanni Gourde 

Contracts: Beniers $897,500 AAV, two years left. Gourde $5.166 million 
AAV, three years left 

Beniers was impressive in his NHL cup of coffee last season and has 
looked dynamite in preseason too. He’s one of the top contenders for the 
Calder, but obviously not established as a top-line pivot yet. 

Gourde’s a nice two-way piece to have in the middle six, but as his time 
in Tampa suggested, he’s probably closer to a high-end third-line pivot 
on a true Cup contender. 

Long-term outlook: Beniers and Shane Wright should be a nasty 
combination for years to come. 

Chicago Blackhawks: Jonathan Toews, Max Domi 

Contracts: Toews $10.5 million AAV, one year left. Domi $3 million AAV, 
one year left 

Chicago’s captain just hasn’t been the same player since returning from 
an illness that forced him to miss the entire 2021 campaign. Toews 
notched just 37 points in 71 games last season, albeit on an awful team, 
with little help around him. Domi’s been frustratingly inconsistent in 
recent years but is fine as a middle-six stopgap. 

Long-term outlook: Praying for Connor Bedard. 

EXCLUSIVE- According to Jonathan Toews, Blackhawks GM Kyle 
Davidson is eyeing a five-plus-year process to rebuild. 

"That part of it doesn’t sound appealing to me at all." 

What's next for the Chicago captain?@MarkLazerus has 
more.https://t.co/LxArOTnFYd pic.twitter.com/S1tGRCgMR5 

— The Athletic NHL (@TheAthleticNHL) July 26, 2022 

Columbus Blue Jackets: Boone Jenner, Jack Roslovic 

Contracts: Jenner $3.75 million AAV, three years left. Roslovic $4 million 
AAV, two years left 

Jenner’s simply not a bonafide first-line center. The good news is that 
Roslovic looked like he may have figured it out, with 14 goals and 25 
points in 31 games down the stretch. 

Long-term outlook: Cole Sillinger’s rookie campaign was very impressive 
considering he was only 18 last year. Kent Johnson has elite potential — 
will he play wing or center long-term? 

Arizona Coyotes: Travis Boyd, Barrett Hayton 

Contracts: Boyd $1.75 million AAV, two years left. Hayton $1.775 million 
AAV, two years left 

There’s not a lot of nice things to say when Boyd is your top-line center. 
Hayton’s intriguing though — can the 22-year-old solidify himself as a 
core piece after a solid but unspectacular campaign last season? 

Long-term outlook: Adding Logan Cooley to the pipeline this past July 
was a nice start. 

The Athletic LOADED: 10.06.2022 
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Hockey Québec reportedly parts ways with Hockey Canada; Trudeau 
says ‘no surprise’ organizations are re-evaluating ties 

 

The Athletic Staff5-6 minutes 05/10/2022 

 

Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau said Wednesday that he 
understands why provincial organizations are re-evaluating their support 
of Hockey Canada. 

“Parents across the country are losing faith, or have lost faith, in Hockey 
Canada. Certainly, politicians here in Ottawa have lost faith in Hockey 
Canada,” Trudeau told reporters after Hockey Québec reportedly cut ties 
with Hockey Canada. 

“It’s no surprise that provincial organizations are questioning whether or 
not they want to continue supporting an organization that doesn’t 
understand how serious a situation it has contributed to causing. I really 
hope they understand because hockey is a really important sport deal to 
a lot of Canadians and a lot of kids. And right now this mess is doing no 
favors to kids across the country.” 

Hockey Québec chose to part ways with Hockey Canada following the 
latest allegations against the governing body, saying it no longer has 
“confidence in the ability of Hockey Canada to act effectively to change 
the culture of hockey with the structure in place,” according to multiple 
reports. 

Hockey Québec reached its decision in a vote Tuesday night. As a result, 
Hockey Québec is suspending the transfer of $3 per registration that 
goes to Hockey Canada, and for the time being, only the amounts used 
for insurance costs will be paid, per reports. 

Tim Hortons also informed Hockey Canada Wednesday that it won’t be 
sponsoring the men’s program at all during the 2022-23 season, 
including the world juniors, per reports. Tim Hortons joined Scotiabank, 
Canadian Tire and Telus last June in withholding sponsorship support 
from Hockey Canada in the wake of the fallout from a sexual assault 
lawsuit settled by the national governing body in May. 

Hockey Québec’s decision comes after a report from The Globe and Mail 
on Monday revealed that Hockey Canada created a second undisclosed 
fund in part to settle sexual assault lawsuits. The second fund, known as 
the Participants Legacy Trust Fund, was reportedly started in 1999 as an 
additional reserve set up by transferring money from the National Equity 
Fund, which was paid for by registration fees from youth players. 

Hockey Canada spokesman Jeremy Knight told The Globe and Mail that 
the Participants Legacy Trust fund has not been used, and any 
distributions from the reserve would go to the governing body’s member 
branches. 

In July, it was reported that the first reserve, the National Equity Fund, 
exceeded $15 million in recent years and was used to settle a lawsuit 
filed this year by a woman who alleged she was assaulted by members 
of Canada’s World Junior team, among others, in 2018. 

Following the report on the Participants Legacy Trust Fund, the Canadian 
Heritage Committee held its scheduled third round of hearings to address 
how Hockey Canada handled the 2018 sexual assault allegation. Hockey 
Canada’s Chair of the Board of Directors Andrea Skinner took a defiant 
stance in defending the organization to Canadian Parliamentary 
members, reaffirming support for senior leadership. 

Skinner doubled down on the board’s belief that senior management 
acted appropriately upon learning that a young woman said she was 
sexually assaulted by eight junior hockey players following a Hockey 
Canada Foundation event in London, Ont., in 2018 and said that she felt 
that the sport was being unfairly targeted by claims of cultural toxicity. 

During her hearing, Skinner described the National Equity Fund as 
prudent risk management and stated that the Participants’ Legacy Trust 
Fund is not a Hockey Canada asset. 

“That trust was established to cover uninsured claims that might arise 
from the period when Hockey Canada and its members were self-insured 
… from September 1986 to August 1995. That’s why there was money 
put into that trust,” Skinner said. 

Parliamentarians routinely pointed out during Tuesday’s hearing what 
they believed to be a fundamental disconnect between Hockey Canada’s 
steadfast commitment to keeping leadership in place and the public 
outcry that the hearings have sparked. 

“I am absolutely incredulous,” MP Anthony Housefather told The Athletic 
after the meeting. “It shows there is a huge disconnect between the 
board at Hockey Canada and their perception of management versus 
Canadians’ perception and the perception of this committee.” 

Earlier this week, Canada’s Minister of Sport Pascale St-Onge called for 
the members of Hockey Canada to pressure the governing body to make 
changes. 

“Hockey Canada belongs to its members first and foremost,” St-Onge 
said, per CBC. “It’s also the parents that send registration fees that have 
the power to change the organization from within, it’s the members of 
Hockey Canada that need to ask for this change as well.” 

go-deeper 

GO DEEPER 

Hockey Canada timeline: Major developments so far 

The Athletic LOADED: 10.06.2022 
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Hockey Canada scandal has ‘affected’ business operations at TSN, exec 
says 

 

Sean Fitz-Gerald6-8 minutes 05/10/2022 

 

A senior executive at TSN said the network’s business operations have 
been “affected” by its pursuit of the scandal cascading around Hockey 
Canada, one of its major broadcast partners, but told an audience it 
would continue to chase the story because “that’s sort of what we do.” 

Speaking as part of a panel for The Canadian Journalism Foundation at 
the Toronto Reference Library on Tuesday night, Ken Volden, executive 
producer at TSN, acknowledged how the reporting has impacted 
showcase events such as the world junior hockey championship. 

“We’ve managed to build that — quite frankly, in partnership with Hockey 
Canada — into a pretty major television property,” said Volden. “And yes, 
our business is affected by this story. We’re not sure where this is going 
to go, but I can tell you there’s a separation of church and state that 
happens at TSN. 

“We are allowed to do our work that goes along with this, and make sure 
it’s right.” 

Volden appeared on stage with Rick Westhead, the senior correspondent 
at TSN, and Katie Strang, who is a senior enterprise and investigative 
reporter with The Athletic. 

Volden addressed a question from the audience about the broadcaster’s 
relationship with Hockey Canada, and while he chose not to detail the 
specifics of how the story has impacted the bottom line, he said the 
backing extended up the corporate ladder to Stewart Johnston, who is 
senior vice president, Bell Media sales and sports. 
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“You can imagine the pressure on him on a daily basis,” said Volden. 
“He’s supportive. Understands what we’re trying to do.” 

Hockey Canada has been under a national spotlight since May, when 
Westhead reported the national governing body had quietly settled a 
lawsuit with a woman who alleged a group of Canadian players had 
repeatedly sexually assaulted her in June 2018, following an event in 
London, Ont. 

Several more damning reports have emerged over the intervening five 
months. On Tuesday, Andrea Skinner, interim chair of the Hockey 
Canada board, defended the organization during a contentious hearing 
with a parliamentary committee. 

“It boggles the mind that Hockey Canada is continuing to dig in its heels,” 
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau told reporters on Wednesday. “Parents 
across the country are losing faith or have lost faith in Hockey Canada. 
Certainly, politicians here in Ottawa have lost faith in Hockey Canada.” 

"I think it boggles the mind that Hockey Canada is continuing to dig in its 
heels," PM Justin Trudeau told reporters when asked about the 
organization's handling of sexual assault allegations. His comments 
come as Hockey Québec said it would cut ties with Hockey 
Canada.#cdnpoli pic.twitter.com/N4qrBawFJJ 

— CPAC (@CPAC_TV) October 5, 2022 

Before the scandal emerged, Hockey Canada had provided a pillar of the 
TSN programming calendar, especially during the holiday season. The 
Canadian broadcaster turned a relatively modest tournament into a 
Christmas ratings powerhouse, with millions tuning in to watch the world 
juniors in December. 

In January 2020, TSN and RDS, TSN’s French-language counterpart, 
announced a rights deal that secured Hockey Canada as a key partner 
through the 2033-34 season. According to an accompanying media 
release, three of the network’s five all-time most-watched programs 
revolved around the world juniors. 

The tournament accounted for almost half (nine) of the network’s top 20 
all-time largest audiences. 

Volden said the results from the network’s own reporting into the scandal 
“absolutely would have an effect on the very thing that we built.” 

On Tuesday, Westhead told the audience he was in Serbia when he got 
the tip about the court case in London. He was gathering material for a 
profile on a Canadian soccer player that would broadcast in concert with 
TSN’s coverage of the World Cup later this year, and he said it took a 
few days to get his hands on the documents. 

“I remember emailing Ken and our colleagues and saying, ‘Brace 
yourself,’” he said. 

“One of the things that I really admire is the ability to focus,” said Volden. 
“And I think Rick is able to focus on what the story is. You’re dealing with 
all these things that are not so great, and hard to deal with, but you’re 
able to focus.” 

Outlets across Canada and the United States have invested resources 
into covering the story. 

“Our resources are not what they used to be,” Volden said, speaking of 
the media industry in general. “We’re in a position where we have to 
make choices about what we’re covering. There’s lots of things that I 
think we would like to attack, but you don’t have the resources.” 

He said TSN has reported uncomfortable truths about broadcast partners 
before the story broke about Hockey Canada. He pointed to work around 
concussion awareness in hockey, as well as reporting on the use of 
painkillers. (Sportsnet bought exclusive national rights to the NHL with its 
famous $5.232-billion deal in 2013, but TSN still has regional rights with 
Canadian franchises.) 

“Those are hard subjects to do, and they take lots of resources,” said 
Volden. “I think they’re important. We believe it’s an important part of the 

TSN brand. We are the leaders on sports TV in journalism — that’s my 
own view.” 

Strang has covered the Hockey Canada story extensively for The 
Athletic. 

“I’d like to think that we’re gaining a better understanding of what it takes 
to be doing the essential journalism,” she told the audience. “But as Ken 
said, there’s a reason that a lot of places don’t do this type of work. It 
takes a lot of money. It takes a lot of work. It’s hard.” 

go-deeper 

GO DEEPER 

One night in London: Allegations of sexual assault and a reckoning for 
Hockey Canada 

In September, Sports Media Canada announced Westhead as the winner 
of its annual sportswriting achievement award. He is scheduled to 
receive the award during a ceremony at the Royal York Hotel, in Toronto, 
in November, about a month before the world juniors open in Halifax and 
Moncton. 

Disturbing, difficult stories have been emerging across a number of 
sports organizations, Volden told the audience. Quarterback Deshaun 
Watson is under suspension in the NFL. Rowing Canada is under 
scrutiny for reportedly fostering a toxic culture. 

“It does feel like an avalanche,” said Volden. 

The network has also been working on a feature-length documentary on 
the culture of high-level gymnastics — “Broken: Inside the Toxic Culture 
of Canadian Gymnastics.” 

“I think anytime there are a lot of people coming forward, that’s a positive 
thing — that there’s a system by which they can come forward,” said 
Volden. “I do think there is some momentum.” 

The Athletic LOADED: 10.06.2022 
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ESPN / Inside the NHL's secret arms race for competitive advantage 

 

Emily Kaplan 

 

If there's one thing the NHL league office is obsessed with, it's 
competitive balance. Parity rules in hockey, and the league often 
emphasizes that it treats its 32 teams equally. That's fostered by a hard 
salary cap. There's a fixed amount teams can spend on players -- and as 
the league recovers from revenues lost in the pandemic, that salary cap 
remains largely stagnant, jumping to $82.5 million this season after three 
straight seasons of $81.5 million. 

However there's an unspoken secret in the NHL: There's no salary cap 
on hockey operations. And behind the scenes, there's an arms race 
between teams, navigating where to spend extra cash -- and how much 
of it needs to be spent -- to find a competitive advantage. 

"Nobody will say it out loud," one NHL assistant general manager said. 
"But the divide between the haves and the have nots in the league is 
quite big. Not everyone is playing with the same deck of cards. If you 
think teams like Arizona, Carolina or Ottawa are operating on a budget 
that looks like what Toronto is spending, then you're fooling yourself." 

What does that gap look like? Two dozen front office executives, 
coaches, agents, players and people closest to the game shared their 
insights to offer a picture of what type of spending goes on behind the 
scenes. They help explain where money is spent (and saved). Staff size 
is the easiest place to start. 
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NHL teams are not required to register hires with the league -- and it's 
not something the league tracks, nor has guidelines for. There's not even 
a rule for how many coaches a team can employ. The Colorado 
Avalanche just won the Stanley Cup with the smallest coaching staff in 
the league; Jared Bednar has two assistants plus a goaltending coach, 
video coach and skills coach. 

The Philadelphia Flyers' new hire, John Tortorella, is tied for having the 
largest coaching staff (eight). Some teams are figuring out how to 
surround their players with even more resources. The Flyers are one of 
four teams in the league to have their skills coach travel on the road, 
along with the Los Angeles Kings, Pittsburgh Penguins and New York 
Rangers. 

But when it comes to the number of people employed in hockey ops, 
everyone surveyed for this story pointed to one team spending far more 
than the rest: the Maple Leafs. 

"If the salary cap was $140 million, Toronto would have a $140 million 
payroll," one agent said. "They are the Yankees or the Dodgers of our 
league. [GM] Kyle [Dubas] seemingly gets a blank check from 
ownership." Toronto players sometimes joke that they could spend each 
day introducing themself to a different team staffer. Rival front office 
members joke that Dubas has more assistant general managers than 
they have ties; the Leafs technically have five AGMs, plus eight people in 
hockey ops with a director title. 

On the low end of the spectrum is Carolina, which has the leanest front 
office in the league. GM Don Waddell has a small circle around him, and 
they are all tasked with doing multiple jobs. Waddell also holds the title of 
team president. Multitasking runs throughout the organization; in the 
playoffs, public relations manager Mike Brown was assisting on video 
goal reviews. 

Canes owner Tom Dundon said his philosophy is to spend on players -- 
find the best players, and pay and treat them well. But on hockey ops, he 
has less people with a bigger voice. "I like to run it lean, and hungry," 
Dundon said. "There's a limit to how many people you need, in my 
opinion. I don't pay attention to what other people are doing. But I know 
that when you have too many people around, not just for hockey but in 
general, it creates layers and people don't know whose job is what. I 
want to make it clear: If someone is there, they matter." 

Compensation for staff 

Compensation varies across the league. Depends on the team and 
market -- and how much an owner is willing to spend. General manager's 
salaries have slowly risen over the past several years. Coaches' salaries 
are all over the map. Assistant coaches in the NHL make between 
$200,000 and $750,000 -- largely dependent on experience level. Head 
coaches are paid between $1 million and $5.5 million -- more contingent 
on market dynamics. 

Not everyone is on the same page with treatment. "We all talk, and we 
know what goes on in other organizations," one assistant coach said. 
"The teams with the best culture value their employees." 

Some teams happily cover costs for coaches' families to visit if they 
relocate for the job. Teams cited as having a good staff culture do things 
like pick up the tab on postgame meals and cover for things like cars, 
parking, work visas. The high-end teams fly their top scouts in business 
class; but for most teams, even the director of amateur scouting is relying 
on their airline status to get bumped up. 

The low-end teams try to save costs on things like health benefits, 
offering younger coaches and staff members the same plan as part-time 
employees. "And that's despite coaches working 100-plus hours a week 
and spending weeks on end without their families," one executive 
remarked. 

Analytics departments 

The fastest growing area in NHL front offices is analytics. It's tough to 
track as many teams employ consultants or have staffers with split roles. 

The Flyers and the Maple Leafs are routinely cited as having the largest 
analytics departments in the NHL. The Seattle Kraken, already with a 
strong analytics staff, are expected to make even more hires this season. 

"When I started [in the NHL in 2015], it was, 'Oh, if they have one person 
in analytics, they're so innovative.'" Kraken assistant general manager 
Alexandra Mandrycky said. "Now if you don't have more than one 
person, you're behind." 

Consider: When Pat Verbeek was named GM of the Anaheim Ducks last 
season, he took stock of the staff he inherited and realized it needed to 
be restructured to align more with his previous stops, in Detroit and 
Tampa Bay. The Ducks had just one full-time analytics staffer last 
season. This offseason, Verbeek quadrupled the department. 

Scouting departments 

Scouting staffs across the league fluctuate in size and assignments. Prior 
to COVID, some teams were already shifting to a more video-scouting 
focused strategy. That saves costs as they're not flying scouts around the 
country. However, most of the best scouts still believe scouting live from 
arenas is optimal. You can notice things that don't appear on video, like a 
players' body language between shifts. Plus, video feeds for junior 
leagues can be wildly inconsistent in quality. 

"For years, the two teams that would save the most money on scouting 
was Buffalo and Ottawa," one director of amateur scouting said. "They'd 
have small staffs and really believed in video scouting. That was a few 
GM's ago. They're now more on par with everyone else. Toronto spends 
stupid money. A team like Arizona, you'd think they wouldn't because of 
their reputation but they actually have a good department. It's a priority 
for them right now, in a rebuild." 

Teams prioritize where they want to look for talent, and how much money 
they're willing to spend looking for it. The teams with the biggest 
presences in Europe are the Chicago Blackhawks, Tampa Bay Lightning, 
Rangers and Detroit Red Wings. 

"I think that's the one area where you need to cover your areas but you 
don't necessarily need the most people, you just need the best people," 
one GM said. "To me, that's where Tampa is top of class. [Assistant GM 
and director of amateur scouting] Al Murray runs a great program; just 
look at their track record." 

The Lightning would not have had their recent success if not uncovering 
draft gems like Nikita Kucherov (second round pick), Brayden Point (third 
round), Anthony Cirelli (third round) or recent cap casualty Ondrej Palat 
(seventh round). 

Player development 

All teams have the ability to draft highly touted prospects every year. But 
once they are in their system, the approach varies greatly. "The Kings 
are great at being super involved with their prospects," one agent said. 
"While some teams still aren't quite there. I don't want to name the team, 
but I have one player who was a second-round pick in 2020. He went the 
entire summer without hearing from his team once. Not even a text to 
check in." 

The Kings, Rangers and Maple Leafs were all consistently mentioned for 
putting the most resources into player development, with the Montreal 
Canadiens and Red Wings cited as teams "trending up" in that area. 

Los Angeles GM Rob Blake said he inherited a large player development 
staff from his predecessor, Dean Lombardi, who was inspired by models 
in MLB. Today, the Kings have a seven-person player development staff, 
and over the season they are dispatched across the world to check in on 
prospects. 

"We're very structured in our visits and communication with prospects," 
Blake said. "Our player development staff is never teaching them any 
structure or system -- we leave that to the coaching staff. It's all about 
cultivating the relationship and building trust, with the No. 1 goal of 
making them a better hockey player." 
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Goaltending resources 

A few teams are trying to find an edge with goaltending. "I'm honestly 
surprised more teams aren't focusing on that area considering the 
outsized importance a goaltender can have on a teams' success," one 
NHL team analytics staffer said. According to several people interviewed, 
goalie coaches around the league are consistently underpaid compared 
to their peers -- and many goalie coaches are tasked with overseeing the 
NHL and AHL staffs. 

A few teams have honed in here. The Florida Panthers, Calgary Flames 
and Vegas Golden Knights have established "goaltending departments" 
while the Rangers, New York Islanders and Kings have unofficial 
goaltending departments, as they also pour a lot of resources into the 
position. 

Panthers GM Bill Zito said the formation of their "goaltending excellence 
department" was "serendipitous," by having Roberto Luongo and his 
brother, Leo, in the organization to support goaltending coach Robb 
Talas, then finding out longtime goaltending coach Francois Allaire was 
living nearby in Florida. But with a $10 million cap hit goaltender in Sergei 
Bobrovsky and a 21-year-old in Spencer Knight, the organization views 
as a future No. 1, Zito said the holistic approach for individualized 
attention on and off the ice has been "fantastic" and helps get the most 
out of the position. 

'The extra amenities' 

And then there are budgets for the "extra amenities" that create positive 
environments -- and are used as part of college free agent and veteran 
free agent pitches. "I'm not sure if that's ever the sole reason someone is 
going to sign, there's so many factors that go into guys' decisions," a 
veteran player said. "But it might be what puts a team over the edge. And 
in general, guys talk around the league." 

A few years ago, players complained that the towels weren't big enough 
in Carolina and Arizona locker rooms, and some amenities weren't up to 
snuff. Those issues have been amended, and largely the standards are 
solid across the league. 

Some teams go above and beyond. It's not stipulated in the CBA that 
teams must offer breakfast, but the high-end teams have omelet and 
smoothie stations as soon as players arrive. The Rangers have always 
taken pride in how they treat players. For example, New York organized 
a bonding retreat for players in Rhode Island during training camp; at 
events like the All-Star weekend, where the league has a bus for all 
players and their plus-ones, the Rangers have arranged separate 
accommodations for their players. Toronto hires a babysitter for its family 
room, so wives and girlfriends can watch games from the stands. 

Said a veteran player who has played for multiple teams, including the 
Maple Leafs: "Everything Toronto does is class. Sure, there's a lot more 
pressure to win there, but you hear stories of the way guys are treated 
there and the resources they have there -- then you get there, and it's 
unreal. Even better than they say." 

What's next 

Perhaps the biggest arms race is just beginning now. Teams who have 
built new arenas or training facilities over the past decade have begun 
offering players amenities like underwater treadmills and cryogenic 
chambers. And with access to the facility year-round, teams can sell 
players on the convenience of sticking around in the offseason. While 
they're not allowed to be coached, players can have access to the team 
trainers and equipment staffs, and can organize informal group skates. 

"It's been ever evolving to watch, and it's not cheap, with the good 
[practice facilities] costing close to $100 million," said Tim Leiweke, the 
longtime NHL executive and current CEO of Oak View Group. "But 
economically it's a great investment. Almost everyone has one now, with 
the Golden Knights and the Kraken taking it to the next level." 

Leiweke has been heavily involved in the Kraken's AHL affiliate, the 
Coachella Valley Firebirds, who he believes will be revolutionary for the 
sport. 

Between buying an expansion team, building the arena, the training 
center and infrastructure (parking and road and utilities), the pre-
operating cost of the Firebirds is just short of $500 million. 

"They have their own permanent training center, a locker room they get 
to themselves, equipment and physical therapy resources - you're 
spending money to create your culture and create the right environment 
for players," Leiweke said. "This will change the way NHL GM's and 
coaches and team presidents look at developing their talent, and 
reimagine how to not just get value out of their assets, but take that value 
to the next level. This is the next arms race, the resources put into AHL 
franchises. Two or three years from now, I think everyone will be saying 
the Firebirds reinvented the business." 

Everyone's chasing the same goal -- the Stanley Cup. There's no magic 
formula to tell teams how to get there, but teams will always try to look for 
an edge. The irony is not lost on anyone that the team that routinely tops 
the board in terms of spending is the Maple Leafs -- the team that can't 
get out of the first round of the playoffs. 

"People will make fun of how much Toronto spends," one front office 
executive said. "But that's just because they're jealous. Too often in this 
league we cater to the lowest common denominator. Sure it hasn't led to 
playoff success for them yet, but it will -- because they've created a 
forward-thinking culture. We should be celebrating that, and hope they're 
raising the bar for the rest of the league to follow." 
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Sportsnet.ca / Canucks Takeaways: 'Finally,' desperate Vancouver wins 
a pre-season game 

 

Iain MacIntyre@imacSportsnetOctober 6, 2022, 1:58 AM 

 

ABBOTSFORD, B.C. – And on the 14th day of training camp and pre-
season, the Vancouver Canucks won a game. 

It didn’t get them any points but counted for a lot of other things as the 
Canucks, desperate for some positivity and progress as the National 
Hockey League regular season rushes towards them – ready or not – 
survived a wild third period to beat the Edmonton Oilers 5-4 before a 
sold-out crowd at the Abbotsford Centre. 

It ended a five-game pre-season winless streak that had seen Vancouver 
outscored 22-7, and gave the Canucks something to latch on to as they 
prepare to play the Oilers for real in Edmonton on opening night, next 
Wednesday. 

“Yeah, finally,” winger Tanner Pearson said. “Obviously, it was long 
overdue. Especially in the next few days, we start ramping it up and, you 
know, we see those guys in a week, too. We start to play some serious 
hockey even though there's still one more left.” 

Save $50 for a limited time! 

To get fans ready for puck drop, Sportsnet NOW is having a sale on the 
PREMIUM Annual Pass! Get your pass for $199.99 + tax (reg. $249.99) 
and stream over 1,000 national and out-of-market games. Sale ends Oct. 
23, 2022. 

REDEEM NOW 

The Canucks close out their seven-game pre-season Friday at Rogers 
Arena against the Arizona Coyotes, who are already in the Vancouver 
area for team-building exercises. 
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The Canucks looked like they could use some of those, too, but finally 
dressing something very near a full NHL lineup helped immensely. 

The Oilers dressed the best player in the world in Connor McDavid, who 
naturally rewarded fans with a world-class goal when he zipped around 
Canucks defenceman Quinn Hughes early in the second period. 

But the Canucks had the best player in the game in Elias Pettersson, 
who survived a scary boarding from Markus Niemelainen to score a pair 
of power-play goals in the third period. Pettersson set a tone for the 
Canucks with three hits on his opening shift. 

He has been the best Canuck since training camp opened. 

FAR FROM PERFECT 

Canuck Spencer Martin, who will back up Thatcher Demko this season, 
allowed four goals on the first 14 shots he faced, but stopped the final 
seven in just his second pre-season appearance. 

A three-goal night for Vancouver’s power play was also diminished 
greatly by yielding shorthanded goals to Oilers Zach Hyman and James 
Hamblin. 

But, overall, the Canucks did meet coach Bruce Boudreau’s demand to 
play with more pace and intensity. 

“We need to play faster,” Boudreau said after the morning skate. “We just 
want to move the puck quicker and play a little quicker.” 

A MILLER TALE? 

After piecing together lineups while starting the pre-season 0-3-2, the 
Canucks went with a full-scale NHL side in Abbotsford, sitting out only 
injured players, prospects and J.T Miller. 

Miller took the morning skate with teammates at the University of B.C. 
and was expected to centre the top line between Conor Garland and 
Pearson, but was a surprising scratch. Miller did not make the one-hour 
drive east with teammates for the game in the Fraser Valley. 

Boudreau didn’t offer a status report on Miller post-game but claimed it 
was always the plan to sit him out Wednesday. 

We’ll see Friday. 

The team is already missing wingers Brock Boeser (hand) and Ilya 
Mikheyev (lower body), and defenceman Travis Dermott (head). 

ORDER OF DEFENCE 

After practising through training camp and playing one pre-season game 
as the right-side defence partner of Oliver Ekman-Larsson, Hughes was 
back on his natural left side with familiar partner Luke Schenn. 

That move is due, partly, to the continued good health of righty 
defenceman Tucker Poolman, who missed all but four minutes of the 
final three months of last season due to neurological complications from 
migraine headaches. 

Poolman hadn’t looked particularly good since camp opened, but was 
better on Wednesday, quicker retrieving and passing pucks while also 
making a couple of standout defensive plays. 

The veteran has been getting better with practice reps and, critically, 
been able to keep working daily without any apparent complications. 
After last season, when Poolman was underwhelming in 40 games at the 
start of his four-year, $10-million-US free-agent contract, his health – and 
play – is a huge wildcard for the organization. 

“It was a long summer. . . just getting back to baseline,” Poolman told 
reporters after the Canucks’ morning skate. “The first game, especially, I 
was just trying to just play and see what happens. It went great. . . so that 
was just kind of a big relief. 

“It's been great just to play. I'm still working on some things, I think, and 
getting into the swing of it. But it's been awesome to be out here.” 

Asked if he feels he can play better than he did during his first season in 
Vancouver, the former Winnipeg Jet said: “I think for me, I've got to be 
skating, try to push the pace, play simple, just try to execute as best I 
can. 

“If I'm playing my best, I shouldn't be doing anything too fancy. But I'm 
skating, my gap should be good, I'm doing quick, easy plays, jumping 
(into the attack) when I can. But I should be skating and playing simple.” 

Poolman played Wednesday with Oliver Ekman-Larsson. The third pair 
was Tyler Myers and Kyle Burroughs. 

NOT GONE, JUST FORGOTTEN 

There was one guy largely forgotten amid the frenzied debate about 
Hughes’ possible switch to the right side and the Canucks’ ongoing quest 
to find him a top-tier defence partner: his old partner. 

After “stabilizing” Hughes’ game – Quinn’s description – and helping the 
prodigy erase long-standing franchise scoring records by a defenceman 
last season with a 68-point campaign, Schenn heard all summer how he 
needed to be replaced, then arrived at training camp to see Hughes on a 
pairing with No. 2 defenceman Ekman-Larsson. 

As always, Schenn just focussed on his game, being a good teammate 
and pro and doing whatever he could to help his team while making 
himself valuable. Instead of helping Hughes, Schenn practised with and 
tutored another young defenceman, Jack Rathbone, one of the Canucks’ 
top prospects. 

But after zero wins in five games, Schenn was reunited with Hughes at 
even-strength on Wednesday. 

Ever the pro, Schenn told reporters before the game that he focuses on 
“one day at a time” and doesn’t make assumptions based on pre-season 
pairings. 

But when asked later about the movement to move Hughes away from 
him, Schenn told Sportsnet: “I'm aware of the talk as far as bringing in 
defencemen and a guy to play with Quinn. I don't live under a rock where 
I don't hear about it. But in saying that. . . I think I'm trying to get better in 
my career, too. I don't really care how old I am or how much experience I 
have, I'm trying to get better and I think the past few years I've been 
working on things to get better. 

“Of course, you want to play with the best players and have your game at 
the highest level, right? I know there's talk about different options for 
long-term sustainability and who's playing with him. I don't really look into 
that. My game is off when I start thinking too much. But there's no 
question I'm aware of what's going on.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Jets’ top line shows glimpse of enormous potential 

 

ken-wiebe headshotKen Wiebe@WiebesWorldOctober 6, 2022, 1:39 AM 

 

WINNIPEG - The preseason is nearly over, yet the fun is merely 
beginning for the Winnipeg Jets newly configured top line. 

It’s important to not make too many snap judgments, especially since this 
was just the second game of action for the trio of Mark Scheifele, Kyle 
Connor and Nikolaj Ehlers. But the potential for them to be one of the 
most electrifying lines in the NHL to watch was on full display as the Jets 
comfortably defeated the Calgary Flames 5-0 on Wednesday night. 

They’ve got speed to burn. 

They’ve got three guys with lightning-quick releases and finishing ability. 
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They’ve got three guys with vision and they’ve got three guys who aren’t 
afraid to share or distribute the puck. 

Save $50 for a limited time! 

To get fans ready for puck drop, Sportsnet NOW is having a sale on the 
PREMIUM Annual Pass! Get your pass for $199.99 + tax (reg. $249.99) 
and stream over 1,000 national and out-of-market games. Sale ends Oct. 
23, 2022. 

REDEEM NOW 

The only thing missing for them is a snazzy nickname. But there will be 
plenty of time for that should they stay together and find a way to 
continue to build on their strengths. 

The hype machine usually goes a little bit out of control at this stage of 
the exhibition season, but these are three players with solid track 
records. 

Scheifele has put together six consecutive point per game seasons. 
Connor is coming off a campaign where he produced a career-best 47 
goals and 91 points in 80 games. Ehlers is poised for a breakout season 
after finally earning a promotion to the top line and first power play unit 
for the first time in his career. 

What’s the ceiling for them? 

Good question. 

Can they work their way into the conversation as being one of the most 
productive lines and earn league-wide acclaim? 

“That’s not something we think about daily per say, but you bring it up, 
100 percent. That’s our mindset,” said Connor. “Each player, if you ask 
individually, or if you ask me if we could be one of the best lines in the 
league, absolutely.” 

Connor is not wrong — and he’s not the type of guy who says things to 
get attention or for effect. 

This is something he feels strongly about. 

And for a group that is highly motivated to have a bounceback season, 
Connor and company would love nothing more than to lead the way. 

Not just offensively either. 

They’ll need to get more than they give up on a regular basis. Especially 
when you consider the level of competition they’ll be facing most nights. 

There’s always plenty of debate about whether teams should load up a 
top line or spread the wealth a bit, either throughout the top two lines or 
even sprinkle a bit more offence on the third line. 

With Jets head coach Rick Bowness taking over, it was impossible to 
know which way he might lean. Especially since Connor found such great 
chemistry with Pierre-Luc Dubois last season. 

Since the first day of camp, Bowness decided to roll with Scheifele 
between Ehlers and Connor and there’s plenty of good reasons for that. 

“They’re all very creative offensively,” said Bowness. “They see the ice, 
they see each other, they know where they are. That’s how you play fast. 
You get the speed out there, you get the skill out there and the ability to 
read off each other and make plays.” 

The question about whether this configuration can succeed will always 
circle back to how well are they going to play without the puck or defend. 

But one thing that’s been noticeable since training camp is the effort 
being put forth in that area — whether it’s covering off for one another or 
for a pinching defenceman or using their speed to apply back pressure or 
to nullify an odd-man rush. 

Provided that level of commitment remains, they could be a handful for 
opponents in all three zones and not just a high-level threat in the 
transition game. 

“Yeah, we’re going to use our speed whenever we can, all over the ice,” 
said Connor, who scored twice, including a beauty at even strength that 
was set-up by Ehlers on a no-look backhand. “Where we can use that in 
the D zone, say it’s a change of side, our wingers, me and (Ehlers) going 
down and getting those pucks, just being quick and getting to spots. So 
we can have an out for each other as well.” 

More from Sportsnet 

Jets Mailbag: Impressive Lambert making case to stick with big club 

Jets' Heinola, Samberg making cases for sixth spot on defence in loss to 
Oilers 

This will be the first time the three players are set to spend an extended 
period of time on the top power play together. On Wednesday night, they 
were involved in all three goals on the man-advantage. 

Connor buried a perfect saucer pass from Sam Gagner (filling in for 
Dubois on the top unit) for the first goal, Ehlers found Scheifele for a 
beautiful redirection for the second and Ehlers closed out the scoring by 
burying a ridiculous cross-ice feed from Gagner to round out the scoring 
just past the midway point of the third period. 

“You try to play the same way on the power play,” said Ehlers. “You don’t 
want to move it slowly just because you have one more guy on the ice. 
And I think we did that pretty well. We were moving the puck and that 
way plays open up. That’s something we’ve got to continue.” 

The Jets improved to 3-1-1 in the preseason and they’ll close out their 
six-game slate on Friday with a rematch in Calgary against the Flames. 

One of the understated storylines in Wednesday’s affair was the play of 
Jets backup David Rittich. 

After a somewhat rusty outing in the exhibition opener against the 
Edmonton Oilers, Rittich has regrouped and given up only one goal over 
his final five periods. 

That’s how you start earning the trust of the coaching staff and the 
players in front of you when you join a new team. 

“When you get the opportunity to play, you’ve got to take advantage of it 
because if you play like that, the coach doesn’t hesitate to put him back 
in the next opportunity,” said Bowness. “There’s no hesitation at all. You 
play like that and you earn the trust and the respect of his team and his 
coaches. That also earns him another start.” 

The starts won’t be as frequent once the regular season begins, but the 
Jets have several back-to-backs in the early portion of the schedule, so 
Rittich will need to be ready to give Connor Hellebuyck a breather. 

After losing his starting job with the Flames in the bubble and barely 
playing as the backup to Juuse Saros with the Nashville Predators, 
Rittich realizes there is plenty at stake for him. 

“Obviously, it’s great if you perform well. If you get saves and you get a 
shutout it’s nice. I don’t really care. Most important thing for me is that we 
got the win. That’s what matters,” said Rittich. “I mean, prove myself. 
Prove that I can be in the NHL. That is obviously the No. 1 thing for 
everyone who is going into the training camp.” 

Much like Eric Comrie did in training camp last October, Rittich has taken 
the steps toward showing the Jets he’s ready to handle the 20 or 22 
starts required out of the job. 

NHL on Sportsnet NOW 

Get NHL LIVE included with a subscription to SN NOW PREMIUM and 
stream over 1,000 games blackout-free, plus the 2023 Stanley Cup 
Playoffs. 

CHOOSE PLAN 

As for the remaining battles for jobs on the Jets roster, things are 
beginning to come into clearer focus with another round of cuts looming 
in the coming days. 
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Bowness was impressed by Morgan Barron in his first taste of preseason 
action and he’ll get another look with Adam Lowry and Mason Appleton 
on Friday. 

Although the competition for that job remains open, it’s tough to imagine 
Barron being outside of the 13 forwards expected to start on the roster. 

Dominic Toninato was used on the penalty kill and scored a goal on a 
smart head-fake after coming out of the penalty box, but he remains in a 
healthy competition for a job up front. 

The battle on the blue line is still difficult to fully determine, though Dylan 
Samberg appears to have a leg up on both Ville Heinola and Logan 
Stanley. 

It will be interesting to see if the Jets are willing to subject a player to 
waivers, try to move one of the players who require waivers or ultimately 
decide to send Heinola down for some additional seasoning and ensure 
that he plays big minutes out of the gate in the American Hockey League. 

With Bowness saying during training camp that he’d like the blue line to 
go from 24 to somewhere in the neighbourhood of 40 goals this season, 
Heinola is sure to help increase that total. But there is still room for 
improvement when it comes to his defensive game. 

The issue is that Heinola needs to improve his angles, body positioning 
and decision-making at the NHL level in order to take his game to the 
next level. It’s possible the Jets might ultimately decide to keep him 
around for some additional on-the-job training. 

Bowness wasn’t handing out any clues when it comes to the competition. 
The bench boss did say numerous times that Friday’s lineup will be close 
to what he expects to use on Oct. 14 against the New York Rangers. 

During his post-game session with members of the media on 
Wednesday, Bowness was asked if he’s seen enough to have a pretty 
good idea of which way he was leaning? 

“Yes,” Bowness conceded. “Without a doubt.” 

It won’t take much longer to figure out who is in and who is out, at least 
for the time being. 

But what’s important to remember is that this is just the starting point and 
things can change dramatically over the course of a long season. 

An assignment to the minors isn’t permanent and nor is a spot on the 
periphery of the roster, unless that player does enough to cement his 
status with consistent effort. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Flames Takeaways: PTO hopefuls lacklustre in attempts 
to secure top-nine vacancy 

 

Eric Francis@EricFrancisOctober 5, 2022, 11:59 PM 

 

Two tryouts for the Calgary Flames all but officially ended Wednesday 
night, as another one began. 

With the Flames looking to shore up their lines and pairings in 
preparation for next week’s season opener, it was telling that the starting 
lineup in Wednesday’s 5-0 loss in Winnipeg did not include PTO hopefuls 
Sonny Milano or Cody Eakin. 

Neither appears destined to stick with the team much longer.     

Instead, the Flames got their first look at the 6-foot-6, 220-pound winger 
they plucked off waivers Monday from Pittsburgh, Radim Zohorna. 

As hard as it is to miss a man of that size, the 26-year-old did little to 
impress on the third line with Adam Ruzicka and Blake Coleman. 

In ten minutes of ice time he had one shot on a goal — a solid rebound 
chance in tight — and two hits. 

To be fair, he joined the team at their morning skate Wednesday and will 
benefit from a practice Thursday before getting another look in Friday’s 
pre-season finale, at home against the Jets. 

"I know I can be an NHL player full time,” said the man who played 25 
NHL games over the last two seasons with the Penguins. 

"I try to play hard, and physical, and use my speed. I will have an 
opportunity to make the team here and play with these guys." 

Do new look Flames now have enough depth to make Stanley Cup run? 

Based on the advice of Flames scout Steve Pleau, Zohorna was brought 
in with hopes he can help shore up a top-nine vacancy the Flames have 
tried in vain to fill through camp. 

By virtue of a solid camp and winning another fitness testing title, Dillon 
Dube has earned the chance to fill the second line role alongside Nazem 
Kadri and Andrew Mangiapane. 

He had another strong outing with them Wednesday, firing five shots on 
goal and providing energy on a line that should be a crowd pleaser for 
Dome dwellers. 

Depending on how many players the Flames want to keep on their roster 
ahead of Thursday’s opener, Zohorna or Brett Ritchie could be a 
candidate to be placed on waivers with an eye on going to the AHL 
Wranglers. 

But the Oilers had interest in Ritchie, so he might not clear. 

The Flames will also have an interesting decision to make on the back 
end, as they have nine defencemen in camp, which includes Michael 
Stone on a PTO. 

Stone has been great in camp and will earn a deal in some fashion from 
the team, although it may have to wait past the opener. 

That leaves the possibility of having to try pushing Connor Mackey, 
Juuso Valimaki or Nicolas Meloche through waivers.   

Save $50 for a limited time! 

To get fans ready for puck drop, Sportsnet NOW is having a sale on the 
PREMIUM Annual Pass! Get your pass for $199.99 + tax (reg. $249.99) 
and stream over 1,000 national and out-of-market games. Sale ends Oct. 
23, 2022. 

NOTES 

+ The game’s first star was former Flames backup David Rittich, who 
made 37 saves for the shutout as part of his preparation to play for his 
fourth NHL team.  

+ Despite the score, it was another good showing from starter Dan 
Vladar, who allowed two power play goals on 15 shots before he made 
his scheduled departure. All told, the Flames backup has compiled an 
impressive .942 save percentage this fall. Dustin Wolf was hung out to 
dry by a series of Flames mistakes, allowing three goals on 11 shots. 

+ With the lineup just two or three bodies short of its opening day look, 
the Flames top power play unit included Jonathan Huberdeau, Nazem 
Kadri, Elias Lindholm, Tyler Toffoli and Rasmus Andersson. Lindholm 
rang one off the iron in the second period, but the unit went 0-for-6 on a 
night the team struggled with special teams. 

The second unit included Dube, Ruzicka, Andrew Mangiapane, Noah 
Hanifin and Stone/MacKenzie Weegar. 

+ One thing that has looked razor sharp for the Flames through the first 
six games was its penalty killing unit, which stymied the opposition on 25 
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of the first 26 man-advantages over six games. On Wednesday they 
allowed three goals on five chances, which had plenty to do with Flames 
mistakes and the fact two chief penalty killers, Mikael Backlund and 
Trevor Lewis, did not dress.   

+ The Flames (4-3 in the pre-season) open their regular season 
Thursday against the defending champs from Colorado.  

“Funny how that worked out,” said former Avs star Nazem Kadri. 

“I’m hoping maybe I’ll get my ring then.” 

THE LINES 

Huberdeau-Lindholm-Toffoli 

Dube-Kadri-Mangiapane 

Zohorna-Ruzicka-Coleman 

Lucic-Rooney-Ritchie 

Weegar-Tanev  

Hanifin-Stone  

Zadorov-Andersson  

Vladar 

Wolf 
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Sportsnet.ca / Final few positional battles affected in Oilers' high-scoring 
loss to Canucks 

 

Mark Spector@sportsnetspecOctober 6, 2022, 2:11 AM 

 

To borrow a line from country singer Brad Paisley, they looked like a 
bunch of guys who caught all the fish and drank all the beer the night 
before.  

After a day off spent fishing for sturgeon in beautiful British Columbia, the 
Edmonton Oilers took 10 penalties, were shorthanded eight times, 
surrendered three clean breakaways (at least), and somehow came 
within an eyelash of forcing overtime in a 5-4 loss to the Vancouver 
Canucks.  

In their penultimate preseason game, played in Abbotsford, B.C., goalie 
Stu Skinner stopped all the breakaways — two on Bo Horvat and one on 
Elias Pettersson. But Skinner couldn’t handle Pettersson on the power-
play, where he scored twice on a pair of nifty snipes.  

“Not a lot of rhythm. A special teams game for a lot of it. We’ve got to be 
sharper,” said Zach Hyman, whose team has taken 40 minors in seven 
preseason games. “It’ll clean up. It’ll get a lot less sloppy when the 
regular season comes around.”  

The results are far less intriguing than the battles, with one final home 
game against Seattle on Friday left on Edmonton’s docket. There aren’t 
many positional battles here, but two were affected by Wednesday 
night’s performances.  

(The NHL produced neither an official game sheet or event summary 
from Wednesday’s game. So we’re winging it beyond points, penalties 
and shots on goal.) 

Niemelainen is trying to steal the left-side third-pairing job that has been 
advertised as Broberg’s to lose at this camp. So far, the Finn has been 
better than the Swede, and on Wednesday he added two assists and a 

shot on goal to Broberg’s stat line of all zeroes — except for being minus-
1.  

Look, it’s probably easier for Niemelainen to impress than Broberg, 
because the big Finn’s game is simpler, while we want to see Broberg 
take the puck and skate with it. But Niemelainen has brought his physical 
game to the table in every appearance this preseason, and he has 
defended better than Broberg, in our opinion.  

If he starts outscoring Broberg as well, this battle is over.  

His shortcomings usually arrive when Niemelainen has the puck on his 
stick, but he’s adapted well and makes the safe play. If he were to be 
paired with Tyson Barrie when the regular season starts, that would be a 
nice safety valve for a young D-man.  

That battle may come down to Friday’s game against Seattle. Neither 
require waivers to go down, but even though the bonus structure on his 
contract may have Broberg here on Opening Night, that doesn’t mean 
he’ll have won the job.  

Save $50 for a limited time! 

To get fans ready for puck drop, Sportsnet NOW is having a sale on the 
PREMIUM Annual Pass! Get your pass for $199.99 + tax (reg. $249.99) 
and stream over 1,000 national and out-of-market games. Sale ends Oct. 
23, 2022. 

REDEEM NOW 

Jesse Puljujarvi v. Dylan Holloway  

Yes, we know, one is a right winger, the other a lefty.  

But we’re betting there is only one spot in the Oilers’ Top 6 for these two 
players. With the third line of Ryan Nugent-Hopkins between Warren 
Foegele and Ryan McLeod seemingly set, your guess is as good a mine 
where the loser of this battle plays (or doesn’t play) on Opening Night.  

After watching Holloway notch a hat trick and four points in the previous 
game, we expected this to be Puljujarvi’s best effort of the preseason. It 
may have been, but that tells you how little he has accomplished this fall.  

Puljujarvi was tepid at best, with zeroes across the line Wednesday — no 
points, no shots — and continued his aversion to possessing the puck for 
longer than the split second it takes to move it along somewhere. In four 
preseason games, Puljujarvi has six shots on goal and an assist.  

One point while playing against various collections of AHL players. It is a 
disappointing preseason by any measure.  

Holloway went pointless as well Wednesday, but had a pair of shots on 
goal and was around far more chances than Puljujarvi. In his five 
preseason games, Holloway has four goals, six points and 17 shots on 
goal.  

With one game left in the preseason, it’s hard not to say this battle hasn’t 
been won by Holloway.  

Oilers on Sportsnet NOW 

Streaming Home of the Edmonton Oilers. Stream games all season long, 
plus hundreds of other NHL games, the All-Star Game and Stanley Cup 
Playoffs. SN NOW STANDARD and PREMIUM let you choose how 
much hockey you want to watch. 

CHOOSE PLAN 

Mattias Janmark v. Expectations  

You’re never going to notice Janmark much. That’s not who he is.  

Here in Edmonton, he’s going to be a guy you mention when he is killing 
penalties, and playing a staunch, veteran fourth-line role. And in those 
games where the big boys just don’t have it, perhaps he and Derek Ryan 
will chip in one of the 15-to-18 goals they’ll share this season.  
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On Wednesday Janmark was trusty on the PK, made the smart, correct 
play/read more often than not, and simply plied that veteran trade that 
guys like him bring to the table. With Janmark on Line 4, you can keep 
younger players in the minors longer, and hang on to leads better.  

My guess is the fancy stats set will not like Janmark much, but the Oilers 
coaching staff will. 
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TSN.CA / Corporate partners discuss permanently ending relationship 
with Hockey Canada 

 

Rick Westhead 

 

A group of Hockey Canada’s corporate partners have been discussing 
the possibility of permanently ending their business relationships with the 
national sport organization as soon as this week, using “reputational 
damage” clauses in their contracts to justify the moves, four people 
familiar with the matter told TSN. 

Hockey Canada has been trying to avoid that possibility, scheduling calls 
with sponsors as recently as Wednesday to make the case for 
maintaining ties. At least one of the federation’s national sponsors, 
Mississauga, Ont.-based Janes Family Foods Inc., has already informed 
Hockey Canada of its decision to end their partnership, one of the 
sources said. 

Hockey Canada has several tiers of sponsors, including four premier 
partners – Esso, Nike, Tim Hortons and Telus – who pay as much as $2 
million per year for the association, a source said. Tim Hortons 
announced Wednesday afternoon that it will not be supporting the 
organization’s men’s hockey teams during the 2022-23 season. 

“We’ve communicated to Hockey Canada on many occasions that the 
organization needs to take strong and definitive action before it can 
regain the faith and trust of Canadians,” a Tim Hortons spokesperson 
wrote in an email to TSN. “We’re deeply disappointed in the lack of 
progress that Hockey Canada has made to date. We officially informed 
Hockey Canada this week that we have pulled out of all men’s hockey 
programming for the 2022-23 season, including the men’s world junior 
championships. 

“We continue to fund Canada’s women’s and para hockey teams, as well 
as youth hockey.” 

A Telus spokesperson said the company was preparing a statement. 
Spokespeople with Esso and Nike did not respond to emails requesting 
comment. 

“Hockey Canada continues to have discussions with its corporate 
partners on the organization’s action plan and the important steps being 
taken to foster a safe and positive environment for all participants on and 
off the ice,” Hockey Canada spokesman Jeremy Knight wrote in an email 
to TSN. 

The scrutiny Hockey Canada has been under in recent weeks has 
intensified over the past 24 hours following the latest Canadian Heritage 
standing committee hearing in Ottawa on Tuesday. During a two-hour 
hearing, former Hockey Canada board chair Michael Brind’Amour and 
interim chair Andrea Skinner stubbornly rejected criticism of the 
organization, saying Hockey Canada has been unfairly targeted by the 
media. 

After Tuesday’s hearings, Sport Minister Pascale St-Onge announced 
that Hockey Canada would be the subject of a thorough audit going back 
to 2016. 

Later Tuesday night, Hockey Quebec’s board voted against forwarding 
player registration fees to Hockey Canada because it had lost confidence 
in the national organization’s leadership. 

“We’ve been very uncomfortable with Hockey Canada. This has been 
sitting in the back of our minds for a long time,” Hockey Quebec chief 
executive Jocelyn Thibault said in an interview with TSN. “There’s a point 
it hits your values. We need to straighten this out.” 

Thibault said the provincial federation was scheduled to make two 
payments to Hockey Canada in November and March. The federation 
typically forwards about $2 million per year to the national federation, 
Thibault said. 

He also said Hockey Quebec made the decision to act without consulting 
other provincial branches, although there has been communication 
among branches in recent weeks about the worsening scandal. 

After Hockey Quebec’s announcement, Hockey Nova Scotia said its 
board would meet next week to discuss matters related to Hockey 
Canada. The Ontario Hockey Federation said that it has requested to 
Hockey Canada that it not collect a $3 per player assessment fee this 
season. 
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TSN.CA / Poulin, Fillier top TSN's Top 25 players in women's hockey 

 

Meaghen Johnson 

 

She may not have scored another golden goal at the last world 
championship, but Canadian star Marie-Philip Poulin is still the definitive 
choice for the best women’s hockey player on the planet. 

With the 2022 IIHF Women’s World Championship wrapped up, TSN 
assembled a panel of experts to vote on the 25 best players in the game 
right now. 

It has been an unprecedented year in women’s hockey. Fans were 
treated to an Olympic Games and a world championship in the same 
calendar year for the first time ever, with Canada winning gold in both 
events just over six months apart. 

Voters were asked to rank the top 25 players in the game right now, 
regardless of position, with major hockey tournaments weighing heavily 
in the determination. To be considered, a player had to participate in at 
least one of the major hockey tournaments since the 2021 world 
championship. As such, players such as goaltender Noora Räty, who has 
not represented Finland at a world championship or Olympic Games 
since 2019, was not considered. 

The final list features 10 Canadians, nine Americans, three Finnish 
players, and one each from Switzerland, Czechia and Japan. By position, 
there are 16 forwards, eight defenders and one goaltender. While the list 
features many young players, it has a heavy presence of veterans, with 
an average age of 27.5. 

1. Marie-Philip Poulin  

Centre, Canada 

Age: 31 

Previous TSN rank: 1 

2022 Olympics: 7-6-11-17 

2022 Worlds: 7-5-5-10 
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There’s no denying that Poulin is the best player in the world; the debate 
is whether she is the best ever. She helped lead Canada to a gold medal 
in Beijing, recording 17 points in seven games, including two goals in the 
gold-medal game. While she didn’t find the back of the net in the final 
game of this year’s worlds, she still finished with 10 points in the 
tournament, and added a shot block in the dying seconds of the gold-
medal game to help preserve Canada’s 2-1 win over the U.S. Simply put, 
she is always willing to put her body on the line, get into dirty areas, and 
do what it takes to win. 

2. Sarah Fillier 

Centre, Canada 

Age: 22 

Previous TSN rank: 13 

2022 Olympics: 7-8-3-11 

2022 Worlds: 7-5-6-11 

No other player has risen up the ranks as meteorically as Fillier has this 
past year. After first turning heads at the 2021 world championship on the 
‘Fill Da Spoon’ line with veterans Mélodie Daoust and Natalie Spooner, 
Fillier put up 11 points in her first Olympic Games, including a hat-trick in 
the quarter-final against Sweden. Despite losing her linemates at this 
year’s worlds, she still finished as the top Canadian scorer with 11 points 
and was the lone representative from Canada on the tournament all-star 
team. Her on-ice awareness and ability to finish make her one of the 
most elite players in the game. 

3. Ann-Renée Desbiens 

Goaltender, Canada 

Age: 28 

Previous TSN rank: 22 

2022 Olympics: 5-0, 1.80, .940 

2022 Worlds: 5-0, 0.80, .934 

After finishing 22nd in TSN’s player rankings at the beginning of the year, 
Desbiens has cemented herself as not only Canada’s No. 1 goaltender, 
but the top netminder in the world. She posted a 1.80 goals-against 
average and .940 save percentage in Beijing, including a 38-save 
performance against the Americans in the gold-medal game. This past 
August at the women’s worlds in Denmark, she was even more 
impressive with a 0.80 goals-against average. But she once again saved 
her best for last. On paper, her 20 saves in the gold-medal game may not 
seem overly impressive. However, it was the timing of those stops – 
including several in the dying minutes of the game – that elevate her into 
the top three in TSN’s rankings. 

4. Brianne Jenner 

Right Wing, Canada 

Age: 31 

Previous TSN rank: 7 

2022 Olympics: 7-9-5-14 

2022 Worlds: 7-3-2-5 

Jenner has reinvented herself over the past few years, moving from 
centre to the wing and finding great chemistry on the top line with Poulin. 
She was named MVP of the Beijing Games after leading all scorers with 
nine goals in seven games. While her name may not have been among 
the scoring leaders at the worlds, she made her impact when it mattered 
most, scoring both of Canada’s goals in the 2-1 win over the Americans 
in the gold-medal game. Her ability to switch with Poulin and her 
effectiveness in the faceoff circle has been a huge asset for Canada. She 

finished with a 70.21 faceoff win percentage at this year’s worlds, third 
best in the tournament. 

5. Megan Keller 

Defence, USA 

Age: 26 

Previous TSN rank: 15 

2022 Olympics: 7-0-4-4 

2022 Worlds: 7-1-8-9 

Keller was 15th in TSN’s rankings at the beginning of the year but is now 
the highest American on the list, not to mention the top-ranked defender. 
She is a linchpin on the blueline for the U.S. She led the team with 25:18 
TOI at the Beijing Games and played more than 29 minutes in the gold-
medal game. In Denmark, she was tied for the scoring leaders among 
defenders with nine points, including eight assists (four primary). She 
possesses one of the best transitional games in the sport, and her 
skating ability makes her a threat on the blueline. 

6. Brianna Decker 

Centre, USA 

Age: 31 

Previous TSN rank: 4 

2021 Worlds: 7-2-3-5 

2022 Olympics: 1-0-0-0 

It’s been a trying year for Decker, who suffered a serious leg injury in the 
opening game of the Beijing Olympics and did not play in this year’s 
world championship. But when healthy, there’s no question Decker is one 
of the top players in the game. She has 40 assists in her career at the 
worlds, nine back of Hayley Wickenheiser for most all-time. Her passing 
is unparalleled, and her ability to read the ice and see plays makes those 
around her better. 

7. Mélodie Daoust 

Left Wing, Canada 

Age: 30 

Previous TSN rank: T2 

2021 Worlds: 14-6-10-16 

2022 Olympics: 3-0-1-1 

Like Decker, Daoust hasn’t been in the spotlight as much this year. After 
winning MVP honours at last year’s tournament, she opted out of the 
world championship in Denmark for personal reasons. She also missed 
several games at the Beijing Olympics after suffering an injury in the 
opener against Switzerland. But despite her absence, she remains one of 
the most dynamic and creative players in the game. She creates space 
with her poise and patience on the puck and has an innate ability to 
generate offence. 

8. Taylor Heise 

Centre, USA 

Age: 22 

Previous TSN rank: N/R 

2022 Worlds: 7-7-11-18 

The next USA superstar emerged at this year’s world championship. 
After winning the Patty Kazmaier Award earlier in the year, Heise led the 
worlds in scoring with 18 points in seven games, also picking up MVP 
honours. According to Alyssa Longmuir, she also led the tournament in 
G60 (average goals scored per 60 minutes played) with 10.43. Heise 
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was a threat every time she was on the ice, and her line with Alex 
Carpenter and Amanda Kessel was one the most prolific at the worlds. 
She possesses a strong individual skillset and isn’t afraid to take on 
players 1-on-1. 

9. Jocelyne Larocque 

Defence, Canada 

Age: 34 

Previous TSN rank: 17 

2022 Olympics: 7-0-2-2 

2022 Worlds: 7-1-5-6 

A traditional stay-at-home blueliner for most of her career, Larocque 
emerged as an offensive threat this past year, becoming much more 
aggressive and active in the offensive zone. At the worlds in Denmark, 
she notched six points, including her first-ever world championship goal 
in the quarter-final win against Sweden. As part of Canada’s top 
defensive pairing (with Renata Fast), Larocque recorded a team-high 
20:55 TOI, including nearly 23 minutes in the gold-medal game. She 
plays valuable shutdown minutes and her ability to read the game makes 
her difficult to beat 1-on-1. 

10. Jenni Hiirikoski 

Defence, Finland 

Age: 35 

Previous TSN rank: T2 

2022 Olympics: 7-0-5-5 

2022 Worlds: 7-0-1-1 

A surefire future Hall of Famer, Hiirikoski made history this year by 
playing in her 14th worlds, and she continues to be a workhorse on the 
Finnish blueline. In Beijing, she averaged 27:37 in ice time and was 
named to the all-star team. She followed that up by averaging 26:44 n 
Denmark, behind only Japan’s Ayaka Hitosato for the tournament lead. 
Last month, she also became the first defender to reach 300 points in the 
SDHL (Swedish Women’s Hockey League). Her skating ability and edge 
work allow her to contribute in all three zones. 

11. Alina Müller 

Centre, Switzerland 

Age: 24 

Previous TSN rank: 6 

2022 Olympics: 7-4-6-10 

2022 Worlds: 3-1-1-2 

Müller is a top international talent but finds herself lower in the rankings 
after her impact at this year’s world championship was cut short due to a 
positive COVID-19 test. There’s no doubt she can be a difference maker, 
as she finished as Switzerland’s top scorer in Beijing with 10 points in 
seven games, including a goal and an assist against Canada in the 
semifinal. Her hockey IQ, ability to shoot, and distribution makes her one 
of the most gifted offensive players in the game. 

12. Amanda Kessel 

Right Wing, USA 

Age: 31 

Previous TSN rank: N/R 

2022 Olympics: 7-3-5-8 

2022 Worlds: 7-6-11-17 

After somewhat fading from the spotlight over the past few years, Kessel 
reminded the hockey world exactly what she’s capable of with the most 
productive world championship of her career. Her 17 points were behind 
only Heise for the tournament lead (as was her 10.47 P60), and she led 
all skaters with a +17 plus/minus, also earning tournament all-star 
honours. In Beijing, she recorded eight points, good for second most on 
the team, including a power-play goal in the gold-medal game. She is 
slippery in front of goal and possesses great poise and patience. 

13. Hilary Knight 

Right Wing, USA 

Age: 33 

Previous TSN rank: 5 

2022 Olympics: 7-6-4-10 

2022 Worlds: 7-6-3-9 

Knight may be the oldest player on the American roster, but she 
continues to rewrite the history books. A year after breaking the record 
for most all-time goals at the women’s worlds, she surpassed 
Wickenheiser’s mark for most career points at the tournament. She 
finished with nine points at this year’s worlds to bring her career total to 
89, and in Beijing, she was the leading American scorer with 10 points. 
Her awareness and strength on the ice continue to make her lethal in 
front of goal. 

14. Alex Carpenter 

Left Wing, USA 

Age: 28 

Previous TSN rank: 19 

2022 Olympics: 7-4-3-7 

2022 Worlds: 7-2-7-9 

Carpenter isn’t always the most noticeable on the ice, which is perhaps 
why she doesn’t always receive the accolades she deserves. Playing 
with Heise and Kessel at this year’s worlds, she recorded nine points, 
including seven primary assists (fifth most in the tournament). After being 
among the final cuts for the 2018 Olympic roster, Carpenter finished with 
seven points in Beijing. She also has the tendency to show up in big 
games, scoring both of her team’s goals in a 3-2 loss to Canada in the 
2021 world championship gold-medal game. 

15. Daniela Pejsova 

Defence, Czechia 

Age: 20 

Previous TSN rank: N/R 

2022 Olympics: 5-0-0-0 

2022 Worlds: 7-5-4-9 

Pejsova is one of the reason’s Czechia was able to claim its first-ever 
medal at the world championship, taking home bronze. She was the 
highest-scoring defender in the tournament with nine points, including a 
goal in the bronze-medal game. The young blueliner played major 
minutes for her country, averaging 23:59 per game. She was also named 
the tournament’s Best Defender (the first time a Czech player has been 
part of the IIHF’s directorate awards) and earned a spot on the 
tournament all-star team. Despite her young age, she reads the ice well 
and knows when to join on offence. 

16. Kendall Coyne Schofield 

Left Wing, USA 

Age: 30 
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Previous TSN rank: 9 

2022 Olympics: 7-3-3-6 

2022 Worlds: 7-1-10-11 

Coyne Schofield remains one of the biggest names in the game. Her 10 
assists in this year’s world championship were behind only teammates 
Heise and Kessel for the tournament lead, and her 33 shots led all 
skaters. In Beijing, her 20:08 TOI was the second-highest mark among 
American forwards (behind Knight). The U.S. captain exudes passion on 
the ice and is relentless on the forecheck, using her formidable speed to 
her advantage. 

17. Caroline Harvey 

Defence, USA 

Age: 19 

Previous TSN rank: N/R 

2022 Olympics: 7-0-0-0 

2022 Worlds: 7-3-5-8 

The youngest player on the list, Harvey was on the wrong end of some 
questionable coaching decisions during the Beijing Games, where she 
averaged just 3:18 of ice time. But Harvey showed what she’s capable of 
under new head coach John Wroblewski at the world championship, 
recording eight points in seven games, along with a 4.26 G60. In the 
gold-medal game, she played the fourth-most minutes for the Americans 
with 18:46 TOI and was named to the tournament all-star team. She 
hasn’t turned 20 yet, but with her ability at both ends of the ice, she is on 
her way to becoming a top defender in the game. 

18. Claire Thompson 

Defence, Canada 

Age: 24 

Previous TSN rank: N/R 

2021 Worlds: 7-0-4-4 

2022 Olympics: 7-2-11-13 

While Thompson was absent from this year’s women’s worlds due to 
preparations for medical school, she made a huge impact at the Beijing 
Games. A converted forward, she showed her offensive prowess with 13 
points in the tournament, setting an Olympic record for a defenceman. 
Despite her young age, she became a regular in Canada’s top four on 
defence, as well as on the power play, and picked up tournament all-star 
honours. 

19. Petra Nieminen 

Right Wing, Finland 

Age: 23 

Previous TSN rank: 11 

2022 Olympics: 7-3-5-8 

2022 Worlds: 6-1-3-4 

After leading the Finns in scoring at last year’s world championship and 
being named to the all-star team, Nieminen didn’t have the same impact 
in this year’s tournament. She missed most of Finland’s first two games 
after being suspended for a hit from behind in the opener against Canada 
and ended up finishing the tournament with just four points in six games. 
But there’s no doubt she remains a threat on the ice. In Beijing, she was 
tied for the team lead with eight points, including a hat trick against Japan 
in the quarter-final. Last season with Luleå in the SDHL, she led the team 
in scoring in the regular season with 55 points in 34 games. 

20. Lee Stecklein 

Defence, USA 

Age: 28 

Previous TSN rank: 10 

2022 Olympics: 7-1-0-1 

2022 Worlds: 7-1-3-4 

The U.S. has relied heavily on Stecklein, the oldest and most 
experienced blueliner on the roster. She averaged just under 23 minutes 
per game at the Beijing Olympics, and her lone goal ended up being the 
winner in the quarter-final against Czechia. After nearly retiring prior to 
the 2018 Olympics, Stecklein has become virtually irreplaceable on the 
American blueline as a key leader and a shutdown defender. 

21. Michelle Karvinen 

Left Wing, Finland 

Age: 32 

Previous TSN rank: 8 

2022 Olympics: 7-3-4-7 

2022 Worlds: 7-0-3-3 

After finishing at No. 8 in TSN’s rankings earlier this year, Karvinen has 
been overtaken by Nieminen as Finland’s most dangerous forward. But 
the veteran is still a major offensive threat, recording seven points at the 
Beijing Games, including a power-play marker in her team’s 4-0 win over 
Switzerland in the bronze-medal game. While she’s coming off a 
disappointing world championship, finishing with just three points, she 
remains one of the most technically gifted forwards in the game. 

22. Natalie Spooner 

Right Wing, Canada 

Age: 31 

Previous TSN rank: 14 

2021 Worlds: 7-4-5-9 

2022 Olympics: 7-3-11-14 

While Spooner missed this year’s world championship due to pregnancy, 
she was a dominating presence at the Beijing Games, finishing with 14 
points in seven games, including seven primary assists. Spooner has 
said she plans to return for the 2023 world championship, which is good 
news for Canada. She uses her size to her advantage in front of the goal 
and often does a lot of the dirty work in puck retrieval. 

23. Renata Fast 

Defence, Canada 

Age: 27 

Previous TSN rank: 16 

2022 Olympics: 7-1-4-5 

2022 Worlds: 7-0-4-4 

Fast continues to pick up heavy minutes as part of Canada’s top 
defensive pair. In Beijing, she led the team with 21:32 TOI, and it was a 
similar story in Denmark, where she averaged 20:19, including more than 
21 minutes in the gold-medal game. Her skating and speed are among 
her greatest assets. She can chase down virtually anyone in the world 
and is a top shutdown defender. 

24. Sarah Nurse 

Left Wing, Canada 

Age: 27 
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Previous TSN rank: N/R 

2022 Olympics: 7-5-13-18 

2022 Worlds: 7-2-2-4 

Although she had a fairly quiet world championship this year with four 
points, Nurse was an absolute force at the Beijing Games. She set an 
Olympic record with 18 points and led the tournament with 13 assists 
(seven primary). Playing on the top line with Poulin and Jenner, Nurse 
also recorded a goal and an assist in the gold-medal game against the 
Americans. 

25. Akane Shiga 

Left Wing, Japan 

Age: 21 

Previous TSN rank: N/R 

2022 Olympics: 5-2-1-3 

2022 Worlds: 7-3-2-5 

If there was a scoring play by Japan at this year’s worlds, chances are, 
Akane Shiga was involved. She finished with three goals, five points, and 
20 shots in the tournament. Japan recorded 11 goals in the tournament, 
meaning Shiga contributed to over 45 percent of her team’s offence. At 
the 2021 world championship, she scored two goals against the U.S. in 
the quarter-final, the first time Japan had ever scored against the 
Americans. 
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